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understandings , combinations and conspiracies . therein referred to
occurred more than 10 years ago under economic conditions which
differed materially from those now prevailing; and
It further

appearing that the record does not show that the rules

regulations and requirements designated in the amended complaint
as " uniform standards of so-called fair commercial practices " and
alleged to have been imposed or enforced upon all members of the
furniture industry were distributed by any of the respondents after
1\1arch 18 , 1936 , and does not clearly establish the extent to which
said " standards " have been imposed or enforced upon the members
of the industry since said date , or the extent to which the respondents
activities since 1936 have restricted or restrained interstate trade in
furniture products or affected eompetition between and among the

respondents or tended to ereate in the respondents a monopoly in the
sale of furniture products; and
It further appearing that eounsel in support of the complaint have
in effect conceded that the allegations of the amended complaint with
respect to the respondents ' formulation , adoption and putting into
operation of a so-called " Trade Relations :Movement " one of the.
alleged purposes of which was to deprive employees of large in-

dustrial and commereial organizations of the opportunity of buying
furniture and associated products from or through the faeilities
their respe. ctive employees , have not been sustained by the greater
weight of the evidence thereon; and
The Commission being of the opinion that in the eircumstances

served by a dismissal of the amended
a continuation of the proceeding, it being understood , however , that this action does not constitute an adjudication
of any of the issues involved or prejudice the right of the Commission

the pH blic interest will be better
by

complaint than

to conduct a

further investigation

into the respondents ' business

practices and to take such further action as the Commission may consider warranted as the result of such investigation , or otherwise:
AccoTdingly,
it
is ordered That the respondents appeal from the
ruling of the hearing examiner be , and it hereby is , granted.
It is fU'J'th-el' onleTed That the amended complaint in this proceeding be , and it hereby is , dismissed without prejudice to the right of
the. Commission to take such furtlwr action against the. respondents
at any time in the. future as may be warranted
by
the then existing
ci reumstances.
Before
Mr. George

j.J/1, .

J a17'WS
1fT.

A. Pu'1y;ell

TVillia'ln-8

and

trial examiner.
j.Jir. Rulus E. 1fTilson

for the Com-

mISSIOn.

Davies , Rich-berg, Beebe , Landa

Richardson

of ",Vashington

D. C. , for National Retail Furniture Association , its officers

members of the Board of Directors.

and
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Mr. Leo J. Heel' of Chicago , Ill. , also represented National Retail

Furniture Association.
Covington ,

Bu.rling, R'Ublee ,

Shorb

O'Brian

of "\Vashington

D. C. ,

for The American Retail Federation , its officers and members
of the Executive Committee and trustees.
lIfr. Deneen A. TVatson of Chicago , Ill. , for Illinois Federation of
Retail Associations , its officers and members of the Board of Directors.
lI/iller Daus
Sohwenger of Cleveland , Ohio , for Cleveland
Retail Furniture Association , its officers , various members of the
Executive Committee and members.
Ii alle , Ii aber , B el'ick (.e~ lIf cNuUy,

of Cleveland ,

Ohio , also repre-

sented B. "'V. j\1arks and 1\fayer 1\1arks Co.

of Pittsburgh , Pa. , for Trade Relations Council of vVestern Pennsylvania and Retail 1\1erchants Association of Pittsburgh , its officers , various members of the Board of
Directors and members.
and
Jrfr. William. O. Rogers of Baltimore
Mr. Herbert O. lI/oore
Md. , for Retail Furniture Association of Baltimore, Inc. , its officers
:and members of the Board of Directors.
utherford
and
1Villard , Allen
R'li8sell , FlU/mer
lI/ulkern
Boston , 1\lass. , for The Retail Trade Board of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce , its officers , members of the "Governing Council" , and
Reed , Sniith , Shaw

ill cOlay,

members.
11utchins db lVheeler of Boston , 1\1ass. , also represented George
Hansen and Chandler & Co. , Inc.
Hemenway db Bal'nes of Boston , Mass. , also represented Jordon

Marsh Co. and C. F. Hovey Co.
Stewart of Boston , J\.fass. , also represented R. H.
Choate , Hall
\Vhite Corp.
cD lIfanges of New York City, for New York Council
Weil , Gotsohal
on Retail Trade Diversion , Inc. , various officers and members of the

Executive Committee.

ilkie of New York City, for J. E. Davidson.
Lincoln of New York City, for John "'\Vood.
B'l(;1' stein of New York City, for Associated Furniture
Zelby
Dealers of New York , Inc. , its officers and members of the Board
Governors.
lIlr. Ed~()in S. Jrf alnwd of Philadelphia , Pa. , for Philadelphia Trade
Relations Council , its officers and members of the Board of Directors.
H alTis of Detroit , 1\1ich. , for Retail J\ferchants
Beaumont , SJTdth
,
Association of Detroit its officers , members of the Board of Directors
Gould

& TV

l'rl arlo~()

and members.
Mr. L. E. Oliphant ,

Jr. and lib.. J. A. Lind of Chicago , Ill. , also
represented R.. I-Iunsinger and j\10ntgomery "\Vard & Co.
of Boston , :Mass. , also represented Sears , Roe-StoT"
Goulston
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buck & Co. , Scott Furriers , Inc. , Jays , Inc. , ICay J e,yelry Co. , Lehrburger & Asher , Inc. , Liquor 1\1art , Inc. and Raymond' , Inc.
111orl'issey
&I Conley,
of Providence R. I. for Retail Trade Board of
Providenee Chamber of Commerce , its officers , members of the Board
of Directors and members.
lDan , l(ee'l1ey cG 8mith of Providence , R.
L.
for Jesse
Johnson.

ORANGE CORP. OF AMEHlC,\. Complaint , June 26 , 1950.
Order , December 10 , 1951. (Docket 5788.
CHARGE: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and assuming
lVIIL- KAY

using misleading trade or corporate name as to composition of product and furnishing means and instrument. alities of misrepresentation
or deception through supplying false and misleading display cards;
in connection with the sale of a beverage concentrate , an acid solution
and a speeial color designated respectively as "l\1il- K: Fruit Base
Citric Ac.id Solution " and " Special :Mil- K Botl Color , which it sells
and distributes to bottling. plants for use in the preparation of a
eal'bonated beverage designated as " 1\1il- Kai'
CO:MPLAINT: Purslmnt to

the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act
the Federal Trade Commission having reasoi1 to believe that 1\1il- Kay
Orange Corp. of America , a col'poration. hereinafter l'efe.rred to as
respondent , has violated the provisions of said Act and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof woll1d
be in the public interest hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges
in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. :Mil- Kay Orange Corp. of America is a corporation
organized nnd existing under and by virtue of the la,ys of the State
of ~Iissouri with its principal place of business located nt 3012 Locust
Street , St. Louis , 1\10.

PAR. 2. Respondent is nmy and for more than one year last past
has been engaged in the sale and distribution of a beverage concentrate , an acid solution and a speeial color designated respectively as
"lvfil- I( Fruit Base

Citric Acid Solution " and " Special

1\1iI-

" ,yhich it sells and distributes to bottling plants located
in yarious States of the United Stntes for use in connection with the

Botl Color

preparation of a carbonated be.verage designated as " 1\fil- Kay.

Respondent causes its said products when sold to be transported
from its place of business in j\1issouri to purchasers thereof in various
other States. ",Vhen the beverage drink ":Mil- I(ay" has been prepared by the use of respondent' s said produets , it is frequently shipped
by bottlers to retailers located in States oth er than the State in which
suc.h shipments originated.
Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade in its
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products between and amoHg the various States of the United States
and its volume or business has been substantial.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business respondent has
disseminated and has cansed the (lissemination of various advertisements concerning the beverage "1\lil- Kay'~ made by the use of its,
products by tIle, United States mails and by various other means in
eommerc.e , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission ..:let; and respondent has also disseminated and caused the dissemination or advertisements concerning said beverage " :Mil- Kay
by various means for the purpose of inducing and "\vhieh would likely

induce ,

directly or jndirectly~

the. purchase of said beverage " 1\lil-

KHY ~' in commerce , as " eommerce ~' is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission ~-\.ct. Among and typical of the advertisements disseminated and

CHus\:,(l to

be disseminated as hereinabove set forth

are

the fol1owing counter display cards used by bottlers and retailers
advertising antl promoting the sale of " :JIil- Kai' as follows:
Drink l\lIL- KAY
It is

Good For You

These words are printed upon a picturization of a whole orange.
A pieture of a. bottle of "l\1il- Kay " bearing the. fol1owing lettering:
MIL K BOTL
CONTAINS VITAl\IIN B,
REFHESHING
JUST SAY
l\lIL- KA Y

THE VITAMIN B,
DRINK
INVIGORATING
l\IIL- KAY
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY

The picture of the bottle with its inscriptions is printed upon a picturization of an exploding orange.
Pl\R. 4. By means of the displa.y cards bearing the picturizations
thereon set out in Paragraph Three herein , respondent represented
:ll1l1 plncpd in the hands of bottlers and retailers means and instrumentalities by and through which they may and have represented that
the principal and characteristic ingrecbent of the beverage "l\lil- Kay
IS orange JUIce.
PAR. 5.

The aforesaid statements and pictl1rizations are misleading

in material respects and constitute " false advertisements " as that term
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. In truth and in
fact :Mil- Kay, " while simulating the odor , appearance , and taste
of a produet eomposed principal1y of orange juice , derives its odor
appearance. , and taste chiefly from imitation ingredients and i!:; in fact
an imitation orange. product.
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PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false advertise-

lnents had the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
the picturizations contained therein are true and eaused a portion of
the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of the product ")ViiI- Kay " beeause of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public , and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and pl'actiees in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER closing ease without prejudice follows:

The respondent in this proceeding having executed and tendered
to the Commission a proposed stipulation of facts and agreement to
cease and desist from the acts and practices alleged in the complaint
to have been in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The hearing examiner having recommended that said stipulation

and agreement to cease and desist be aecepted and that the case be
closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the
SRme and resume trial thereof if the respondent again engages in said
acts or practices; and
It appearing to the Commission that the complaint charges the respondent with having falsely represented , through the use of certain
advertising display cards , that a beverage designated as ":Mil- Kay,
the Vitamin Bl Drink " prepared from ingredients sold by the respondent , is composed principally of orange. juice; and
It further appearing that prior to the issuance of the complaint the
respondent abandoned the use of said advertising display cards , and
that it has now deleted from its corporate name the word " Orange
thus negativing any implication that may have been inherent in the
use of said corporate name that the beverage ":Mil- Kay, the Vitamin
Bl Drink " is composed principally of orange juice; and
The Commission being of the opinion that in the circumstances the
public interest deos not require a continuation of this proceeding at
this time:
I tis orde1'
That the proposed stipulation and agreement to cease
and desist executed by the respondent on September 2' , 1950 , be , and
it hereby is , accepted.
1 t is
further O1'dered That the case growing out of the eomplaint
herein be , and it hereby is , closed , without prejudiee , however , to the
right of the

Commission to reopen the same or to take sueh further

or other action against the respondent at any time in the future as may
be ' warranted by the then existing circumstances.
Before

M'J',

JJir. Ja1nes A. P'll, J'cell hearing examiner.
illJ' . Jesse D. I(ash
for the Commission.
and

John L. YOI'k

Freednwn& Le' vy, of ",Vashington , D. C. , for respondent.
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INC. Complaint , September 2 , 1949. Order , J anu-

1952. (Docket

5697.

CHARGE: Advertising

falsely or misleadingly as to composition
manufacture or preparation , priees , source or origin and value of
products , using misleading product name or title as to composition
and source or origin of product anclmisrepresenting prices; in connection with the sale of men , women s and ehildren s clothing.
COl\fPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act
the Federal Trade COlmnission , having reason to believe that Bond
Stores , Inc. , a eorporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has
violated the provisions of said Act and it appearing to the COlmnission

would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent , Bond Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of 1\1aryland with its office and prineipal place of business
at 380 Fifth Avenue , New York , N. Y.
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

PAR. 2. Respondent is nO\v and for several years last past has been

engaged in the retail sale of men , women s and children s clothing,
some of which c.lothing is and has been manufactured by respondent in
factories owned and operated by it in New Brunswick , N. J. , Rochester
N. Y. , Buffalo , N. Y. , Glen Falls , N. Y. , and 1\leridian , :Miss. Other

clothing sold by respondent at retail is purehased by it from other
111anufacturers.

Respondent ships and has shipped the clothing manufactured by it
and purchased by it from other manufacturers from its factories and
from factories of other manufacturers from which respondent buys
and has bought elothing to 68 retail stores owned and operated by it
which retail stores are loeated throughout the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. In many instances
the retail stores to which such clothing is shipped by respondent are
loeated in States other than the State in which such shipments have or
had their origin.
Respondent' s retail stores are engaged in the sale of clothing as above

described and the shipment of certain thereof in commerce , as " commerce " is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act , to purehasers

loeated in States other than that in which such shipments have or had
their origin , and to eustomers residing within the District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has mainta.ined ,

a course of trade in said clothing in

commerce among and

between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.

" "."
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PAll. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and
for the purpose of inducing the. purc.hase of its said c.lothing in c.Oll1merce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Ac.t
respondent made certain statements and representations in newspa pel's

and circulars concerning, among other things , the quality and value of
its clothing, the prices at which sueh clothing is offe-red for sale and the
savings resulting from its purchase at such prices. Among and typical , but not all inclusive , of the statements and representations so made
are the following:
(a)

Shetland and Genuine Kerrys made

Worsteds

of imported wool. .
Cameron
Sizzling Bond Special men s suits $50. quality pure wool Cilll1erOn

Coverts $37. 75."

$25. Veritied$34. 50 value
(0)
Set your alarm! Get here early! Bond
l'elleats a SELL- OUT ::UORE Rochester- Tailored top coats worth every cent of
$50. -$37. 75.

SPECIAL PURCHASE Usual price would be $19. 95-$14. 95"
Regularly $10. 50 triple decker bold look easy price $8JJ5 Bootmnker hand
Today at Bond' Va off- Ieather- lined luxury 7.ip coats! You
finished ..
(0)

(d)

-45. 95. Regularly $69. 95."
coats " 59. 95.
gabardine $79.

save $24.

95 zip

" Today 1.4

off. Bond slices $20. from
SALE! $10. 50 men s shoe-.o:; $8.

Recognized $10. 00 quality.
(e)

Super- Quality broadcloth pajamas Bond- Priced below Illallufaeturer

usual wholesale price! $2. 98."

PAR. 4. Respondent , through the

use of the aforesaid statements

appearing in the advertisements set out and quoted under the numbered subparagraphs above ,

represented:
That the articles of clothing designated " Shetland " "I(errys
and " Cameron " were made from fabrics imported from the Shetland
Islands , Ireland , and Scotland , respectively.
That the clothing offered for $25 was of the value of $34.
(b)
and that the c.lothing being offered at $;37. 75 was ac.tually worth and
was of the value of $50.
That the usual and regular price for the clothing offered at
(c)
(a)

$14. 95 was $19. 95 and the differenee between such prices represented a

sa ving to the purc.haser from the regular price.
(d)

That the regular price for the shoes offered at $8. 95 was $10.

and that the difference between such prices represented a saving
the purehaser from the regular price; that said shoes "ere

finished. That the regular price

hand
and

of the coats offered for $45. 95

, respectiyely, and that the differences
represented savings to the purchaser of $2-:1: and $:20 , respectively, from

$59. 95 was $69. 95 and $79.

t he regular prices.
That the price of $:2. 08 asked for pnj Ulnas ',,18 l:e low the manu(e)
facturer s usual "holes ale price.
PAR. 5. The statements in

said adyertisell1ents are false , misleading-

and deceptive. in the following respects:
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(a)
The articles of elothing designated " Shetland" , "Kerrys " ana
Cameron " were not made from fabrics imported from the Shetland
Islands , Ireland , and Scotland , respectiveJy.
(b)
The clothing offered for $25 was not of the value of $34.
and the clothing offered at $37. 75 was not actually worth and was not

of the value of $50 ,

based upon the price of comparable merehandise
sold by other retailers in the same trade territory.
The usual and regular price for the clothing offered at $14.
(c)
was not $19. 95. In truth and in, fact , respondent' s regular selling
price for such clothing did not exceed $14. 95 and a purchase at that
figure did not result in a saving from respondent's regular price.
The regular price for the 5 hoes offered at $8. 95 ,vas not $10. 50.
(rl)
In truth and in fact , respondent' s regular selling price for said shoes
did not exceed ~8. 9f) and a purchase at that figure did not result in
a saving from respondent's regular price , and said shoes were not

The regular prices

hand finished.

and $r-i!). 95 were not $GD. 95 and $79.

of the eoats offered for $45.

, respectively. In truth and in

fact , respondenfs regular selling prices for ~aid coats did not exceed
$4;'U)f'j and $;'59.

9:";

, respectively, and a purchase of said coats

at such

prices did not result in savings in any amount from the regular prices.
The price of $2. H8 asked for pajamas was not belmv the manu(e)
facturer s usual wholesale price.
PAR. G. The use by respondent of the foregoing false , misleading

and deceptive statements and represe.:ntations ,

ancl others similar

thereto , had the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion
of the purehasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
such statements and representations ,vere true , and to induce a substantial portion of the. purchasing public , because of such mistaken
and erroneous belief , to purchase the clothing sold by respondent

through its retail stores.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent ,

as herein

alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
CO~IPLAINT DIS::\IISSED ,vithout prejudice by the follo,ving order:

It appearing to the Commission that counsel in support of the complaint and counsel for the respondent , Bond Stores , Inc. , have reached
an agreement on a proposed informal stipulation; and
It further appearing that under the terms of said stipulation and
agreement the respondent agrees , without admitting having violated
the Federal Trade Commission Act , not to use certain of the acts and
practices complained of , as therein more partieularly set forth; and
It further appearing that under the terms of said stipulation and
agreement the Commission s approval thereof does not in any ,yay
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prejudice the right of the

Commission to resume formal proceedings

against the respondent if at any time in the future such action may be
deemed warranted; and

The Commission being of the opinion that in the circumstances the
public interest will be best served by the settlement of this proceeding
through the approval of the proposed stipulation and agreement , and
that settlement by stipulation of the matters here involved would not
violate the Commission s stated policy of encouraging law observance

through cooperation

in certain types of cases where there has been

no intent to defraud or mislead:
It is orde'J'ecl That the proposed stipulation and agreement executed
by the respondent on November 20 1951 , be , and it hereby is , approved
and accepted.
I tis htl'thel' olYle1'ed That the complaint herein be; and it hereby is
dismissed , without prejudice , however , to the right of the Commission
to institute a new proceeding against respondent or to take such fur-

may be warranted by the then
existing circumstances.
for the
ther or other action in the future as
il1-i' .

Edward F. Dow'ns

Golelbe1'g

G-i'OSS177&n

Commission.

of New York City, for respondent.

RIClIl\fOND- CHASE Co. , EDMUND N. RICHl\IOND , CHARLES 1\1. O' BRIEN
BURNELL E. RICH~IOND AND GEORGE A. RICHl\IOND. Complaint , August 6 ,

1948. Order , January 11 , 1952.

(Docket 5578.

CHARGE: Discriminating

in price through the paying or granting
of commissions , brokerage , or other compensation , or allowanc.es and
discounts in lieu thereof , on sales of respondents ' food products to
direct buyers , in violation of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act , as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.
COl\IPLAINT: The Federal

Trade Commission having reason to behereof , and

lieve that the parties respondent named in the caption
hereinafter more particularly designated and desc.ribed ,

since June 19
1936 , have violate.d and are violating the provisions of subsection (c)

of section 2 of the Clayton Act (D. S.

C. title 15

, sec. 13), as amended

by the Robinson- Patman Act , approved June 19 , 1936 , hereby issues

its complaint , statjng its charges with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Richmond- Chase Co. is a corporation 01'ganizecl and existing under the laws of the State of California , with
its principal officE'. and place of business loc.ated at 817 "'Vest Santa

Clara Street , San Jose , Calif. The respondent corporation is engaged in the business of selling canned fruits and vegetables, proc-

essed dried fruits and frozen foods (all of which are hereinafter designated as "food products ), which it packs , processes , and eans at five

eanning plants whic.h

it operates in the State of California

, one at
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San Jose , the second at Stockton , a third at 1\lountain View , a fourth
at Edenvale , and f;. fifth at San Leandro. The respondent corpora-

tion is a substantial factor in the distribution and sale of food products , selling approximately $25-million worth of such commodities
each year. Such Eales are made to buyers located in various sections
of the United States , Alaska , the Territory of Hawaii , the Island of
Puerto Rico , and many foreign countries.
PAR. 2. Respondent Edmund N. Richmond is an individual with his
prineipal office and place of business located at 817 1Vest Santa Clara
Street , San Jose alii. He is now president of Richmond- Chase Co.
and has been a substantial stockholder and an officer of said corporation since some time after June 19 , 1936. After becoming an officer
and at the present time , and for some time past as president , respondent Edmund N. Richmond has exercised ,

and still e.xercises

, a substan-

tial degree of authority and eontrol over the business conducted by

said corporation , including the direction of its distribution and sales
policies.
PAR. 3. Respondent Charles 1\1. O'Brien is an individual with his

principal office and place of business located at 817 "\Vest Santa Clara
Street , San Jose , Calif. He is now first vice president of RichmondChase Co. and has been a substantial stockholder and an officer of said
corporation since some time after June 19 , 1936. After becoming an
officer , and at the present time , and for some time past as first vice
president , respondent Charles 1\1. O' Brien has exercised , and still
exercises , a substantial degree of authority and control over the business conducted by said corporation , including the direction of its
distribution and sales policies.
PAR. 4. Respondent Burnell E. Richmond is an individual with his,
principal offiee and place of business located at 817 vVest Santa Clara
Street , San Jose , Calif. He is now second vice president of Richmond- Chase Company and has been a substantial stockholder and an
officer of said corporation since some time after June 19 , 1936. After
becoming an officer and at the present time , and for some time past as
second vice president , respondent Burnell E. Richmond has exercised
and still exercises , a substantial degTee of authority and control over
the business conducted by said corporation , including the direction of
its distribution and sales policies.
PAR. 5. Respondent George A. Richmond is an individual with his
principal office and place of business located at 817 vVest Santa Clara
Street , San Jose , Calif. He is now seeretary- treasurer of RichmondChase Co. and has been a substantial stockholder and an officer of said
corporation since some time after June 19 , 1936. After becoming an
officer and at the present time , and for some time past as seeretarytreasurer , respondent George A. Richmond has exercised , and still
213840-- 54---- 102
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exercises , a substantial degree of authority and control over the business conducted by said corporation , including the direction of "its
distribution and sales policies.
PAR. 6. Respondent corporation , as aforesaid , is now and has been
sinee June 19 , 1936 , engaged in the business of packing, processing,
selling, and distributing food products. Each of said individual respondents through said corporate respondent has like, vise been
gaged in said business. Said respondents and each of them in

en-

the
course and conduct of their bilsiness as aforesaid have sold and distributed , and now seH and distribute their food products to buyers
located in the. several States of the United States and the Territories
and insular possessions thereof and other places under the j uris dictibn of the United States , including sales to buyers in the State of
California. Said respondents cause such food products ,

when sold

to be transported from their places of business in California to the
buyers thereof in the State of California and also to the customers of
such buyers .located in the several States of the United States , the
Territories , insular possessions thereof , and other places under the
jurisdiction of the United States. There has been since June 19 , 1936

a c.onstant current of trade and commerce conducted by eaeh of said
respondents ill such food products between and among the various
States of the United States , the Territories and insular possessions
thereof and other places under the jurisdiction of the United States.
PAR. 7. Respondents , and each of them , through said respondent
corporation , now sell and distribute , and since June 19 , 1936 , have
sold and distributed , their

food products in commerce through two

separate and distinct methods: (1) By

seHing some such food products

to buyers through brokers or agents; and (2) by seHing some sueh
food products directly to other buyers without the intervention of

a broker or agent , and paying such buyers a commission or brokerage

fee on such purchases.

The first method is by seHing food products to buyers through
brokers. A broker of food products , as considered herein , may be defined as a sales agent who negotiates the. sale of food products for and
First:

principal and whose compensation is a
eoml1lission or brokerage fee paid by the seller. Such brokers act as
respondents : sales agents , soliciting and obtaining orders for the reon account of the seHer as

spondents ' food products at respondents ~ prices and. on respondents

brokers generally transmit sueh purchase orders to the
respondents who thereafter invoice and ship the foOll products to respondents : customers. The respondents pay such brokers for their
terms. Such

service in negotiating and making such sale~ for the respondents'
nceount commissions 01' brokerage fees ,yhich are customarily based
on a percentage (jf the. i1lvoice sales price of the food prollncts 801(1.
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Sueh brokers are not traders for profit and do not take title to nor
have any financial interest in the products sold and neither make a
l)ront nor suffer a Joss on the trnnsaction. This phase of respondents
business , is not challenged herein.
Second:
A seeond method , which is challenged by this complaint
is respondents ~ sale in the course of the aforesaid commeree of food

products direct to buyers who are paid directly or indirectly c.ommissions or brokerage fees on purchases made for their own ac.counL
An such buyers referred to herein are " direct buyers. In transactions between respondents and such buyers , the respondents do not
use brokers. Some of such direct buyers purchase respondents ' food
products in the. C'ourse of the aforesaid conllnerce for resale to their
customers loeated in the several States of the United States. Other
of respondents ' direct buyers who are classified as " export brokers
purchase some of respondents '

food

products in the courSe of ' the

aforesaid eomme, rce for resale to their customers located in the

sev-

eral Sta es of the United States and in Territories , insular possessions
or other places nnder the jurisdiction of the United States.
Sueh direct buyers gene.ral1y transmit their own purehase orders
for food products directly to the respondents. The respondents there-

and ship such food products directly to such buyers or
to the c, ustomers of such buyers. Respondents collect the purchase
price of the food products from the buyers and not from the buyers
eustomers. The respondents , among their several methods of sales
pay sneh buyers commissions or brokerage fees on such purchases
usually by deducting or allowing from the invoice price of the food
products purehased an amount which is equal or approximately equal
to the commissions or brokerage fees paid by the respondents to their
brokers , as illustrated in the first method. On sales made by the respondents to buyers ,yhom the l espondents classify or who classify
themselves as " export brokers," such commissions or brokerage fees
after invoic.e

are generany designated by respondents as " export discounts.
Contrary to the manner in which brokers operate (as described in
the first method n.boye), such buyers are traders for profit , purchasing

and reseJJing snch food products in

their O\yn

names and for their

own accounts , taking title to the food products and assuming all risk
jncitlent, to o\Yllership. Such resales are not made at the prices and
on the terms dictated by respondents but at the prices and on the terms
determined b~' the respective buyer who makes a profit or suffers a loss
thereon, a~ the Coase may be.. This phase of respondents ' business is
dwl1enp:('(1 by this complaint.
\H. t-i. The respondents , and each of them , since June 19 , 193G , in
connection ,yith the sale of their food products in commerce. , as illustrated in 1'11e ~el'O1Hl method set out in paragraph 7 herein , haye. been
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and are now paying or granting and have paid and granted , directly
and indirectly, commissions , brokerage or other compensation or
allowances and discounts in lieu thereof to buyers on purchases of

respondents ' food products made for their own acc.ount for resale.
PAR. 9. The acts and practices of the respondents , and each of them
in promoting the interstate sale of their food products , since June 19
1936 , by paying or granting to buyers , directly or indirectly, commis.
sions , brokerage or other compensation or allowances or discounts in
lieu thereof by the second method set forth in paragraph 7 herein , are
in violation of subseetion (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act , as
amended.
COl\IPLAINT DISMISSED without prejudice by the following order:
This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the complaint; respondents ' answer thereto; a stipulation as to the facts,
entered into by and between counsel in support of the complaint and

eounsel for the respondents which provides , among other. things , that
the stipulation . as to the facts may be considered in this proceeding in
lieu of evidence in support of and in opposition to the charges in the
complaint; recommended decision of the hearing examiner and respondents ' e.xceptions thereto; and briefs and oral argument of cOlU1seL
The complaint herein charges the respondents with violation of
subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act , as amended by the
Robinson- Patman Act , through the paying or granting of commissions , brokerage , or other compensation , or allowances and diseounts
in lieu thereof , on sales of respondents ' food products to direct buyers.
It appears that the respondents discontinued 1 of the 2 types of

complaint about 2 years prior to the
complaint and there is no indication that they will

transactions challenged in the

issuance of the

The Commission is of the opinion
with
respect
to such transactions is not
that further corrective action
required at this time. The Commission is of the further opinion that
again engage in such transactions.

the allegations in the complaint with respect to the other type
transactions are not sustained.

The Comlnission having duly considered the matter , and being now
fully advised in the premises:
It

i8

ordered That the complaint herein

be

, and it hereby is , dis-

missed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute
further proceedings should the facts warrant such action.
Before

Jl/r. Everett F. Haycraft

Bell

hearing examiner.

for the Commission.
Ehrlich of Washington , D. C. , for respondents.

Mr. Echoard S. Ragsdale

and

j)b.. o. G. Miles
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.APEX OIL PRODUCTS CO. Complaint ,

Octo-

February 8 , 1952. (Docket 3888.
CHARGE: Misrepresenting qualities and comparative merits in connection with the sale and distribution of lubricating oil for motors
designated "Film- X Motor Oil."

, ber 13 ,

1939. 1

Order ,

AUENDED
AND
SUPPLEMENTAL COl\IPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said ad , the Federal Trade Commission , hav. ing reason to believe that H. G. Hornibrook , an individual , and Apex
,Oil Products Co. , a eorporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of the said act , and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest , hereby issues its amended and supplemental conlplaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent H. G. Hornibrook is an individual for-

merly trading as Apex Oil Products Co. , and having his office and
principal place of business at 100-200

17th Avenue , North , in the city

-of 1\1inneapolis , State of ~finnesota. Respondent Hornibrook in his

individual capacity was for more than 1 ye.ar prior to May 1 , 1939
and distribution of a lubrieating oil designated
Film - X Motor Oil.
Respondent Apex Oil Products Co. is a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of 1\1:innesota and having its office
and principal p1ace of business at 100-200 17th Avenue , North , Min-

,engaged in the sale

neapolis ,

Minn. Said

corporate respondent

is now ,

and h38

been

date of its incorporation on or about :May 1 , 1939 , engaged
in the sale and distribution of the lubricating oil designated Film::l\1otor Oil. Said respondent corporation succeeded to the business

-since the

of respondent H. G. Hornibrook and the said H. G. HorilibrDok is
president and general manager of said respondent corporation. Re-

spondents have sold and distributed said product to wholesalers , retailers and other purchasers thereof.
In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid , the respondents caused said product , when sold , to be transported from

their aforesaid place of business in the State of Minnesota to the
purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in various

States of the United States , other than the State of 1\1innesota , and
in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintained , at all times

nlentioned herein , a course of trade in said produc~ in

commerce

among and between the various States of the United States and in the

District of Columbia.
and conduct of his said business , respondent
H. G. Hornibrook , trading as Apex Oil Products Co. , was engaged in
PAR. 2. In the course

Amended and supplemental.
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the practice of falsely representing the qualities and properties of his

said lubricating oil by means of false and misleading

statements

and representations on labels on the containers in which said product
was sold and by various other means , all of which statements and
representations were distributed to members of the purchasing public situated in various States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia. Among and typical of the statements and representations disseminated as aforesaid are the following:
FILM- X Motor Oil is guaranteed to remove carbon from the motor.
FILM- X has several times the film strength of any other natl11'al oil. Actual
tests have demonstrated that motors using FILl\f- X show less than (me- tenth
the wear of motors using ordinary oil.

Through the use

of the aforesaid statements

and representations

together with other statements of similar import and meaning not
herein set out , respondent H. G. Hornibrook represented to prospective purchasers situated in various States of the United States find

in the District of Columbia that the use

of his lubricating oil in

lllotors removes carbon therefrom; that his lubricating oil has several
times the film strength of any other natural oil and is therefore superior to all other natural oils; and that motors using said
respondent' s oil wear less than one- tenth as nluch as motors using
other oi1.
PAR. 3. In the course and

conduct of its business

the corporate

respondent Apex Oil Products Co. has been , and is now , engaged in
the practice of false.ly representing the qualities and properties of its
saidlubricatjng oil by means of false and misleading statements and
representations on labels on the eontainers in which said product is
sold and by other various means , all of which statements and representations are distributed to members of the purchasing public situ-

United States and in the District of
Columbia. Among and typieal of the statements and representations

atBd in various States of the

disseminated as aforesaid is the following:
FILl\f- X Motor Oil is guaranteed to remove carbon from the motor.

Through the use of the aforesaid statement and representation , toof similar import tmd meaning not
herein set out , the eorporate respondent Apex Oil Products Co. represe.nts to prospective purchasers situated in various States of the United
States and in the. District of Columbia that the use of its lubricating
oil in motors will remove earbon therefrom.
P AR. 4. The aforesaid statements and representations by the respondents are grossly exaggerated , false and misleading.
In truth and in fact respondents ~ oil will not remove carbon from
motors. The aforesaid advertisements containing statements that

gether with other statements
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of any other natu-

ral oil lllHll1ly exaggerate the illlportance of the film strength of oils
and serve as a representation that other oils of less film strength are
inferior to respolldents ~ oi1. The film strengt.h of lubric.ating oil is not
(1l1H lity or superiority. :Motors which are lubricated
with respondents ' oil do not 'veal' less than one- tenth as much as
motors lubricated with other oi1. Any deerease in the w' ear of a motor
effected through the use of respondents ' lubricating oil is not substantially greater than the decrease in the weal' produced through the use
of any high- quuJity lubrieating oil. There is no substantial differenee
in the "- ear of a motor in which respondents ' lubrieating oil is used
n.nd the wear of a motor in which any high- quality lubricating oil is
atl'ue criterion of

uE'ed.

PAn. G. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false and misleading statements and representations has Imd , and now has , the
capaeity and tendency to , and cloes , mislead and de, ceive a substantial
number of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken

belief that such false and misleading statements and representations
are true , and into the purchase of respondents ' products beeause of
said erroneous and mistaken belie.f.

PAR. o. The aforesaid acts and praet.ices
herein aHegecl

, are all to the prejudice

of the respondents , as

and injury of the

public. and

constitute unfair and deceptive ads and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
AJ\IENDED COl\.fPL. UNT DISMISSED without prejudice by the following
order:
This matter has come before the Commission upon the motion
counsel supporting the eomplaint to dose this case without prejudice.
No ans,,- er to this motion has been filed by respondents , eaeh of ,,- hom
has been duly served with a copy of said motion.

It

11ppeal'ing

from the record herein that all of the alleged false

and misleading represe,ntations eomplained of in the amended compla.int "- ere discontinued many years ago; and
It further nppenring that in 1950 persons other than the individual

respondent herein assumed ownership and control of the corporate
respondent; and the. Commission having no reason to believe that the
alleged false and misleading representations which have been discon,,-ill be resumed , and it being

of the opinion

that in the circumstanc.es the publie interest does not

require further

tinued by respondents

corrective action in this matter at this time:
It is ordel'ed That the amended eomplaint herein be , and it hereby
, dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute a 11 ew proeeec1ing or to take such further or other action at any
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time in the future with respeet-to the subject matter of said amended
complaint as may be warranted by the then existing circumstances.
Before 1111' jJfiles J. F'LtJ'nas , illr. Lerw,is O. Russell
and
jJ1r. Edward
E. Reanlon hearing examiners.
1111.. Joseph Gallaway
for the Commission.
Mr. G-eorge NoJ'dli't~ of M:inneapolis , 1\.finn. , for respondents.
HIRAM E. BARBER TRADING AS lVIoTOR EQUIPMENT SPECIALTY Co.

Complaint March 23 ,

1942. Order February 13

, 1952. (Docket

4737. )
CHARGE: Advertising

falsely and misleadingly that goods would be

shipped promptly upon receipt of order accompanied either by payment in full or by one- third of the purchase price , that shipment would
be made the day of receipt of remittance by telegraph shipment , and
that goods so sent would be new and in usable condition; in connection
with the advertising for prospective agents and salesmen to engage in
the sale and distribution of his three devices known as " Mesco Fender
Roller " "Universal ",Vheel Check " and " Tire Remover.
COMPLAINT: Pursuant

to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Hiram E.
Barber , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of said act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby
issues its eomplaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRA PH 1. Respondent , Hiram E. Barber , is an individual , trading and doing

business under the name lVIotor Equipment Specialty

Co. and having an office and principal

place of business in

Beaver

City, Nebraska.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and has been for more than three years
last past , engaged in the busiI~ess of manufacturing, selling, and distributing three devices known as " l\1esco Fender Roller
Universal
'Vheel Check " and " Tire Remover. " The roller is designed and intended to be used for the removal of dents from automobile fenders
bodies , and tops , the wheel check to determine the alinement of automobile wheels , and the tire remover to remove automobile tires from
the rims or wheels. In the course and conduct of his business , respondent causes said devices , when sold , to be transported from his
foresaid place of business in the State of Nebraska to

purchase.rs

located in the various States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia. Respondent maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has maintained , a course of trade in said devices in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States an(l in the District
of Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the eourse and conduct of his business , and for the purpose of indueing the purchase of said devices by salesmen purehasing
for resale , and others , respondent has advertised for salesmen to engage in the distribution of his devices in newspapers and magazines
and other periodicals of- general cireulation , particularly among pros-

pective agents and salesmen

for devices of this general

nature who

sell direct to the ultimate eonsnmer , and has caused letters and eirculars to be sent to prospective agents and salesmen in various parts
of the United States through the United States mails. Among and
typical of the claims and representations made in said ac1ver6sements

letters , and circulars are the following:
Get your samples and get going.

If you are in a real hurry, then wire the money, 'Vesterl1 Union , to Beaver City,
Nebraska , via McCook , Nebraska.
Or if yon are in a real rush , then wire the money, Western Union, to Beaver
City, Nebraska , via :McCook , Nebraska, and we will ship the same day.

Send this slip with money order or draft for
fender rollers and include the
tire remover also.

$12.

50 and I will send you the

wheel cheek immediately. Or $14. 00 gets the

Cash with order is cheapest, but we ' will ship C. O. D. if one third accompanies

order.

Through the use of the aforesaid statements , and others similar
thereto not set cut herein , respondent has represented that he will ship
the goods ordered by prospective salesmen or agents , promptly upon
receipt of the order , accompanied either by payment in full or by onethird
Ol the purd1ase priee , that when remittance is by telegraph shipment will be made the day of its receipt , and that the goods so sent
will be new and in usable eondition.
PAR.
.1:. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated by
respondent in the course of his aJoresaid business were misleading and
untrue. In truth and in faet , respondent , although well aware that
salesmen and agents could not sell said devic.es without proper sanlples
thereof , and that delay in the shipment thereof would be highly detrimental to sueh persons ,

did not ship

samples to persons sending

orders by telegraph , accompanied by the amount of money required by

the respondent , the same day that the remittance was received, nor did
he ship samples to those ordering by mail with reasonable promptitude,
after receipt of such orders. In many instances he sent samples of
said devices which were defective or second hand.
PAR. 5. In many instances , after the receipt of the, goods ordered by
prospective salesmen and agents had been unreasonably delayed by

respondent' s failure to ship them seasonably, such salesmen and agents
notified respondent of the cancellation of their orders , instructed him
to make no shipment , and demanded the return of the money paid

to respondent. It was the practice of respondent under such circum-
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disregard such instructions , to ship the goods , and to refuse
the demand for refund.
PAR. 6. In many instances respondent has delivered to persons who
purchased his said devices through his salesmen or agents , goods which
were defective or sec.ond hand.
PAll. 7. Among and typical of claims and representations made by
respondent with respect to the fender roller , in the manner set forth in
paragraph 3 hereof , are the following:

stanc.es to

they are neat ,

handy, easily operated
equipment that will slip these dent:;; ont quickly and eai-:ily.
This outfit really lifts the dent out of the fender. It does the

job

quickly,

, and others

similar

easily. . . .
Works so easily that it is just a swing of the wrist. . .

Through the use

of the arorsesaid statements

thereto not set out herein , i'espondent

has represented that the

tech-

nique of the operation of his said fender roller is easily acquired.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid

representations so made and dissmninated

aforesaid business were misleading

by respondent in the c.ourse

of his

and untrue. In truth and

in fact , it is

not possible to operate the

fender roller satisfactorily without a c.onsiderable amount of practice
the proper teehnique is not readily acquired even by persons having
some mec.hanic.al aptitude and skill , and large numbers of those who
purehasec1 said devic.e for resale were .wholly unable to use it succcessfully. A satisfac.tory demonstration is in almost every instanc.e necessary to effect sales. Hespondenfs representations were made to prospeetive salesmen or agents , and no clisc.losnre that a. study of the
operation of the device , and a considerable amount of prac.tice therewith , was nec.essary as a preliminary to attempting to sell it , until
after the prospective salesman

or agent had paid for his

sample.

PAll. 9. Among and typical of other claims and representations

made by respondent with respect to his fender roller in the manner
set forth in Paragraph Throo hereof , ,He the following:
These products are what

950/0

of the garage and fleet owners must have. . . .

They are illC1ispensible.

Modern tools for modern cars.
That is why these tools sell so well.
something that practically every shot) needs and yer~' few haye.
. . . the finishing tools have been doubling in sales each weel( for the past
few weeks. 'l' hat means just one thing. They are ",hat practically every garage
ought to have and they are finding it. out.
So

you

see why these tools are so popular.

Body and fender men who have spent years in learning to do l)erfect work
with old fashioned equipment find that l\1esco rollers do the work better , easier
and many times quicker.

That is just what these

new tools are.

They are finely engineered tools,

mad(! and developed through ~. ears of experience, and work on the most modern
ea rs.
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thereto not set out herein , respondent has represented that there was
a great and growing need for and demand for the said rollers , that
they were readily salable, that they were adopted for use on current
and recent automobile models , that they were extremely efficient, and
were finely engineered to aecomplish and would ac.eomplish the purpose for which they were intended , and were highly meritorious.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated
by respondent in the course of his aforesaid business were misleading
and untrue. In truth and in fact. , there are many other methods of
and tools for removing dents from fenders , the demand for respondent' s device was almost negligible , '"as not inereasing, and it was not
readily salable. The tool is not well adapted to the large , high-crown
fenders of automobiles of rec.ent years , and the device is for practical
use , almost entirely without merit.
PAR. 11. Among and typical

of other c1aims

and representations

made by respondent with respect to all his devices , in the manner set
forth in paragraph 3 hereof , is the following:
We have never done much H(lverti:;;ing because we didn
sell readily

1)))(1 we had

t need to.

These tools

all the i':lleslIIE'n we COUlll use. However , we

have enlarged our output.

Through the use of the aforesaid statement and others similar
thereto not set out herein , respondent has represented that he had done
little advertising for salesmen , because he had enough to sell his former
output , but that his production had reeently been enlarged.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated
by the respondent in the course of his aforesaid business were misleading and untrue. The respondent's advertising for salesmen had been
extensive and continuous. The tools did not sell readily, the respondent never had enough salesmen to dispose of his output , and his facilities for production were never increased.
PAR. 13. Respondent has also engaged in the practice
ing to prospective salesmen that eertain

territory was

fact exclusive rights to sell in such territory,

in

of represent-

open ,

when in
whole or in part , had

been granted by respondent to others.
PAR. 14. Among and typical of other claims and representations
made by respondent with respect. to the opportunities for the sale of
his devices , in the manner set forth in paragraph 3 hereof , is the
following:
Every l11echan

ic a

prospect 95% virgin.

Through the use of the aforesaid statement , and others similar
thereto not set out herein , respondent has represented that little effort
has been made to sell the said devices , and that they have never been
offered to the vast majority of prospective purchasers.
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15. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated
by respondent in the eourse of his aforesaid business were misleading
and untrue. In truth and in fact , efforts to sell said devices have been
made by a large number of people over a large part of the United
States , and they have been offered to great numbers of prospective
PAR.

purchasers.
16. Respondent has also engaged in the practice of inserting
PAR.
in the advertising matter referred to in paragraph 3 hereof , what
purport to be copies of favorable testimonials from users of his devices.
In truth and in fact such testimonials ,

were never given by the

persons by whom they were represented to have been given.
PAR. 17. Respondent has also engaged in the practice

ing, by means of letters sent through the United

of represent-

States mails ,

to
prospective salesmen and others in various States of the United States
that his devices , and his representations with respect thereto , have
been submitted to and approved by the Federal Trade Commission
and the United States Post Office Department and that the devices
ha ve been approved by and are in use by departments and agencies of

the United States Government. Sueh representations were made by
statements such as:
We have already shown the Postal Inspectors and the Federal Trade Commission tbat they do

ever;rthing we say.

The Federal Trade Commission and

.

Postal authorities. . .

both l1aye been

here and looked oyer our merchandise , im' estigated its
tion , and our claims in our literature. The most they

ol1eratioll tlnd construchave done is to suggest
some changes in the wording of some of our statements. . . . \Ve consider this our
best recommendation.

these tools are in the use of the United States Goyernment.
PAR. 18. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated

by respondent in the course of his aforesaid business are misleading
and untrue. In truth and in fact neither the postal authorities of the
United States nor the Federal Trade Commission has passed upon
the merits of respondent' s devices or approved them or the claims
made by respondent for them. N one of the tools are used by any
department or agency of the Uniteel States Government.
PAR.
19. Among and typical of claims and representations made by
respondent with respect to his wheel cheek in the manner set forth
in paragraph three hereof , are the following:

The Universal has been tested beside machines costing $375. 00 and it is every

bit as accurate. In fact it is more

accurate than any

privilege of testing it \vith.
There is notbing to break or get out of order.

machine we have had the

Put the hen

dest trucl\: on it

and it \von t be injured in the least.

Through the use of the aforesaid statements , and others similar
thereto not herein set out. respondent has represented that the device
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wheels with a greater
same purpose , that the
construction is such that the device will not break or get out of order
and that it may be used to test the heaviest vehicles without injury.
PAR. 20. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated
by respondent in the course of his aforesaid business are misleading

will disclose faulty alignment of automobile
accuracy than other deviees intended for the

and untrue. In truth and in fact the said

wheel check is not

ac-

curate , and is inferior in accuracy to other devices used for the same

purpose. It frequently gets out of order , and is damaged when used
under heavy

vehie1es. It is poorly constructed and is of little practical

111erit.
PAR. 21. The use by respondent of the statements and representations , as set forth herein , in connection with the offering for sale and
sale of his said devices , has had the tendency and capacity to mislead

and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof into the
false and erroneous belief that such claims and representations were

true , and to induce them to purchase such devices on account thereof.
PAR. 22. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent , as
herein alleged , are all to the prej udice and inj ury of the public , and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and , meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Complaint dismissed without prejudice by the following order:
the Commission upon the motion of
counsel supporting the complaint to dismiss the complaint without
prejudice. No answer to said motion has been filed by respondent
upon whom a copy of said motion has been duly served.
It appearing from said motion that respondent has not been e.ngaged
in the business to which the complaint in this matter relates for many
years , and the Commission being of the opinion that in the circumThis matter has come before

stances the public interest does not require further corrective action

in this matter at this time:
I t is ordered That the complaint herein be , and it hereby is , disInissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute
a new proceeding or to take such further or other action at any time
in the future with respect to the subject matter of said complaint as
Jllay be warranted by the then existing circumstances.
Before

M'l'

Mr. J. EaJ'l Cow
. Randolph lV. Branch

hearing examiner.

for the Commission.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON PUBLIC AFFAIRS ET AL. Complaint ,

August
,
1952.
(Docket
5695.
,
February
15
1949. Order
CHARGE: Repre.senting falsely and misleadingly, through use of
substitute titles, that books and pamphlets are new works , in connection with the publication , sale , and distribution of new issues of
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works previously published by others , mainly United States Government agencies.
COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that American Council on Publie Affairs , a eorporation , and 1\10rris B. Schnapper , individuH l1y and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of the said

act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it
respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. American Counc.il on Public. Affairs isa c.orporation
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
District of Columbia with its offiee and principal place of business
vVashington , D. C. Said eorporaunder the trade name of Public. Affairs Press.

located at 2153 Florida A venue ,
tion also does busine.ss

Respondent j\Iorris B. Schnapper is the executive seeretary. of said
corporate respondent with his office and principal place of business
10c.ated at 2153 Florida Avenue , vVashington , D. G. , and controls and
directs the acts , policies and business affairs of said corporation , partic.ularly in respect to the acts and practices alleged herein. The
respondents are nO'\' , and have been for more than 1 year last past
engage.d in the public.ation , sale and distribution of books in commeree among and between the various States of the Unit~d States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Respondents cause and have caused said books when sold

to be shipped from their said place of business loeated in the Distriet of Columbia to purchasers thereof loeated in the various States
of the Unit~d States and in the District of Colmnbia.
Said respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a course of trade in their said books in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States and in the Dis-

triet of Columbia. Theil' volume of

business in such

commerce is

substantial.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business and for
the purpose of inducing the sale of their books , respondents have

engaged , subsequent to :March 21 , 1938 , in the practice of advertising,
~elling and distributing books and pamphlets , preyiously published

by others , under names or titles different from the names or titles
Hnder which said books or pamphlets were previously published.
The books and pamphlets so advertised , sold and distributed by respondents include. ,
American Nnme~ "

but are not limited to:

previously published by the United States Department
of the Interior nnder the title: " The Ol'igin of Certain Place Names in the
l1nited State8'"
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Fishery Hesources of the United. States " previously published as Senate
Document No. 51, 79th Congress, and printed and sold by U. S. Government
Printing Office under the title: " Fishery Hesources of the United States: Letter
of the Secretan' of the Interior transmitting pursuant to law, a report on a survey

of the fishery resources of the United States and its provinces.

Guide to American Business Directories " previously published by the United

and. sold by U. S. Government
Printing Office nnder the title: " American Business Directories,
Endless Horizons " previously published by the United States Governmellt
Printing Office under the title: " Science, the Endless Frontier.
Dictionary of Guided Missile Terms " previously published by the National
Military Esta hlishment Research and Development Board under the title:
States DepflrtmelJt of Commerce, are printed

Glossary of Guided Missile Terms.
Mineral Resources of the United States " previously . publil'5hed by the United
States Government Printing Office under the title: " Mineral Position of the
United States " as an apllendix to " Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Public Lands, United States Senate, Eightieth Congress.

Through the use of the titles aforesaid , and other substitute
out herein , respondents have represented , directly and by implieation , that the books and pamphlets so titled by
PAR. 4.

titles not spee.ifical1y set

them are new works.

The said representation is false and misleading. In truth and
fact , the said books and pamphlets are not new works but are new issue!;
of works previously published by others.
PAR. 5. Through the use of the words " American Council on Public
Affairs " in the name of the corporate respondent , respondents have
represented , directly and by implication , that the said respondent is in
some fashion connected with the United

States Government ,

that it

is a body elected 01' othe.rwise constituted as an advisory body on public
affairs , is an assembly for eonsultation and advice on public affairs
01' has some status other than that of a

book publisher and seller and

functions as an educational or publie service organization.
The said representations are false and misleading. In truth and in

fact , respondent American Council on Public Affairs has no connection whatever with the Government of the United States , is not a body
elected 01' otherwise constituted as an advisory body on public affairs
is not an assembly for consultation and advice on public affairs. It is

engaged in the business of selling and distributing books and is not
an edlleational or public service organization.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents ,

as herein

alleged , are all to the prejudic.e and injury of the public and constitute

unfair acts and practices in commerc.e within the intent and Ineaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER granting respondents ' appeal from initial decision of hearing examiner , and decision of the Commission dismissing complaint
without prejudiee ,

This matter

follows:
eame before the Commission upon respondents ' appeal
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from the hearing examiner s initial decision ,

respondent 1\10rris B.

Schnapper s statement and supplmnental statement in support of the
appeal , and the brief filed in opposition to the appeal by counsel

supporting
the complaint.
The principal ground relied on by respondents in support of their

appeal is that the hearing examiner s findings as to the unfair and

deceptive nature of the titles of their publications are not supported
by the record. No appeal has been taken from the hearing examiner
ruling dismissing the allegations of the complaint relating to the use
of the corporate respondent' s name.
The hearing examiner found that respondents have published and
sold books and pamphlets under names different from those under
which they had previously been published by the Government; that
by the use of such substitute titles respondents have represented that
these books were new works; that their use of such substitute titles
has the tendency and capacity to , and does , mislead prospective purchasers into believing the publications are new works; that persons
are thereby induced to purchase respondents ' books; and that such
acts and practices of the respondents constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
The complaint alleges respondents ' use of substitute names on publications containing previously published material is an unfair

prac-

tice only to the extent that the substitute names have the tendency and
capacity to cause the purchase of the new publications by persons who
would not have purchased them had they realized the new publications
consisted of the same material as that contained in the original publications. The Commission is of the opinion that these allegations are

not supported by the evidence

of record.

The evidence

relating to

those publications which were specifically found by ' the hearing exam-

iner to have such misleading titles is as follows:

1. "Fishery Resources

of the United States ,

edited by Lionel

Walford. " The contents of respondents ' book so entitled were originally published as a Senate document with the

title "Fishery

Re-

sources of the United States. This material was later republished
by the Government. with the heading "Fishery Resources of the United
States of America , by Fish and ",VilcUife Service , edited by Lionel A.
vValford. The latest Goveniment edition of this material is advertised by the Gnvernment Printing Office as "Fishery Resources of
the United States. ~' Respondents ' publication gives credit to the Fish
and vVildlife Service. There is no appreciable difference between
any of these titles and there exists no reasonable basis for anyone
familiar with the Government publication being misled by respondents ' title.
2. " Endless I-Iorizons ,

by Vannevar

Bush. " The

contents of re-
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spondents ' volume so entitled have not previously been published in

this form. As it clearly reveals in its acknowledgments , this publication contains materials chiefly drawn from the author s previous
writings and sp2eches. The Government publication " Science the
Endless Frontier , Report to the President on a Program for Postwar
Scientific Research " found by the hearing examiner to be identical to
respondents ' publication , in fact contains material which comprises
only approximately one- fourth of the material contained in respond-

ents ' publication. As it is a new publication , this volume was properly given a new title.
3. " American :Names , by Henry Gannett." Respondents ' volume
so named on the cover contains a title sheet reading "A Guide to the
Origin of Place N~mes in the United States-American NamesHenry Gannett. The contents of this volume are essentially the

same as those contained in a bulletin compiled by the United States
Geological Survey entitled " The Origin of Certain Place Names in
the United States , by Henry Gannett. This bulletin was first published in 1904 and has been out of print since 1905. Any possibility of
a purchaser being misled to his injury by the difference in these names
is reduced to insignificance by the fact that the earlier publication has
been out of print for

almost 50 years.

For similar reasons , the Commission is of the opinion that the evidence of record does not sustain the allegations of the complaint relating to the titles of other publications of the respondents and is of
the further opinion that in the circumstances the public interest does
not require any fu:rther action in this matter at this time.
It is ordered Therefore , that respondents ' appeal from the hearing
examiner s initial decision be , and it hereby is , granted.
I t is fu.rther ordered That the complaint herein be , and it hereby is
dismiss~d without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute a new proceeding or to take such further or other action at any
time in the future with respect to the subject matter of said complaint
as may be warranted by the then existing circumstances.
Before

Jrfr. Clyde 111. Hadley,

Mr. Jesse D. K ash

hearing examiner.

for the Commission.

AMERICAN TELEVISION LABORATORIES , INC. , ET AL. Complaint , May
, 1944. Complaint , August 18 , 1944. 1 Order , l\1:arch 20 , 1952.

(Docket 5161.)
CHARGE: Falsely advertising as to free services , educational qualities , job and employment opportunities , terms and conditions , etc. , in
connection with the sale and distribution of correspondence courses in
the field of television , radio and communications.
1 Amended.

213840--54----103
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Al\IENDED COUPLAINT: Pursuant
Trade Commission Act ,

to the provisions of the Federal
and by virtue of the authority vested in it

Commission , having reason to believe
that American Television Laboratories , Inc. , a corporation , and Ulises
A. Sanabria , Samuel R. Ra binoff , Elmer D. Carter , Lee de Forest
A. J. Cole , and J. 1\1. Shaddrick , individually and as officers and
directors of American Television Laboratories , Inc. , hereinafter re-

by said act , the. Federal Trade

ferred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said act and

it appearing

to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect

thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues

its

amended

col11plaint stating its eharges in that respect as follows:

American Television Laboratories , Inc.
is a eorporation , organized and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Illinois , with its office and principal place
of business at 433 East Erie Street , Chicago , Il1. Said corporate respondent also has an office and place of business at 5612 Sunset
Boulevard , Los Angeles , Calif.
Respondents Ulises A. Sanabria , Elmer D. Carter , A. J. Cole, and
J. 1\1. Shaddrick , individuals , have their office and principal place of
business at 433 East Erie Street , Chieago , 111. Respondents Samuel
R. Rabinoff and Lee de Forest have the,ir office and principal place of
business at 5612 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles , Calif. Respondents
Ulises A. Sanabria , Ehner D. Carter and Samuel R. Rabinoff are the
stockholders and directors of said corporate respondent. Respondents
Ulises A. Sanabria , Lee de Forest , A. J. Cole , J. 1\1. Shaddrick , and
Samuel R. Rabinoff are officers of said corporate respondent. Said
individual respondents , as directors and offieers of said corporate
respondent , are in active control of its management , and formulat~
control and direct its policies and practices.
PAR. 2. For more than 2 years last past , respondents have been engaged , and are now engaged , in the sale and distribution of courses of
instruction in the field of television , radio , and communications , to
members of the public. In the conduct and course of said business
respondents have caused , and now cause said courses of instruction, together "ith materials and equipment furnished therewith , when sold.
to be transported from tl1eir place of business in the State of Illinois
to numerous purchasers thereof located in various States of the United
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

States and in the

District of Columbia. Purchasers pursue said

courses by correspondence through the medium of the United States
mail , and , as a part thereof or in addition thereto , some take laboratory
training at said place of business of respondents. Respondents ,

here-

tofore , and at all times ment40ned herein , have maintained , and now
maintain , a course of trade in said courses of instruction , materials
and equipment among and between the various States of the United
States and in the, District of Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the conduct and course of said business and for the purpose of inducing the purehase by members of the public of said courses
of instruetion together with said materials and equipment furnished
therewith , respondents , by means of advertisements in magazines
periodicals , and newspapers and by means of letters and cireu)ars , and
also by means of personal solic.itations of salesmen under the direc60n of said respondents , have made and make various representations with respect to said corporate respondent , its courses of instruction , the materials and equipment furnished therewith , its personnel
the television industry, the opportunities for employment therein , and
other matters in connection with said courses of instruction. Among
and typical of the representations thus made are the following:
(1) That corporate respondent offers a free training course in television and radio and will accept suitable young men for such course
to provide the television industry with trained television e.ngineers
and that it maintains a training division for such purpose , by reason
of " (a) its being an industrial laboratory and manufacturer interested
in the expansion of the te)evision industry;
(b)
its having taken on
the task for the television industry of providing said industry with
trained engineers and teehnicians as needed upon sueh expansion;
its head engineers having assured the Government and the television
industry that it would make available large 11l1111bers of well trained
nleIl for key positions in the teleyision industry;

having approve.d commercial
surances; and

(e)

(d)

the Government

television only after receiving such as-

for various other reasons

calculated to int.e~' est

young men in employment in the television industry, without , how
ever , disclosing that its business is that of operating a corl'espondenee
school and a laboratory training school , and that such free course is
offered only for the purpose of obtaining students WllO will pay it for
its regular tuition course.
(2) That corporate respondent' s training courses are giyen to train
men who will aecept employment in the television industry and for
no other purpose.

(3) That the men who enter corporate respondent' s
ments become its " associates " and
ing " agreements or arrangements.
(4) That

such agreements

training agree-

constitute " \yol'k-

positions as television engineers and technicians (at cerand will be available in the television in-

tain salaries) are available

dustry to all men who are accepted by corporate respondent to take
and who will devote themselves to , its television eourses.
(5) That the television industry is rapidly expanding and will expand rapidly, and that trained television engineers are needed in
such industry and "ill soon be needed in large numbers.
(H) That corporate respondent' s free training course in television is
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a complete engineering course which will qualify the man who devotes
himseLf to it for a position as a trained

television engineer in the

television industry.

, herein referred to as its

(7) That corporate respondent' s course
tuition course " isa complete engineering course

the man who devotes himse.lf to it

which will qualify

for a position as

a traine.d televi-

sion engineer in the television industry, calling such course when re-

ferring to it as its " engineering course " its " Television Engineering
Training " and its "Engineering Course in Television " and at such
times for comparison , calling its free training course in television its
technicians course " its "Technicians Training, " its " teclmical training " and as its " Radio Communications Training.
(8) That stude.nts taking such correspondence courses and laboratory training are instructed and trained personally by its engineers
Lee de Forest and Ulises A. Sanabria.
(9) That the student who is enrolled in corporate respondent' s free
training course , upon enrolling in its course , herein referred to as the
tuition course " will continue to receive instruction free and all that
the student has to do is to pay for the equipment furnished by it wjth
the latter course; also representing to other prospective students for

such tuition course who have not first enrolled in said free course , that
equipment fur-

the student in such tuition eourse pays only for the

nished with such course and that the corporate respondent gives the
instruction therein free.
(10) That corporate respondent is engaged in giving, and gives free
courses of instruction and training in television ,

radio , communications , and other subjeets , without at the same time making it equally
dear that it is engaged in the business of operating a school on a tuition
basis , of the type commonly called a " correspondence school " and not
in pursuance of , nor in aid of , any manufacturing, research , or governJnent activities , and that it is engaged in giving, ~nd gives such free
courses only for the purpose of obtaining students who will enroll in
and pay for the correspondenee courses which it gives on a tuition
basis , commonly calle.d " correspondence school courses " and for no
other purpose , and particularly not for the purpose of providing in-

dustry or the government with trained television , radio , communica,
tions , or other engineers and technicians.
(11) That corporate respondent will determine , or has determined
or its engineering staff or department will determine , or has determined , from an examination of data submitted by the student on work

neerIng.

done by him on such free course and froin other data furnished by
him whether he is qualified to undertake designated work in engi-

(12) That in conne.ctioll with its regular tuition course corporate
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property.

respondent will deliver to the student certain equipment which will
become his

(13) That the manufacturers '

net " group " price of the e.quipment
furnished by corporate respondent with its tuition course is equal to
a certain amount (comparing such price with the amount of its

tuition) .

(14) That in

connection with said free course and said regular
tuition course corporate respondent will furnish certain residence

laboratory training.
(15) That in connection with its regular tuition course , the student
will be given and furnished by corporate respondent , certain instructions , training, and equipment.
(16) That anyone with " reasonable " qualifications can become a
trained television , radio and communications engineer and technician
by taking such free course.

(17) That a student who has been " accepted" by corporate respondent to take its regular tuition course of instruction and training is
person whom it has determined has the qualifications to take such
course and become a trained television , radio and communications
engineer and technician.
( 18) That corporate respondent' s regular tuition correspondence
course is different from its free course.
PAR. 4. The representations set out in subparagraphs 1 to 5 inclusive,
of paragraph 3 , aforesaid , and others of similar import and menning

heretofore made by respondents , give the false and erroneous impression , and have the capacity of causing, and have caused many persons
many of whom have entered into tuition and other contracts with the
corporate respondent , to have the false belief , that corporate respondent is engaged in giving training courses to provide the television industry with trained television engineers and technicians; whereas , as
a matter of truth , its purpose in obtaining and accepting students for
its courses , together with everything that it does in that connection , as
aforesaid , is to enable it to operate its school at a profit , and for no
other purpose , regardless of any incidental benefit to some student
industry,. or the government.
By the use of the terms " associates " and " working agreements " and
similar terms , as referred to in subparagraph 3 of paragraph 3 aforesaid , and by the use of the representations hereinabove set out and
others of similar import and meaning heretofore made by respondents
respondents have given , and give prospective students for corporate
respondent's tuition courses

, the false and erroneous

the men who take such courses

impression that

or in a school , but
are men who are working for , and under an arrangement with , a television laboratory and manufacturing establishment whereby acceptable
are not students of ,
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Inen are trained to fill positions , as television engineers and technicians
in the television industry, and particularly, positions , as trained tele-

vision engineers and teehnicians , in connection with the design , construction , installation and operation of television equipment and
facilities designed and manufactured by eorporate respondent.
The representations set out in subparagraphs 4 and 5 of paragraph
, aforesaid , and others of similar import and meaning made by respondents , are false and deceptive and have the eapacity to cause , and
haTe caused many persons , many of whom have entered into tuition
and other contracts with the eorporate respondent , to believe that such
representations are true. In truth , there were and are no reliable
faets upon which to base a representation , or to assume that television
engineers or technicians of the kind that the corporate respondent proposes to train by its courses are now needed or will be needed in sufficient numbers , or at any ascertainable salaries , to warrant the representations made by respondents as to the present and future needs of
the television industry and its possibilities for employment.
The representations set out in subparagraphs 6 and of paragraph ;)
respondby
aforesaid , and others of similar import and meaning made
ents , are false and deeeptive in that the eorporate respondent' s courses

, and
eourses , are in no sense complete or

of instruction and training deseribed aforesaid

respondents to be engineering

represented

as the term " engineering course " is used generally and understood by engineers , and by students and teachers
engineering, and eannot be relied upon by a student who devotes him-

true engineering courses ,

self to such courses in the manner directed by the eorporate respondent

and aecording to its method and plan of instruction , to qualify hint
for a position as a trained engineer or technician in the

television

its entrance requirements for the
students which such respondent aecepts and offers to accept for such
the inadequacy of its plan and method of inof
courses , and because
struction and training and of its system of grading.

industry, because of the

lowness

of

Respondents ' representations that the eorporate respondent'
correspondence courses , as well as its laboratory tntining work , are
given under the personal direction of its engineers de Forest and Sanabria , referred to in subparagraph 8 of paragraph 8 aforesaid , and
respondents
by
others of similar import and meaning heretofore made
are gross exaggerations and deeeptive. Personal instruction , either
by correspondence 01' in the laboratory, by either de Forest or Sanabria
is too limited to warrant such re.prese.ntations. In fact , the eorporate
respondent' s correspondence courses are little more than a series of
printed booklets and the lessons therein are

graded in a more or less

mechanical manner. To a large number of the students , whom the
COrpOl'ilte respondent offers to aeeept and does aceept in such course
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such lessons beyond the initial ones , could not possibly be , and are nothing more than fruitless , although perhaps , interesting reading, and
certainly could not be , and are not , of any benefit to them as a course in
engineering, for the reason that they are wholly unprepared edueationally to undertake studies in engineering, and could not , and do not

nnderstand , or solve the engineering problems c.ontained in the COl' pOThe fact is that said respondent
after getting students interested in its free course as a course in engineering, itseIf later represents to such students that sueh c.ourse is only
a " technician " course and not an " engineering " eourse , in order to
induce such students to take its tuition course whic.h it then states
its engineering course.
The representations set out in subparagraph 9 of paragraph 3 aforesaid , and others of similar import and meaning heretofore made by
respondents , are false and deeeptive in that corporate respondent'
instruction in any course in which it receives any money from a student
rate respondenfs lesson- booklets.

is not " free," regardless of the value or price of any equipment which
it may agree to furnish such student in connection with such course.

The fact is that the corporate respondent depends on money thus received from students on eontraets entered into with students eovering
such instruction , herein ealled " tuitions " for the operation of its
Rchool , and for the profits , if any, derived fronT such operation. The

further fact is that , in many instanees , suc.h equipment is never delivered to the student , although a large portion , or even all of the tuilon is paid. The fact is that the corporate respondent has taken from
many students tuition eontracts , and installment payment thereon , and
insisted on receiving such payments at times when it could not deliver
the equipment agreed by it to be delivered to such students , and when

it was

in possession of no facts

upon which it eould

reasonably or

validly base an assumption that it would be able to deliver such equipmf\llt as called for by such contracts or at any other time.

In truth and in fact , it is deceptive and grossly misleading for
course that the corporate respondent gives is " free " beeau se under its plan and method of obtaining
students for its " tuition courses " its purpose is not to give a student
a "free " course , but to get him to start its tuition course on a free
basis , and then , by its ,veIl- laid plan , to induce him to permit it to

respondents to represent that any

convert the course thus ostensibly started as a " free course " into a
tuition course " and to sign a eontract for its " tuition course " without , in many instances , changing in any substantial way the course
started , and without beeoming obligated itself to furnish any additional material or equipment , unless , and until , the student has taken
a large number of lessons. The fact is that the latter eontingency
may never be re.ached , in view of the fact , that such student , like many

'~
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students , may never reach such point in the course , although , like
all students who are thus induced to sign contracts for such " tuition
courses " he thereupon agrees under the terms of such contract to pay
for the course in full. The use of the word "free " unde.r such circumstances is a trick and an unfair scheme on the part of the corporate respondent to deceive prospective students for its " tuition
courses " and such use has the tendlmcy to deceive and does deceive a
large number of students who are induced thereby to enroll in said
respondent' s so called "free course.
While the corporate respondent , in instances where a student " subscribes "

to said " free course " but does not thereafter enroll in said

tuition course

" may furnish the remaining lessons of such " free

course without charge; yet the fact is that respondents ' representations with reference to the corporate respondent~ s giving such free

course were and are all used by them as a means of selling and dis-

tributing, and in connection

with the sale and

corporate respondent in commerce of its tuition

distribution by the
and as thus

courses ,

used were and are false and deceptive. Likewise , respondents have
used , and use false and deceptive representations eoncerning the
quality of the corporate respondent' s free eourse , falsely representing

it as an engineering course , together with false and deceptive representations regarding the corporate respondent , the nature and extent of its free course , and its reasons for offering such free course
its engineers , and its activitie.s , its business , and its interests and
obligations, in order to obtain favorable notice by prospective students
for its tuition course and finally to obtain from them their eontracts

for such tuition course.

For the same reason ,

respondents have de-

the corporate received and
that
the corporate
spondent' s tuition course by failing to inform them
deceive such prospective stude.nts for

respondent is a correspondence school

, that it operates

such school

as a business , and that its courses are given as a part of and in pursuance of its correspondence school business , and also by failing to
inform them regarding many other pertinent matters , known to respondents , necessary for a clear and complete understanding of the
contracts covering said tuition courses w hieh the corporate respondent
has induced and does induce said students to sjgn. The corporate
respondent' s use of representations that it is a laboratory and a manufacturer , and interested in the expansion of television , and like representations , has the tendency to create , and does cre.ate the erroneous

minds of its prospective students for its tuition
it gives its courses as a part of a laboratory and manu-

impression in the
course that

facturing buiness , and because , being in such business , it is interested
in the expansion of the. tele.vision industry.
The representations set out in subparagraphs 10 to 18 , inclusive , of
paragraph 3 , aforesaid , and others of similar import and meaning here-
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tofore made by respondents , are false and deceptive ,

and have the
and do deceive many persons , many of whom have
entered into tuition and other contracts with the corporate respondent
capacity to deceive ,

by reason of the failure of respondents to disclose at the time of the
making of such representations facts necessary to a clear and comple.te

representations thus made by them , and , for
the reasons indicated above , and others known to respondents , were
likely to induce and did induce courses of action desired by the corporate respondent on the part of its prospective and enrolled students
including the signing by such students of contracts for " tuition
courses " which would not have been obtained , if such facts had been

understanding of the

diselosed by respondents.
The aforesaid representations and implications made and published
by respondents as aforesaid were and are grossly exaggerated , false
misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 5. The foregoing acts and practices used by respondents in
connection with the offering for sale , and the sale and distribution
in commerce , of the corporate respondent' s courses of instruction , have
misled and deceived , and have the capacity and tendency to , and do
mislead and deceive , purchasers of said courses into the erroneous

and mistaken belief that the representations and implications alleged
aforesaid are true , when , in fact , they are not true , and to induce thmll
to purchase and pursue said courses on account thereof.
PAR.
6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as herein
alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
COllIPLAINT ' DIS1\IISSED by the following order:

Respondents American Television Laboratories , Inc. , Ulises A.
Sanabria , Samuel R. Rabinoff , and Elmer D. Carter by their attorneys

1950 , filed with the Commission a motion that this proceeding be dismissed without prejudice to the Commission s right to
reinstate the same if the public interest should so r equire at some
on August 28 ,

future time , upon the ground that the proceeding is not in the public
interest.
The Commission having duly considered the matter and being now

fully advised in the premises and being of the opinion that there is
no present public interest sufficient to' warrant earrying this proceeding further:

That the complaint herein be , and the same hereby is
1 t is oJYlel'
dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute
such other and further proceedings as future facts warrant.
hearing
1111'. Clyde 11/. Hadley,
and
Before lIfr. GeoTge Biddle
exanllners.
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lIfr. D. E. Hoopingarne1'

and

Jrll' .

J. R. Phillips , Jl' for the Com-

mISSIOn.

Willa1'd ill Bloche of Oak Park , Ill. , and

lIIl'. I. H aJ' vey Levinson

of Chicago , Ill. , for respondents.
JACK KLEINMAN ET AL. DOING BUSINESS AS B6N DANA SPORTSWEAR Co. Complaint , March 26 1951. Order 1\1ay 22 1952.
(Docket 5864.

CHARGE: Misbranding in violation of the

Wool Products Labeling

Act through substituting for manufacturers ' tags others earrying deceptive information as to fiber content.
COl\IPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and the Wool Products Labeling

Act of 1939 ,

and by

virtue of authority vested in it by said acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Jack Kleinman , Louis Ezratty,
and Irving Zaneoff , individually, and as co- partners , trading under
the name Bon Dana Sportswear Co. , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said acts and rules and
regulations promulgated under the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of
1939 , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in

respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Jack Kleinman , Louis Ezratty, and
Irving Zaneoff , are copartners doing business under the name Bon
Dana Sportswear Co. and have their office and principal
ness located at 1359 Broadway, New York , N. Y.

place of busi-

PAR. 2. Subsequent to June 21 , 1950 , respondents manufactured
for introduction into commerce , introduced int.o commerce , offered for
sale in commerce , and sold and distributed in commerce , as " commerce " is define.d in the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , wool
products as " wool products " are defined therein. The said wool
products included ladies ' skirts which were made by respondents from
a fabric designated as " Parker- V\Tilder 1121 " purchased from Strand
'Voolen Co. on or about June 21 ,
PAR. 3.

1950.

Upon the labels affixed

to the said skirts

appeared the fol-

lowing:
Bon Dana Sportswear
5082
500/0

Wool

50% Rayon

PAR. 4. The said skirts were misbranded within the intent and
meaning of the said act , and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively labeled with respect to the character and amount of their constituent fibers.
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truth and in fact , the said skirts were not 50 percent wool , as " wool"
is defined in said act , but contained substantial amounts of " reused
wool" and " reprocessed wool" as those terms are defined in said act;
fibers therein constituted less than
percent of the said skirts and they contained more than 50 percent
of rayon. The said articles were further misbranded in that the
labels affixed thereto did not show the percentage of the total fiber
weight thereof , exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percent
of said total fiber weight , of: " reused wool" and " reprocessed wool
as those terms- are defined in said act and the aggregate of all other
. fibers , each of which constituted less than 5 percent of such total
the aggregate of the woolen

fiber weight.
PAR. 5. The person by whom the piece goods , from which said
skirts were made by respondents , were manufactured for introduction into commerce affixed thereto labels and tags as required by
said aet containing information with respect to its- fiber content
follows:
200/0 Wool
30% Reprocessed W 001
500/0 Rayon

Respondents have further violated the provIsIOns of the vV 001
Products Labeling Act of 1939 by

substituting for said tags and affix-

ing to the said skirts tags and labels eontailling information set forth

.

in paragraph 3 herein with respect to the content thereof which was
not identical with the information with respect to such content upon
the tags and labels as affixed to the wool product from which said
skirts were made by the person by whom it was manufactured for
introduction into

commeree.

acts and practices of respondents as herein
alleged were in violation of the Wool Products- Labeling Act of 1939
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practiees in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER denying appeal from initial decision of hearing examiner
and decision of the Commission dismissing complaint without prejPAR. 6. The aforesaid

udice follows:

This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the appeal

from the hearing examiner
initial decision dismissing the complaint herein without prejudice.
The complaint in this matter alleges that respondents sold in comof counsel supporting the complaint

merce wool products ,

inc1uding certain ladies' skirts , ~hich were made

by respondents from a fabric designated as "Parker- ",Vilder 1121"
purchased from the Strand V\! oolen Co. on or about J nne 29 , 1950

which fabric was composed of 50- percent rayon , 20- percent wool and
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30- percent reprocessed wool. Said

eomplaint further alleges that said

skirts were misbranded in that they were labeled 50- percent wool and
50- percent rayon. The hearing examiner in his initial decision held
that there is no evidence that any skirt made by respondents from the
"Parker- ",Vilder 1121" fabric was ever sold or offered for sale labeled
as 50- percent wool and 50- percent rayon.

He further held that re-

spondents had through inadvertence misbranded a few dozen sample
skirts made from an uilknown fabric. These skirts were of a total
value of approximately $480 as compared with respondeI1ts ' annual
sales of $3 500 000. Upon this record the hearing examiner in his
initial decision held that the allegations of the complaint had not been
sustained and ordered that the complaint be dismissed without
prej udice.

From this initial decision counsel supporting the complaint brings
this appeal upon the ground that the record proves that the misbranded skirts were made from the "Parker- vVilder 1121" fabric.
In support of this position counsel supporting the complaint urges

that this fact is shown by respondents ' cutting records and by a visual
comparison of the " Parker- Wilder 1121" fabric and the misbranded

cutting records only show that the
"Parker- V\Tilder 1121" fabric was made into style 8037 skirts. The
skirts. In fact , respondents '

misbranded skirts are labeled style 5082. It is true that styles 8037
and 5082 are the same except that 8037 is used for garments containing
wool and 5082 is used for garments \vhieh are nonwool and that as the
misbranded skirts are part wool the number 5082 is clearly erroneous.

Therefore , upon these records it is possible that the misbranded skirts
could be style 8037 garments made from the "Parker- Wilder 1121" '
fabric which had been erroneously marked not only as to sty Ie number
but also as to wool content. However, such a conclusion is pure conjecture and has not been proved. The contention of counsel supporting the complaint that the Commission eould determine if the fabrics
are identical by a visual comparison is of no merit. Proof of identity
of such fabrics by visual comparison requires a degree of expertness
in this particular field not possessed by the Commission.
As contrasted \vith the evidence showing a possibility that the misbranded skirts were made of the " Parker- "\Yilder 1121" fabric is the
sworn testimony of respondent IGeinman that all of the garments
made of the "Parker-",Vilder 1121" fabric were eorrectly labeled as
50- percent rayon , 20- percent wool and 30- percent reprocessed wool.

Respondents explain the misbranded skirts as being a small sample
run which was erroneously Inarked through inadvertence. This
contention is supported by the ~act that even the style number on
these skirts was clearly erroneous.
Respondents manufactured a large number of garments from the
Parker- vVilder 1121" fabric. If this record had connected the mis-
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branded skirts to this fabric it would have indicated a deliberate and
serious violation of the ",Vood Products Labeling Act.

On the absence

shows that respondents in one isolated
case sold a small number of garments which were accidentally misbranded.
Upon this record the Commission is of the opinion that the appeal
of counsel supporting the complaint is of no merit and that the hearing
of such

proof the record only

e.xaminer s

initial decision is

appropriate in all respects

to dispose

of this proceeding.

That the a.ppeal of counsel supporting the
complaint from the initial decision of the hearing examiner be , and it
It is O1'dered ,

therefore

hereby is , denied.

I t is further ordered That the initial decision of the hearing examiner shall on the 22d day of May 1952 , become the decision of the
Commission.
INITIAI~ DECISION BY WEBSTER BALLINGER , 'l'RIAL EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the 'Vool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said acts , the Federal Trade Commission
, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this
proceeding upon the respondents Jack Kleinman , Louis Ezratty, and
Irving Zaneoff , individually, and as copartners doing business as
Bon Dana 8portswear Co. , charging them and each of them with the
use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violaon !'Iarch 26

tion of the provisions of those acts. After the

issuance of said com-

plaint ; and the filing of an answer thereto in which all respondents
joined , hearings were held at which testimony and other evidence in

support of , and in opposition to , the allegations of said complaint
were introduced before the above-named trial examiner theretofore

duly designated by the Commission ,

and said

testimony and other

evidence were duly filed in the office of the Commission. Upon the
submission of all evidence, counsel for respondents moved to dismiss
the complaint upon the following grounds: (1) failure of proof to
sustain the charges therein contained , and (2) lack of public interest

which motion was taken under advisement by the examiner to be dis-

posed of in his initial decision. Thereafter , the proceeding reglllarly came on for final considera.tion by said trial examiner on the
complaint , the joint answer thereto , testimony and other evidence

and conclusions submitted by reoral argument not having been requested; and said
trial examiner , having duly considered the record herein , makes the
following findings as to the facts , conelusion drawn therefrom and
order:

proposed findings as to the facts

spective counsel ,
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Jack IGeinmfln , Louis Ezratty, and

Irving Zaneoff n re

copartners doing business under the

name Bon

Dana Sportswear Co. and have their offiee and principal place of
business located at 1359 Broadway, and maintain a factory at 25:3
"'Vest 26th Street , New York , N. Y.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to June 21 1950 respondents manufactured for
introduction into eommerce , introduced into commeree , offered for
and distributed in commerce , as " comn1erce " is defined in the, ",V 001 Products Labeling Aet of 1939 , wool
products as " wool products " are defined therein. The said wool prod-

sale in commerce , and sold

ucts included ladies ' skirts which were made by respondents from a
fabric designated as " Parker- ",Vilder
~Y oolen Co.

1121
on or about June 21 , 1950.

" purchased from Strand

PAR. 3. The fabric designated as " Parker- ",Vilder

1121" purchased

from the Strand ",Voolen Co. when received by respondents hadla bels
20%
wool 30% reaffixed thereto showing the fiber content as
processed wool , 50% rayon.
The specific and only charge in the complaint is that respondents
misrepresented the wool content of skirts made out of said fabric by
substituting labels , which "\vere attached to the skirts when sold , con-

taining the following representation:
Bona Dana Sportswear
5082

50% Wool
50% Rayon

There is no evidence

that any

skirt made by respondents from the

fabric purchased from the Strand "\Voolen Co. and designated
Parker- ",Vilder 1121" was ever sold or offered for sale by respondents with a tag attached

thereto containing the words and figures

5082 50% wool , 50% rayon " and the eharge is not sustained.
PAR. 4. Respondents made various styles of wome.n s dresses , eaeh

style being designated by R

number.

Different fabrics were made into

skirts of the same style , all being given the same style number. The
books and records of the respondents made and kept in the regular
course of business in conformity with the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act
of 1939 and the invoices conclusively show the following:
The fabric purchased from the Strand ",Voolen Co. and designated
"Parker- ",i'\Tilder 1121" was , by respondents , cut into 56 two- piece
garments consisting of a skirt and jacket , the eut number being 6499
and the style number , 901. The garments were sold and shipped on
September 14 , 1950 , or within 24 hours thereafter.
On October 26 or 27 , 1950 , more than a. month after the skirts made

from the fabric purchased from the Strand ",Voolen Co. and designated

,"
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Parker- vVilder 1121" had been made into garments and sold and
delivered to the purchasers , an investigator for the Commission called
at respondents ' factory, examined their books and records and the
as "

labels on finished garments then in the factory. The books disclosed
that the fabric designated as " Parker- ",Vilder 1121" had been cut into
901. In the showroom he found several
No.
garments of the style
racks of garments labeled style 901 55% wool , 45% rayon. " He

made no inquiry to ascertain the fabric from which the garments were

made or from whom purchased , but concluded that as they bore the
style number 901 they ' were made from the fabric purchased from the
Strand ",Voolen Co. and designated "Parker- ",Vilder 1121" and were
mislabeled. The evidence eon elusively shows he was mistaken. There
is no evidence that these garments were mislabeled.
PAR. 5. Respondents have been manufaeturing women s wearing
500 000 per
the inception of this proceeding respondents have

apparel sinee 1943 their annual business aggregating $3

annum. From

frankly admitted that during the year 1950

some 6 dozen (the exact

number not being known) sample skirts of the approximate value
of $480 and eontaining wool were made in their factory and without

their knowledge and solely through inadvertence on the part of

em-

ployees were misbranded. Respondents ' books and reeords do not dis-

close from what source

the material

, out of whieh the sample skirts

were made , was purchased. There is , however , no evidence that connects these sample skirts , or two skirts made and sold by respondents
and offered in evidence , with the fabric purchased from the Strand
vVoolen Co. and designated " ParkeT- vVilder 1121."
CONCLUSION

The violation of the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 with
which the respondents are charged in the complaint and which forms
the basis for the cha:rge of violation of the

Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act is not sustained.
ORDER

That the complaint in this proceeding be , and the
same is , dismissed without prej uelice to the right of the Commission: to
l'del'ed

1 t is o'

institute further proceedings

should other and future
Ballinger hearing examiner.

facts warrant.

ebsteJ'
for the Commission.
FloTeam FloTea of New York City, for respondents.

Before

i1!J..

ill-r. Jesse D.

111

I(ash

MOSES VVEISS E'l' AL. TRADING AS j\fOGLEN 1\L~NUFAC'l'URING Co.

Com-

plaint , December 20 , 1945. Order , June 2 , 1952. (Docket 5409.
CHARGE: Advertising falsely as to maker through use of a picture
previously connected with competitor s product; using the word
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manufacturing " in trade name improperly; and failing to disclose
rayon content; in connection with the sale and distribution of scarfs
embroidered with the seal or insignia of a branch of the United

States Armed Forces.
COMPLAINT: Pursuant

to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Moses
Weiss , Irving ",Veiss , Fay Weiss , and Ann vVeiss , individuals trading
as ~Ioglen l\1anufacturing Co. , hereinafter referred to as respondents
have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof should be in

the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. The

respondents ,

1\10ses ",Veiss , Irving vVeiss

, Fay

vVeiss , and Ann vVeiss , are individuals trading and doing busine.ss
as lVloglen Manufacturing Co. , with their principal office and place
of business at 1170

Broadway, New York ,

N. Y. Respondents are

now and for more than 1 year last past have been engaged in the
offering for sale , sale arid distribution of scarfs which have e.mbroidered thereon the seal or insignia of one of the various branches
of the United States Armed Forces.
Respondents have caused and are now causing said scarfs when

sold by them to be transported from their place of business in the
State of New York to purchasers thereof at their various points of
location in the various States of the United States other than New
York , and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain and

at all times mentioned

said scarfs in

herein have maintained a course of trade in

commerce among and between various States of

the

United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and

conduct of their business

as aforesaid

respondents have b~en and are in competition with other corporations
and individuals and with firms and partnerships selling and distributing scarfs in commerce between and among the various States of

the United States and in the District of Columbia. Among such
competitors is the firm of Beau Brummel Ties , Inc. , of Cincinnati

Ohio.

PAR. 3. Beau Brummel Ties , Inc. , of Cincinnati , Ohio , some time

during 1942 , created a scarf identified with the armed forces of the
United States by means of an emblem or insignia. Said concern sold
and now sells its scarfs and other products almost exclusively to retail

accounts , such as post exchanges and ships services , where said prod-

ucts were and are purchased by substantial numbers of the military
forces. The packaging, advertising and counter displays which accompanied said products not only identified them by the name of
Victory Insignia Scarfs " a product of Beau Brummell Ties , Inc.;
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but also through the use on circular matter of the featured picturization of a girl over whose head and shoulders were distinctly draped
a scarf bearing an emblem or insignia including a spread eagle and the
word " Army.
PAR. 4. In the course and eonduct of their business and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their scarfs , the respondents began
to disseminate advertising or printed matter among military estahJishments in various States of the United States in or about August
1943 , and which advertising or printed matter bore the trade name
Moglen 1\1anufacturing Company. It also featured the pictorial
representation of a girl having a scarf arranged over her head and
shoulders and the picturization was an exact likeness of that used by
Beau Brummell Ties , Inc. , l eferred to in paragraph 3 hereof.

and

The use by the respondents

of the aforesaid misleading
deceptive picturization on their advertising or printed matter

PAR. 5.

simulating that which , through prior use , has become associated in
the minds of purchasers as identifying scarfs of the aforesaid Beau

Brummell Ties , Inc. , has had and now has the tendency and capacity to
mislead and deeeive purchasers and prospective purchasers as to the
sourceaIid origin of said scarfs and causes a substantial portion of said
purchasing public bec.ause of such e.rroneous and mistaken belief to
believe that such scarfs are nlanufactured by Beau Brummell Tie.s
Inc. , and because of such belief to purchase a substantial quantity
said scarfs.
PAR. 6. In the

eourse and conduct of their business

as aforesaid

respondents , by the use of the word " 111anufacturing " as part of their
trade name which appears on their letter order blanks , have eonveyed
the impression or belief that said respondents make or manufacture
said scarfs or that the scarfs are made or manufactured in premises
which the said respondents actually own or operate or directly and
absolutely control.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid representation is false , misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact respondents do not own , operate or control

any plant or factory for the manufacture of the products offered for
sale and sold by them as aforesaid , but are engaged in the sale and
distribution of said searfs made , processed , and manufactured by,
and purchased from others.
PAR. 8. There is a marked preference on the part of purchasers for
resale and a substantial portion of the purchasing public for dealing
directly with and buying products from the manufacturer thereof.
PAR. 9. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading

and deceptive

re.presentation with. respect to their said sc.arfs , as

alleged in paragraph 6 , has had and now has the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive and has misled and deceived purchasers and

54----104

prospective purchasers into the erroneous and mistaken be.lief that
213840--
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such representations are true and causes a

substantial portion of the

purchasing public , bec.ause of such erroneous and mistaken belief , to

purchase substantial quantities of said scarfs.
PAR. 10. Among the products offered for sale and sold by the respondents , in commerce as aforesaid , are some whieh are c.omposed
wholly or in part of rayon.
PAR. 11. Rayon is a c.hemically manufactured fiber which may be
manufaetured so as to simulate natural fibers in texture and appearance and fabrics manufactured from such rayon fibers simulate natural
fiber fabric in texture and appearance. Garments manufactured from
such rayon fabrics have the appearance and feel of natural fiber garments , and many members of the purchasing public are unable to
distinguish between such rayon garments and garments manufac.tured
from natural fibers. Consequently suc.h rayon garments are readily
accepted by some members of the purchasing public as natural fiber
products.
PAR. 12. Produc.ts manufactured from silk , the product of the cocoon of the silk worm , have for many years been held and still are
held in great public. esteem because of their outstanding quality and
there has been for many years and still is a public demand for such
products.
PAR. 13. The respondents sell in commerce , as aforesaid , scarfs eomposed wholly or in part of rayon ,

which scarfs simulate

in texture

the product
of the cocoon of the silk worm. Respondents do not inform the purehasing public. of the fact that the scarfs which resemble silk in texture
and appearance are made wholly or in part of rayon and not of silk.
PAR. 14. The practice of respondents in offe.ring for sale and selling
said scarfs manufactured wholly or in part of rayon which resemble in
texture and appearance scarfs manufactured from silk , in commerce
as aforesaid , without disclosing in words familiar to the purc.hasing
and appearance scarfs composed wholly

or in part of si1k ,

public the fact that the said searfs are composed wholly or in

part

of rayon , is misleading and deceptive and many members of the purcJ::lasing public. are thereby led to believe that said garments are com-

posed wholly or in part of silk , the product of the cocoon

of the

silk

worm.

The use by the respondents of the acts and practiees , as alleged in paragraph 13 , has had and now has the capacity and tendency
to and does mislead and deceive purchasers and prospeetive purchasers
as to the fiber conte.nt of their said product and as a result of this said
deception , substantial quantities of respondents ' products are purchased in the belief that they are composed of silk , the product of the
cocoon of the silk worm.
PAR. 15.

PAR. 16. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as
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herein alleged ,

are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
respondents ' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition
in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
CO:l\IPLAINT DISl\IISSED by the following order:

This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the complaint , respondents ' answer thereto , testimony and other evidence

taken before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it recommended decision of the hearing examiner
recommending dismissal of the complaint , and a memorandum from
the Chief , Division of Litigation of the Commission s Bureau of Antideceptive Practice,s , stating that counsel for respondents and counsel

supporting the complaint both concur in the recommendation of the
hearing examiner and further stating that respondents have discontinued the sale of the products involved in this proceeding.
The complaint herein alleges that in connection with the sale
scarfs , in commerce , respondents have engaged in the following

unfair methods of competition

and unfair and

deceptive acts and

practiees which have had the tendency and capacity to cause

a sub-

stantial portion of the purchasing public to purchase their scarfs
because of the erroneous beliefs caused by such unfair acts , practices
and methods: (1) used in their advertisements a picture of a girl
wearing a scarf , which picture through prior use had become identified in the minds of the purchasing public with the products of a
competitor; (2) used the word " manufacturing " as a part of their
trade name although the said products are manufactured by others;
and (3) failed to inform the purchasing public that said scarfs , which
simulated silk in texture and appearance , were in fact rayon.
The record shows that the only similarity between respondents
advertising and that of the competitor , Beau Brummell Ties , Inc.
was respondents ' use of a picture of a girl wearing a scarf , which
picture had previously been used by Beau Brummell Ties , Inc. , in its
adve.rtising. Respondents ' use of this picture was limited to its order
blanks , which blanks were sent only to dealers. All of these order
blanks state in bold type that they are literature of the "Moglen Manufacturing Company. " There is no evidence that this picture has baeome identified in the minds of purehasers with scarfs by Beau BrumITIell Ties ,

Inc. N or is there anything

so unique or unusual about

the picture as to cause and likelihood of it becoming so identified or
fixed in the

minds of purehasers. Furthermore inasmuch as this

picture was only used by respondents on their order blanks sent to
dealers , any possibility of deeeption is largely limited to such dealers. And inasmuch as these blanks can only be used to order scarfs
from the J\.log1en 1\lanufaeturing Co. , it is difficult to see how any
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dealer could prepare such an order and continue to be deceived

as to

the source of the scarfs ordered. The Commission , therefore , is of

, that the allegations of the complaint that respondents
use of this picture has had the tendency and capacity to mislead
purchasers as to the source of said scarfs is not sustained by this

the opinion

record.
The record further shows that with the exception of the embroidering of the insignia on the scarfs and the occasional use of outside help
when their plant capacity was overtaxed , respondents did pe.rform all
of the manufacturing processes required to produce their scarfs.
Therefore , the allegations of the complaint as to their use of the word
manufacturing " in their trade name are not sustained.
The record further shows that respondents ' scarfs were composed
of rayon , that they did simulate silk in texture and appearance , and
that respondents did not

mark or otherwise

identify said scarfs as

being made of rayon until nine months prior to the issuance

of the

complaint herein. Starting at that time respondents , by printed
matter accompanying each scarf and appearing upon each box in

which said scarfs were packed , disclosed the rayon eon tent of their
scarfs. The Commission has been advised that since the time of the
hearings held herein , respondents have discontinued the sale of said
scarfs and are now engaged in another business. The Commission

has no reason to believe that respondents will resume the sale of
unmarked rayon products which simulate silk and , therefore , is of
the opinion that in the circumstances the public interest does not require further corrective action in this matter at this time.
I t is ordered Tperefore , that the complaint herein be , and it hereby
, dismissed.
Before
Mr. J.

Mr. S.

1I1r. J am-es A. P'll-1'cell hearing examiner.

Brookfield , Jr. for the Commission.
John Block of New York City, for respondents.
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THE ANGOSTURA- WUPPERl\IANN CORP. Complaint September 12

1950. Order , June 26 ,

1952. (Docket 5809.

falsely that product was made solely from
lemons or from lemon juice , and the flavor derived wholly from
lemons , in connection with the sale and distribution of its powdered
beverage flavoring preparation "Drylem.
CHARGE: Advertising

COMPLAINT: Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that The
Angostura- Wuppermann Corp. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to
as respondent , has violated the provisions of said act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would

,"
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be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its

charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent , the Angostl1ra- Wuppermann Corp.
is a corporation organized ,

existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New ,York , with its office and
principal place of business located at 157

of New York , N. Y.

Chambers Street in the city

PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for more than one year last past
has been engaged in the sale and distribution of a beverage fIa voring
preparation designated as " Drylem " the ingredients of which are
dehydrated lemon juice , dehydrated whole ground lemon , lemon oil
from lemon rind , corn sirup solids , citric acid , calcium phosphate
and U. S. certified color. It is a powder , which for use is intended to
be dissolved in water , 10 ounces of powder to approximately 1 gallon
of water.
Respondent causes its said product , when sold , to be transported
from its place of business in New York to purchasers thereof located
in other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said flavoring preparation in

commerce

between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.. Respondent' s volume of business in such

commerce is substantial.
PAR. R In the eourse and

conduct of its aforesaid business

subse-

que.nt to !'Iarch '

, 1938 , respondent has disseminated , and has caused
the dissemination of various advertisements concerning its said prod...

uct Drylem " by United States mails , by their insertion in periodicals having a general circulation , and " also by circulars and other
printed matter, all of which were distributed in commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, for the purpose ' or inducing and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly", the, purchase of its

said product; and has disseminated , and
has caused the dissemination of advertisements concerning its said
product by various means for the purpose of inducing and which

were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said
product in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

Among and typical of the statements and repre-

sentations contained in said advertisement disseminated and caused

to be disseminated , as aforesaid , are the following:
True flavor of 110 fresh lemons in 10- oz. bottle.
A lemon juice base any barman can use with confidence.
Drylem , a high quality almost uniform product that captures the true flavor
of fresh lemons.

Drylem is prepared from dehydrated lemon juice so your customers get true
lemon flavor and you save 70 to 75% of the cost of fresh lemons.
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Produced by a special process

which captures and imprisons the fresh

.flavor

of fresh lemons.

Now at last a lemon juice base you can use with confidence. . . not a synIt' s the real McCoy backed by a quality house.
Drylem is a lemon mix made with fresh fruit as a base. When you serve Drylem you get true lemon flavor but you save 60 to 70% of the cost of fresh lemons.
Drylem is not a synthetic or ersatz or a so-called emulsion " acid mixer.
is an actual concentrate in powder form which cc1ptur~s and imprisons the

thetic . . . not an " acid mixer. "

fresh tla VOl'

of fresh

lemons.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the advertisements containing the statements hereinabove set forth , and others similar thereto not spe.cifically
set out herein , and the name " Drylem " respondent has represented
directly and by implieation that its product is made solely from lemons
is made solely from lemon juice , and that the flavor is derived wholly
from lemons and is the flavor of fresh lemons.

PAR. 5. The aforesaid advertisements are misleading in material
respects and constitute " false advertisements " as that term is defined

in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
In truth and in fact , respondent' s product " Drylem "

is not made
solely from fresh lemon juice or lemons , nor is its flavor derived solely
from lemons and is not the flavor of fresh lemons.
PAR. 6. The use by the

respondent of the aforesaid false advertise-

ments ,has had and now has the

tendency and capacity to mislead a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that the statements contained therein are true , and
have caused a portion of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's product because of such erroneous and
n1istaken belief.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent , as herein
alleged , are an to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and desceptive ads and practices in commerce within

the intent and meaning

of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER approving stipulation and dismissing complaint without
prejudice , follows:
It appearing to the Commission that the respondent , The Angostura- Wuppermann Corp. , has executed and tendered to the Commission an offer of settlement of this proceeding in the form of a prop06ed

cease and desist; and
stipulation and agreement cover
substantially all the acts and practices charged in the complaint as
stipulation as to the facts and agreement to

It further appearing that said

violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The Commission being of the opinion that in the circumstances the
public interest does not require further corrective action at the present
time:

DISMISSALS-ANGOSTURA- WUPPERMA1\TN CORP. -ORDER
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It is ordered , That the said stipulation as to the facts and agreement
to cease and desist be , and the same hereby is , accepted and approved.
That the complaint herein be , and the same
I t is fu1'ther o1'der'
hereby is , dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission

to issue another complaint and institute such other and further
ceedings as future facts warrant.
311' .

Before
Mr.

J.

lYiUiwn L. Pa/Jk

W. B'roolclield ,

J1'.

hearing examiner.

for the Commission.

pro-

STIPULATIONS
DIGEST OF STIPULATIONS 1 EFFECTED AND HANDLED
THROUGH THE COMMISSION' S DIVISION OF STIPULATIONS
0340. 3 Products and Devices for Leg Ailments-Therapeutic

and Preven-

Clyde W. Cook and Freda C. Rath , copartners trading
as Viscose Co. , with their principal office and place of business located in Chicago , Ill. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling drug products and devices composing the " Viscose Home
Method " e.ntered into an agreement to cease and desist from distive Qualities.

seminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement for the
products or any other products of substantially the same compositions
or possessing substantially the same properties whether sold under

those names or any other nanles which:
Represents in any manner that any of the products , or any
(a)
combination thereof , is effective as a treatment for or will prevent
correct , relieve , heal or cure swollen legs not due to venous congestion
fever leg, phlebitis or inflamed veins;
(b)
Represe.nts in any. manner that any of the products , or any
combination thereof , has any significant effect as a treatment for
preventing, correcting, healing or curing varicose ulcers , leg ulcers
or ulcerations , leg sores , varicose eczema or dry or scaly leg rash

except in some instances where through the

feet as they may
their anti-

combination of such ef-

have in temporarily reducing venous congestion

pruritic action and their protective effect such results may

be accomplished;
:1

The dIgests publIshed

herewith cover those accepted by the

Commission during the

period covered by thIs volume, namely, July 1, 1951, to June 30, 1952, inclusive. Digests
of previous stipulations of the kind herein involved accepted by the Commission may be

found in vols. 10 to 471 of the Commission s Decisions.
:I Under a reorganization of the

Commission s internal structure, effective June 1, 1950

(see annual report for that year at p. 6), the former Bureau of Trade Practice Conferences
and the Bureau of Stipulations were consolidated Into the Bureau of Industry Cooperation,
and a Division of Stipulations was created, under said Bureau, to handle such work.
For an account of a prior reorganization , effective August 12, H)46 , under which the

Division of Stipulations, then created, was charged with the handling of all matters considered appropriate for settlement by stipulation, including both such matters as had
theretofore culminated in the false and misleading advertising stipulations effected
through the Commission s Radio and Periodical Division , as it theretofore functioned, and
those theretofore effected through the Trial ExamIner s Division , see footnote In volume
45 at p. 845.

. Substitute.
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(c)
Represents in any manner that any of the products , or any
combination thereof , (1) will restore circulation in the legs or (2)
relieve the effects of poor eirculation except insofar as they may

temporarily reduce venous congestions;
(d)
Represents in any
combination theTeof ~ (1)

manner that any of the products , or any
has any significant effect on pain or (2)

relieves itching except where

the source of the itching is

accessible

to local application;
(e)

self ,

Represents in any manner that the Viscose Paste Boot, of it-

or in eomhination

as a treatment for or

with any other of the products ,

is effective

will prevent varicose. veins , vein ~eakness or.

swollen legs due to venous congestion or has any beneficial effect on
sueh conditions except to temporarily reduce venous congestion and

the swelJing accompanying venous congestion;
Represents through use of the words " Dr. Clason " or in any
(I)
other manner , that a person by that na.me is conneeted with the sale
of the products or that any person is eonnected with their sale when
such is not a fact.
It is

unde-rstood and agreed that

this stipulation is in substitution

of those previously in effect in this matter , they being those executed
by C. vV. Cook as trustee of the common- law trust under which the

business was formerly operated and whieh were approved by the
Federal Trade Commission on September 12 , 1932 , and December 1
1937 , respectively. (1- 5971 , Apr. 8 , 1952.
3658. 1 Tarpaulins- Size. Stipulation 3658 has been amended so that
it now reads:
Crawford Manufacturing Co. , Ine. , a corporation , engaged in the
8ale and distribution of canvas goods inc1uding tarpaulins , or canvas
coverings , in interstate eommerce , in competition with other corporations and with individuals and concerns likewise engaged , entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in comnlerce as set forth therein.
Crawford 1\'lanufaeturing Co. , Inc. , in connection with the offering
for sale , sale or distribution of tarpaulins , or eanvas coverings , in
commerce , agTeed to cease and desist from the use of any label , brand
tag, advertisement , writing or representation whieh purports to designate or indicate the size or dimensions of any of such products that

does

not plainly disclose the actual size or dimensions thereof at the time
of completion of manufacture. Such size shall be designated " finished size " and shall be accompanied by a, statement c1early indicating
that such "finished size "

is the size at the time of completion of manufacture and revealing the fact , when such is the ease , that the product
is subject to shrinkage due to varying climatic eonditions and possible
1 Amended. See 36 F. T. C. 1063.
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retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture, as for
exam pIe:
Finished Size (size at time of completion of manufacture) : 8 ft. by 10 ft.
(This product is subject to shrinkage due to yarying climatic conditions and
lJOssible retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture.

Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibitcut-size of such product when such cutsize is shown in conjunction with , and with no greater conspicuousness
than , any marking of the " finished size " and when explanation is made
of the meaning of " cut-size. " The term " eut-size " as used herein shall
mean the size or dimensions of n, tarpaulin , or canvas covering, before
the making of its seams , hems or reinforcement turnovers. Any conP1' ov-ided , however

ing truthful disclosure of the

finished and eut-size dimensions
shall be accompanied by a statement clearly indicating that the product
is subject to shrinkage due to climatic eonditions and possible retraction from te.nsion applied in the course of manufacture , as for example:

junctive statement or markings of

Finished Size (size at" time of completion of manufacture) : 8 ft. by 10 ft.
Cut size (size be-fore making seams, hems, and reinforcement turnovers) : 8 ft.

6 in. by 10 ft. 6 in.

(This product is subject to shrinkage due to var~'ing climatic conditions and
lJOssible retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture.

Crawford 1\1anufaeturing Co. , further stipulated and agreed that , as
thus amended , all terms and conditions of stipulation No. 3658 shaH
remain in full force and efl' ect. (1- 17110 , Dec. 13 , 1951.)
3659. 1

Tarpaulins-Size. Stipulation No. 3659 has been amel).ded
that it now reads:
Crawford- Austin Manufacturing Co. , a corporation engaged in
the sale and distribution of eanvas goods including tarpaulins , or
eanvas coverings ,

in interstate COl11lnerce

, in competition

with other

corporations and with individuals and concerns likewise engaged
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alle.ged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Crawford- Austin ~fanufacturing Co. , in connection with the sale
and distribution of tarpaulins , or canvas coverings , in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act , agreed forthwith to
cease and desist from the use of any label , brand , tag, advertisement
writing or representation which purports to designate or indieate the
size or dimensions of any of such products that does not plainly disdose the actual size

or dimensions thereof at the time of completion

of manufacture. Such sjze shall be designated " finished
shall be accomplished
"finished size ~'

is

size "

and

by a statement clearly indicating that such

the size at the time of completion of manufacture

Rnd revealing the fact ,

a Amended. See 36 F. T. C.

when such is the ease , that the product is sub1064.
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ject to shrinkage due to varying climatic conditions and possible
retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture , as for
example:
Finished Size (size at time of completion of manufacture) : 8 ft. by 10 ft.
(This product is subject to shrinkage due to varying climatic conditions and
possible retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture.

Provided, however Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting
size of such productB when such cutsize is shown in conjunction with , and with no greater conspicuousness than , any marking of the "finished size " and when explanation
is made of the meaning of " cut-size. " The term " cut-size " as used
herein shall mean the size or dimensions of a tarpaulin , or canvas covering, before the making of its seams , hems or reinforcement turnovers.
Any conjunctive statement or markings of finished and cut-size dimensions shall be accompanied by a statement clearly indicating that the
product is subject to shrinkage due to climatic conditions and possible
retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture , as for
truthful disclosure of the cut

example:

Finished Size (size at time of completion of manufacture) : 8 ft. by 10 ft. Cut
Size (size before making seams, hems, and reinforcement turnovers) : 8 it. 6 in.
by 10 ft. 6 in.
(This product is subject to shrinkage due to varying climatic conditions and
possible retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture.

Crawford- Austin

1\1anufacturing Co. further

stipulated and agreed

that , as thus amended ,
3659 shall remain in

3662. 1

all terms and conditions of stipulation No.
full foree and effect. (1- 17899 , Aug. 7 , 1951.)

Tarpaulins- Size.

A. L. Clifton , an individual trading as

, with his principal place of business located in ",Vaco , Tex. , engaged in the sale and distribution of canvas
goods including tarpaulins , or canvas coverings , in interstate comClifton 1\1anufacturing Co.

merce , entered into the following amendment agreement to forthwith
cease and desist:
From the use of any label , brand , tag, advertisement , writing or

representation which purports to designate

or indicate the

size or

dimensions of any of such products that does not plainly disclose the
actual size or dimensions ' thereof at the time of completion of manufacture. Such size shall be designated " finished size " and shall be
accompanied by a statement clearly indicating that such "finished

size " is the size at a time of completion of manufacture and revealing
the fact , when such is the case , that the product is subject to shrinkage

due to varying climatic conditions and possible retraction fronl tension applied in the course of manufacture , as for example:
Finished Size (size at time of completion of manufacture) : 8 ft. by 10 ft.
'- Amended.

See 36 F. T. C. 1065.
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(This product is subject to shrinkage due to varying climatic conditions and
possible retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture.
Provided, however Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting truthful disclosure of the cut-size of such products when cut-size

is shown in conjunction with , and with no greater conspicuousness
than , any marking of the " finishe.d size " and when explanation is
made of the meaning of " cut-size. "

The term " cut-size "

as used herein

shall mean the size or dimensions of a tarpaulin , or canvas covering,
before the making of its seams , hems , or reinforcement turnovers.
Any conjunctive statement or markings of finished and cut-size dimensions shall be accompanied by a statement clearly indicating that the
product is subject to shrinkage due to climatic conditions and possible
retraction from tension applied in the course of manufacture , as for

example:

(size at time of completion of manufacture) :
Cut Size (size before making seams , hems , and reinforcement turnovers) : 8 ft. 6 in. by 10 ft. 6 in.
(This product is subject to shrinkage due to varying climatic
conditions and possible retraction from tension applied in the
course of manufacture. ) (1- 17904 , Aug. 7 , 1951.)
7836. 1 Hypnotism Booklet-Nature and Qualities. Stipulation 7836
has been amended so that it now reads:
Melvin Schwartz , an individual trading as l\1elvin Powers and as
Powers Institute of Hypnotism , with his principal place of business
located in Los Angeles , Calif. , advertiser-vendor , engaged in the busiBess of offering for sale and selling a booklet or publication designated
"Hypnotism Revealed " in interstate commerce , entered into an agreement , in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution
thereof , to cease and desist from:
(1) Using the word "Institute " as a part of or in connection with his
trade name; or using the word "Institute " in any manner which connotes that the business conducted by him is for the promotion of learning' such as philosophy, art or science , or has the equipment and
Finished Size

8 ft. by 10

ft.

facilities of an institute;
(2) Representing, directly or inferentially, that said booklet

or pub-

lication is a home-study course of instruction;
(3) Using phrases such as-"HYPNOTIZE ANYONE-Yes , anyone in 5 seconds " "Learn to Hypnotize. Yes , anyone-self- hypnosis
*" or in any other manner from exaggerating the ease with

which hypnotism can be learned or practiced , or from representing,
directly or inferentially, that persons reading or studying such booklet or publication will thereby be enabled to overcome e.xcessive
:a

Amended. See 45

F. T. C. 897.
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smoking, drinking, nail- biting, nervousness , insomnia , stuttering, inferiority complexes or ptagefright , or acquire an improved memory.
I tis f'll' l'the' l' 8tipulated a'lld agl'eed That , as thus amended. all terms
No.
7836 shaD remain in full force and
and conditions of Stipulation
effect. (1-21763 ,

June 26 1952.
8151. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

.

Cul'tis- StephensEmbry Co. , Ine.. a corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , with its prineipal office and
place of business located in Reading, Pa. , engaged in offering for sale
and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Pro- tek- tive " Shoes , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale
and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , it will cease and desist from
representing directly or by implication:
(a)
That the wearing of the shoes affords health insurance;
(b)
That the shoes overeome or correct pronation or toeing out of

the feet;
(c)

That the shoes

keep the ankles straight or that they

prevent

that this shall not be construed as an
agreement not to represent that they help keep the ankles from turning

pronation; provided ,

however ,

In;

That the shoes cause one to walk straight or that they keep one
(d)
alking straight;
That the shoes promote or effect normal Toot development or
(e)
normal postural development;

That the shoes will keep the feet healthy or that they will prefoot troubles after maturity;
That the shoes improve circulation in the feet; provided , however , that this sha-ll not be construed as an agreement not to represent
that they minimize interferenee with sueh eirculation. (1-21526
(I)

ve, nt

June 26 , 1951.)

8152. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities and Custom Made.

Knapp Brothers Shoe 1\lanufacturing Corp. , a Delaware corporation
with its principal office and place of business located in Brockton
:Mass. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the shoes , it "ill cease and desist
h~:
a)

Representing by use of " corrective " or any word ,

words or

phrases of similar import or meaning, or in any other manne-r ,

that the

shoes are arch corrective footwear;
(b)
Representing by use of " correct" or any word , words or phrases
of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the shoes
correct foot ills;
Representing by use. of " prevent" or any word , words or phrases
(c)
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of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the shoes
prevent foot ills;
(d)

Representing by use of " eliminate ~'

phrases of similar import or meaning,

or any word words or
othe.r manner , that

or in any

the shoes eliminate pressure on bunions;
(e)
Representing by use of " equal" or any word , words or phrases
of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the shoes
provide equal distribution of weight;
Representing by use of " eomplete " or any ,yord words or
(f)
phrases of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the
shoes provide complete foot c.omfort;
Representing by use of " assured" or any word words or
phrases of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the
shoes provide assured foot comfort;
(h)
Representing in any manner that the, shoes possess orthopedic
heels or meet one s foot health requirements or that they are orthopedic
or health shoes or possess health features or orthopedic features;
(i) Representing in any manner that the "Tearing of the shoes will
effect a cure of calluses;
en Representing by use of " assured" or any word , words or phrases
of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the shoes

provide assured relief from foot pains or sore , tired , aching or burning
feet or calluses or buni ons
(k)
Representing by use of " complete " or any word words or
phrases of similar import or meaning, or in any other manner , that the
shoes provide complete relief from foot pains or sore , tired , aching or
burning feet or calluses or bunions;
Representing in " any manner that a shoe is custom made when
(1)
it is not built or made upon the spe.cific order of , and to the individual
requirements of , the purchaser. (1-23827 , June 26 1951.)
8153. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities and Waterproof.
Charles A. Eaton , a 1\fassachusetts eorporation , with its principal place
of business located in Brockton , lVlass. , and C. Chester Eaton and
Charles C. Eaton , Jr. , individually and as officers thereof , engaged in
offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Etonic
Tred Orthopedic Shoes " also known as " Etonic All- vVeather Shoes

entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale

sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , they, and each of them , will
cease and desist from representing:
(1) That the shoes are orthopedic or corrective shoes , embody orthopedic construction , or provide orthopedic support for the feet or

arches;
(2) That the

shoes have an orthopedic heel or any other orthopedic

or corrective feature;
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(3) That the shoes keep the feet healthy

( 4) That the shoes

or insure foot health;
correct

provide exact inner control at the arch ,

improper foot balance , throw the balance of the foot to the outside
cause the wearer to walk correctly or eliminate wearing complaints;
( 5) That

the shoes

are waterproof ,

keep water out or keep the

feet dry. (1- 23698, June 26 , 1951.)
8154. Shoes- Healthful and Conective Qualities. Irving- 1\1argolin
Shoe Corp. , a Wisconsin corporation , with its principal place of business located in Milwaukee , vVis. , and Joseph Margolin , :Max Margolin
and Irving l\1argolin , individually and as corporate officers , engaged in
the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated " American Health Step " Shoes and " Helt- Pedic " Shoes
entered into an agreement that in connection with the offering for sale
sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , they will cease and desist
from representing in any manner:
(a)
That the shoes constitute or are orthopedic or health shoes;
(b)
That use of the shoes will prevent the development of disorders
abnormalties , or deformities of the feet , or correct any disorder , abnor-

mality, or deformity of the feet. (1- 23780 ,

June 26 , 1951.)
8155. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Farr Brothers Co.

a Pennsylvania corporation , with its principal place of business located
in Allentown , Pa. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated "Farr s Arch Perfector " entered into an
agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution
of the aforesaid shoes ,

it will cease and desist from representing:

(1) That the shoes are health shoes or orthopedic shoes or that they
are made over health or orthopedic lasts or that they will keep the feet
healthy or prevent , correct or cure any disorder , deformity or abnormality of the feet;

(2) That the shoes

will aid in the restoration of foot health;

shoes will correct or prevent foot ailments or weak feet.
the shoes will provide individual foot correction.

(3) That the

(4) That

(1- 23725 , June 26 , 1951.)
8156. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.
a Pennsylvania corporation , with its

Hubler Shoes ,

Inc.

principal place of business

lo-

cated in Auburn , Pa. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated "1\'lill- Pedic " entered into an agreement
in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the
aforesaid shoes , they will cease and desist from representing, directly
or by implication:
1. Through the use of the term "foot correctors " or otherwise , that
these shoes will correct defects or deformities of the feet;
2. That these shoes are "hand lasted" unless such parts as are actu-

ally hand lasted are indicated

in direct connection

therewith in an

equally conspicuous manner. (1-23615 , June 26 , 1951.)
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8157. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities and " Hand Lasted.

Lititz Shoe Co. , Inc. , a Pennsylvania corporation , with its principal
place of business located in Lititz ,

Pa. , engaged in the business of offer~

ing for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated "Mill- O- Pedic,"

entered into an agreement

in eonnection ' with

the offering for sale
they will cease and desist
from representing, directly or by implication:
1. Through the use of the term "foot correctors " or otherwise , that
these shoe.s will correct defects or deformities of the feet;
2. That these shoes are " hand lasted" unless such parts as are actusale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes ,

ally hand lasted are indicated

in direct connection therewith in an

equally conspicuous manner. (1-23615 , June 26 ,

1951.)

8158. Shoes-Healthful and Corrective Qualities and " Hand Lasted.
Lewis
1\iillen and Edward C. 1\1illen , copartners , trading as 1\iillen
'V.
Bros. Shoe Co. , with their principal place of business located in

New Haven , Conn. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling in c.ommerce , shoes designated " 1\1illPedic " entered into

an agreement in connection

with the offering for sale ,

sale and dis-

they, and each of them , will
cease and desist from representing, dire.ct1y or by implication:
1. Through the use of the term " foot correctors " or otherwise
that these shoes will eorrect defects or deformities of the feet.
2. That these shoes are " hand lasted" unless sueh parts as are
tribution of the aforesajd shoes that

actua11y hand lasted

are indieated in direct connection therewith
manner. (1-23615 , June 26 , 1951.)

in

an equally conspicuous

8159. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities and Prescription Designed. Old Colony Shoe Co. , a j\lassac.husetts corporation , with its
principal place of business located in Brockton , 1\lass. engaged in the

manufacture of shoes and in offering for sale and selling said shoes
in commerce , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering
for sale , sale and distribution of the shoes

, it will cease and desist

from:
a)
Representing in any manner or placing in the hands of another
the means of representing in any manner that the shoes are orthopedic

shoes , or
(b)
Representing through use of a simulation of the symbol "
or in any other manner or placing in the hands of another the means
of representing in any manner that the shoes are specially designed
and constructed to meet the requirements of a preseription by a member of the medical profession for the. use of a particular individual
(1- 23895 , June 26
8160. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities and Prescription Designed. Samuel K. Pedrick , an individual trading as Samuel K.
Miller , with his prineipal place of busine.ss 10eatBd in Philadelphia
Pa. engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes

1951.)

213840-- 54---- 105
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entered into. an agl'eemmit

in connection with the offering for sale

sale and distribution of the shoes ,
(a)

Representing in any

he will cease and desist from:

manner that the shaGs

are orthopedic

shoes , or
(b)

Representing through use of a simulation of the symbol "Rx

or in any other manner that the shoes are speciaHy desig11ecl and
construeted to meet the requirements of a prescription by . a. member of the medic.al profession for the use of a particular individual.

23895 , June 26 , 1951.)
8161. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Pediforme Shoe
Co. , Inc. , a New York corporation , with its prineipal place of business

located in New York , N. Y. , The Pediforme Shoe Co. of New Jersey,
aNew Jersey corporation , with its principal plac.e of business located
in East Orange ,

N. J. , and Albert A. Cobb , individually and as an

officer of the aforenamed corporations , engaged in offering for sale
and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Pediforme " shoes , entered

into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale, sale and
Pediforme Shoes they, and each of them , will

distribution of stock

cease and desist from:

1. Representing, through the use

of the word "Orthopedic " or

modified orthopedic " to describe "Pediforme " stock shoes , or the
words " orthopedicaUy correct" to describe certain characteristics
thereof , or in any other manner , that regular stock shoes are especiaUy
designed and constructed
or will prevent and correct deformities
diseases and disorders of the feet;
2. Representing that the shoes strengthen the arches;

3. Representing that the shoes maintain correct joint articulation;
4. Representing that the shoes prevent nerve impingement;
5. Representing that the shoes assure correct foot development or

correct postural development;

6. Representing that the shoes provide correct distribution of body
weight;
7. Represe,nting that the shoes prevent foot- iUs

, or keep the feet

abnormalities of the. feet;
8. Representing that the shoes conform to the natural shape of the
normal foot , permit proper position and action of every bone and
muscle in the foot , maintain the inner- longitudinal arch or provide
maximum support for foot muscles. (1- 23389 , June 26 , 1951.)
8162. Shoes-Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Allen Edmonds
Shoe Corp. , a ",Yisc.onsin corporation , with its principal place of business located in Belgium , "'Vis. , engaged in offering for sale and selling
healthy, correct or prevent. disorders or

in commerce , shoes ,

Osteo- path- ik

designated as " Allen

Edmonds Shoes " and as

int.o an agreement in connection \vith
the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the, aforesaid shoes
, it
win eease and desist from:
Shoes," entered

f;t

, ,
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Represellting in any manner that
a)
support to the feet or to the tnuscles of the
) Representing in any

the shoes provide natural
feet;

manner that the shoes

(1) provide sup-

port without eonfinement of the feet , or (2) strengthen

or

(c)

foot muscles

Representing through use of " Osteo- path- ik" as a brand name

for the shoes , as descriptive of their construction

maniler ,

, or in any other

eriring the shoes will accomplish results in any way.
comparable to the adjustments or manipulations of an osteopathic,
physician. (1-23446 , June 26
that w'

, 1951.)

8163. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

Brown Shoe Co'

Inc. aN e.w York corporation , with its principal place of business
located in St. Louis , :Nlo. , engaged in the offering for sale and selling
in commeree , shoes designated "Buster Brown Tread Straight Pediatric Shoes " entered into an agreement in connection with the offering
for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , it will cease and~
desist from representing directly or by implication:
1. . By the use of the word " pediatric " in the brand name "BusterBrown Tread Straight Pediatric Shoes " or by any ' other means , that
the shoes are pediatric shoes;

That the shoes possess "' orthopedie

corrective " or " health'"
corrective " or " health" shoes;
3. That the shoes correct or prevent weak ankles , toeing-out , foot
weakness , pronation or undue strain on feet or legs;
4. That the shoes cause or enable a child to tread straight or to walk
as nnture intended;
5. . That the shoes keep the ankles straight;
6. Thnt the shoes promote or effect normal foot or postural develop~
ment 01' prevent poor posture habits;
, 2.

features or are " orthopedic

feet healthy;
That the shoes prevent or correct any disorders or abnormalities:

7. That the shoes keep the
S. -

of the feet. (1-23436 ,

June 26 1951.)
8164. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

Craddock- Terry'
Shoe Corp. , a Virginia corporation , with its principal place of businesslocated in Lynchburg, Va. , engaged in the offering for sale and selling
in commerce , shoes designated " Billiken " shoes , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of
the aforesaid shoes , it will cease and desist from representing directl~

or by implication:
(1) That Billiken Shoes

build better posture or . promote or effect

correct foot or postural development;

(2) That the weariilg

of Billiken

feet , keeps the feet healthy, or

Shoes insures sound or healthy'

prevents any disorders or abnorma1iti~s.

of the.. fe:et. (1-23430 , June 26 1951.)
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8165. Shoes-Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

E. T. 'Yright & Co.

Inc. , a l\1assachusetts corporation , with its principal place of business
located in Rockland , 1\fass. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in
commerce , shoes designated " Wright ArehPreserver Shoes " entered
into an agreement in connection ,vith the offering for sale , sale and
distribution of the aforesaid shoes , it will eease and desist from:

a)
Representing in any manner that the shoes (1) afford natural
support (2) cause or enable the feet to walk as nature intended , (3)
enable the arches to function as they do when one is "\valking barefoot

or (4) restore the natural tread base.

Repres~nting in any manner that the shoes (1) possess foot
, (2) will keep the feet strong, healthy, or normal , (3)
will keep one walking normally, or (4) prevent or eliminate foot
(b)

health features

fatigue.
(c)

Representing in any manner that the wearing of the shoes as-

sures foot comfort.
(d)
Representing in any manner that whe.n the shoes are worn , all
of the weight "ill be earried on the outside longitudinal portion of the

foot.

(e)
Representing through use of the word " orthopedic " as descriptive thereof , or in any other manner , that the shoes herein mentioned
as having been so described are in fact orthopedic shoes , or that any
othe.r shoes are orthopedic shoes , when such is not a fact. (1- 23405

June 26 , 1951.)

8166. Shoes,-Healthful and Conective Qualities. Baris Shoe Co. , Inc.
a New Yor1\: corporation , with its principal office and place of business located in New York , N. Y. , and Alexander L. Baris and Sylvia
H. Baris , individually and as eorporate officers thereof , e,ngaged in
the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Chas. L. I\:ahler Health Shoes " entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , they will cease and desist from representing directly
or by

implication:
That the shoes constitute or are " health"
a)
(b)

That use of the shoes

shoes;
will keep feet healthy, prevent the de-

velopment of abnormalities or deformities of the feet or eorrect any
disorder , deformity, or abnormality of the feet. (1- 28266 , June 26

1951.)

8167. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

an Illinois corporation

, with its principal

l\fonal'ch Shoe Co.

plaee of business located

in Chicago , 111. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in eommerce
shoes clesianated " Little :M:onarch He, alth Shoe " and "Little M:onarchFoot Director;.Health Shoe " entered into an agreement in connection
with the offering for sale , sale, Rnd distribution of the aforesaid
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shoe8 it will eontinue to cease and desist from representing directly
by inlplication:
(1) That the

shoes constitute or are " health"

(2) That use of the

shoes;

shoes will keep feet healthy, prevent the de-

veloplnent of abnormalities or deformities of the feet , or eorrect any
disorders or abnormalities of the feet. (1-23267 ,

June 26 , 1951.)
8168. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Doyle Shoe Co.
Illt:. , a Massachusetts eorporation , with its principal place of business

located in Broekton , :Mass. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in
commerce , shoes designated "Ralston Health Shoes " entered into an
agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , it will cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
That the shoes constitute or are "health" shoes.
(a)
(b)

That use of the shoes

will keep feet healthy, prevent the de-

velopment of abnormalities or deformities of the feet or correct any
disorder , deformity, or abnormality of the feet. (1-23268 , June 26
1951. )

8169. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Eby Shoe Corp. , a
Pennsylvania corporation , with its principal place of business located

in Ephrata , Pa. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce
shoes designated "Fleet- Air- Shoes " otherwise known as "Fleet- Air
Health Shoes " "Fleet- Air N onnal Arch Shoes " and "Fleet- Air
" entered into an agreement in connection
with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes
it will cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
Normal Arch Health Shoes

(1) That the

shoes constitute or are " health"

shoes;

(2) That the use of the shoes will keep feet healthy, prevent the
development of abnormalities or deformities of the feet ,
any disorders or abnormalities of the feet. (1-23269 ,

8170. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities.

Shoe . Co. ,

a 1\lassaclmsetts

or correct

June 26 1951.)

Heywood Boot and

corporation , with its principal

place of

Qusiness located in ",Vorceste.r , :Mass. , engage.cl in offering

for sale and
"
entered
into
an agreeselling in commerce , shoes designated "~1atrix
,
sale
and
distribution
ment in connection with the offering for sale
of 1\latrix shoes it will cease and desist from representing directly or

by implication:
(1) That the 1\latrix shoe supports or cradles or conforms to every
curve in the sole of the foot , or is exactly the shape of the bottom of the
foot;
(2) That the design of the :Matrix shoe assures eomfort , eliminates
painfil1 breaking- in or ends shoe troubles. (1-23381 , June 26 , 1951.)
8171. Shoes- Healthful and Corrective Qualities. Artisan Shoe Corp.
corporation , with its principal office and plaee of busine.ss

a New" York
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located in Rochester, N. Y. , engaged in offering for sale and selling
in commerce , shoes among them being those designated " Juvenile FutBuilder Health Shoe " entered into an agreement in eonnection with
the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the afore.said shoes it
will cease and desist from representing in any manner that the. shoes
constitute or are health shoes or that they will kee.p the feet healthy
or correct or prevent any disorder , deformity; or abnormality of the
1951.)
8172. 1 Shoes- Custom- Made.

feet. (1-23843 , June 26

J oseph Burger , an individual trading under his own name , with his principal office and place of business
located in New York , N. Y. , engaged in offering for sale and selling
in commerce , shoes designated Staturaids Shoes , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distriblltion of
shoes , he will cease and desist from representing directly or by. implication , that shoes are custom-made when they are not made upon
the specific order of and to the individual measurements or specifications of those purchasing them.
It is also agreed that this stipulation shall be supplemental to Stipulation
No.
3787 , exeeuted by Joseph Burger and approved by the ,Fed-

.eral Trade Commission December 27 , 1943 2 and that all

and conditions

of Stipulation No. 3787

of the

"terms

shall remain in full force

and effect. (1- 15617 , June 26 , 1951.
8173. Shoes- Therapeutic and Preventive Qualities. P. vV. l\1inor &
Son , Inc. and Treadeasy Shoes Inc. N ew York corporations , with

their principal places of business loeated at Batavia , N. Y.; aild Paul
Schwartz , Charles B. Taft and LeRoy E. Phelps , stockholders , officers and directors of Treade, asy Shoes , Inc. , engaged in offering for
:sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Treadeasy ' Shoes
entered into an agreement that in conneCtion with the offering, for
sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes they, and eaeh of
them , will cease and desist from representing directly or by implica-

tion:
(1) That Treadeasy Shoes furnish needed support to the arches;
That Treadeasy Shoes prevent foot fatigue , assure foot com-

- (2)

fort , exercise the foot muscles , or keep the feet healthy. (1-23628
July 17

, 1951.)

8174. Shoes- Corrective and Preventive Qualities. J. Edwards & Co.
Inc. , a Pennsylvania corporation , with its principal place of business

located in Philadelphia , Pa. , engaged in offering for sale and selling
in commerce , shoes , designated " Edwards Shoes " "Edwards Areh
Grower Shoes " and " Edwards Correctred Shoes " e.nteredinto an
agreement" in connection

J. Supplemental.
~ See 37F. T. C. 761.

with the offering

for sale

, sale and distri-
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bution of the aforesaid shoes

Ing:

(1) That its shoes
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, it will cease and desist from represent-

are " orthopeclid' or " corrective " or

possess.

health~; or " corrective

" features;
(2) That its shoes keep the feet healthy, meet all requirements for
foot health , provide "healthy " support or promote or effect control
or healthy foot development;
(3) That its shoes correct , prevent or guard against pronation
weak feet , weak ankles , weak arches or fallen arches;
(4) That its shoes correct , prevent or guard against poor posture
or assist in proper posture;
(5) That its shoes conform to the natural shape or natural contour
of the foot;

walking or

. (G) That its shoes help transfer weight naturally in

provide natural or proper distribution or direction of body weight;
(7) That its shoes permit complete freedom of movement or cause
or enable children

s feet to function as nature intended; and

(8) Through the use of the term " Arch Grower " in the brand name
Edwards Areh Grower Shoes "

or by any other means , that such shoes

promote or effect growth of arches. (1- 23620 , tJ uly 17 , 1951.)

8175. Shoes- Corrective and Therapeutic Qualities. - Virginia Shoe
Co. , Inc. , a Virginia corporation , with its principal office and place of

business located in Fredericksburg, Va. , engaged in the business of
offering for sale and selling in commerce , various brands of shoes,
entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale

sale and distribution of shoes , it will cease and desist from:
(a)

Representing through use of the designation " Foot

Corrector

or in any other manner , that the shoes will correct defects or deformities of the feet;

manner that the shoes will effect healthy
July 17 , 1951.)
. 8176. Shoes- Conective and Healthful Qualities and Manufacture.
Stacks Shoe Co. , an Ohio eorporation , trading as 1\1:odel Shoe Stores
(b) Representing in any

foot growth or keep the feet healthy. (1-23665 ,

with its prineipal office and place of business located in Cincinnati , 0.

engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce
various brands of shoes among them being those branded " Foot Corrector " and " Kendal Moc " ent.ered into an agreement in connection
"\vith the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes
it will cease and desist from:
(a)
Representing through use of the designation " Foot Corrector
or in any other manner , that the shoes will correct defects or deformities of the feet;
Representing in any manner that the shoes will effect healthy
(b)
foot growth or keep the feet healthy;
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Representing in any manner that the shoes designated " I(en-

" or any others , are hand sewn except as to such part or parts
as may be sewn by hand;
(d)
Representing in any manner that the shoes exercise every foot
muscle. (1- 23665 , lTuly 17 , 1951.)
dal :Moc.

Therapeutic
and Preventive Qualities.
, a Tennessee eorporation , 'lith its principal

8177. Shoes- Corrective,
Donnell Shoe Corp.

place of business located in Humboldt , Tenn. , engaged in offering for
sale and selling in commerce , shoes designated " Clara Barton Shoes
and " Propr- Bilt Shoes " entered into an agreement in eonnection
with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes
it will eease and desist from representing:
(1 ) That Clara Barton Shoes possess " orthopedic " features;
(2) That Clara Barton Shoes enable the wearer to remain mentally
alert afte.r a strenuous day

s activities;

(3) That Clara Barton Shoes have any significant beneficial effect

upon mental alertness;
(4) That Propr- Bilt Shoes are " orthopedic

rect "

orthopedically cor-

or " health" shoes;

(5) That Propr- Bilt Shoes keep the feet healthy;
(6) That Propr- Bilt Shoes give balanced posture;
(7) That Propr- Bilt Shoes prevent or correct poor

posture , prona,
tion , pointing out of the toes , weak feet , weak ankles , or the, tendency
to excessive wear on the inner margin of soles and heels;
(8) That Prop 1'- Bilt Shoes hold the feet , arches , or ankles in correct position;
(9) That Propr:'Bilt Shoes strengthen the arch structure;
(10) That. Propr- Bilt Shoes promote 01' effect correct foot 01' postural developme.

nt;

(11) That Propr- Bilt

Shoes correct or prevent any postural defects

or foot abnormalities;

(12) By the statement that 3 out of 4 children suffer from weak
feet , or that 76 percent of all foot troubles begin during the years of
childhood , or by any similar statement in words or figures , that reliable statistics have been compiled showing any definite proportion of"
c.hildren to have weak feet , or any definite proportion of foot troubles
to be ineurred during any given period , if and when the statistics
indicated do not exist. (1-23527 , July 10 , 1951.)
8178. Reupholstering- Prices. Custom Upholstering & Carpet Co.
Inc. , a M:aryland corporation , with its principal place of business
located in Baltimore , 1\ld. , and with branches in Philadelphia , Pa.
and "'7\1 ashington , D. C. , engaged in the business of offering for sale
and selling living roonl furniture and slip covers; making, reupholstering and repairing living room furniture; and of shipping living
room furniture , slip eovers and upholstering in interstate commel'ce

STIPULA TIONS
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entered into an agreement to eease and desist from disseminating
any advertisement offering upholstering 01' reupholstering at. prices
which are not bona fide prices but which are advertised solely as a
means of indueing the purchase of upholstering or reupholstering at

prices higher than the prices advertised. ( 1-23677 , July 3 , 1951.)
8179. Boots and Shoes- Corrective, Healthful , and Preventive Qualities. The B. F. Goodrich Co. is a New York corporation. Hood Rubber Co. is a division of the B. F. Goodrich Co. with its principal
plaee of business located in 'Vatertown , 1\lass. The B. F. Good-

rich Co. through its division , Hood Rubber Co. , engaged in offering
for sale and selling in commerce , rubber and canvas boots and shoes
designatetl "'
F' Huntblg Boots " and" '
F' Canvas Shoes " entered into an agreement in connection 'with the otTering for sale , sale

and distribution of the aforesa, id boots and shoes , or other boots

, it will eease. and desist
from representing directly or by implication:
(1) That the said boots and shoes give orthopedic or orthopedically
correet support to the foot or to the bones of the foot , keep the bones
or shoes of substantially similar construction

of the foot in proper alignment or in their natural or normal positions , prevent collapse of the bony arch , or guard against or prevent
flat feet.

(2) That the said boots and shoes keep normal feet healthy,

or

promote or effect good posture;
(3) That the said boots and shoes prevent foot or leg fatigue or
leg muscle strain , or give the wearer more pep, speed or energy.
(1- 23061 , July 10 , 1951.)

8180. Sheepskins-Nature and Prices.

The Abel Corp. , an Ohio corprincipal plaee of business in Columbus , Ohio
engaged in the business of selling automobile supplies and other

poration , with its

misce.llaneous merchandise through

leased departments which it

operates in department stores located in several States of the United
States , involving the constant flow of its merchandise in commerce
entered into an agreement , in connection witt the offering for sale
sale and distribution thereof , to eease and desist from:
(1) Using the 'YOI'd " chamois " alone or in conjunction with any
other word or words , in any manner whatever , to describe , designatE'or refer to such sheepskins;
(2) Representing directly or by implication that sueh sheepskins
act or feel like c.hamois ;
(3) Representing directly or by implication that such sheepskins
were made to sell for $3. , and from othe.rwise representing that
their value is far in excess of the customary and usual retail priee.
(1- 23630 , July 10 1951.)
8181. Imitation Grape- Flavored Beverage Concentrate-Nature and Corn-

position.

Stonewall Jackson Cormany, Jr. , an individual , trading as
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1\1illion Dollar Grape Co. and as 1\1illion Dollar Gra.pe ManufacturingCo. , with his principal place of business in l\1t. Vernon , 111. , engaged

in the business of manufacturing and selling an imitation grape flavor
concentrate used by bottlers in making a beverage, said concentrate
being called by hilll Million Dollar Grape Concentrate and such beverage being calle, d

"j\lillion Dollar Grape " entered into an agreement

in connection with the dissemination of advertisements relating to

that product , to cease and desist from:
(1) Representing that

the product; its flavor or eolor are derived

chiefly from the natural juice or fruit of the grape;
(2) Using or authorizing the use by others of the

name " 1\,1illion

Dollar Grape " or the word " Grape " or any word or words of similarimport to designate or describe the aforesaid product or any beverage
made therefrom , without giving dear and adequate notjce that the
aforesaid product or any beverage made therefrom is imitation gTape..
(1-23343 , July 10 , 1951.)
8182. Ore-Detecting' Device- Functional Effectiveness and Manufacture. Fisher Researeh Laboratory, Inc. , a California corporation
with its principal plac.e of business located in Palo Alto , Calif. , engaged in the business of offering for sale , selling and distributing a
device for detecting metal- bearing ores and metallic objects beneath
the surface of the earth , said de.vice being designated "1\1'Scope " in

interstate commerce , entered into an agreement , in connection with the

sale and distribution thereof , to cease and desist
from representing, direetly or by implieation:
(1) That such device works positively or in any kind of ground;
. (2) That it has a stability not found in any eompetitive apparatus;
(3) That the detector-meter with which sueh device is equipped
contributes to the stability or sensitivity of the device;
(4) That such device has a depth range of 20 feet under " average
ground condition " or that it has the " required" detection range;
( 5) That sueh device has any specified detection range unless in

offering for sale ,

connection therewith the dependent factors and conditions are e1early.

set
forth;
(6) That the deviee is equipped with the latest

such is not a fact. (1- 23656 ,

type tubes ,

when

July 24 , 1951.)

8183. Paint Products- Comparative Merits , Relevant Facts , Protective
Rust- Oleum Corp. , an Illinois corporation , with its princi-

Qualities.

pal place of business ocated in Evanston , Ill. , engaged in the business
of offering for sale and selling paint products designated "RustOleum. " "R- 9" and "Clear Sele " in interstate commerce , entered into

an agreement ,

in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale and dis, to cease and desist from representing directly or

tribution thereof

by implication:

STIPULATIONS
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(1) That Rust- Oleum , applied to a rusted surface , will utilize the
rust , making the paint film more protective than if no rust were
present;
(2) That Rust- Oleum on most jobs will last 2 to 10 times longer
than other paints; or that it will last any period of time longer than
other types of paint unless limited to application to a rusted surface;
(3) That Rust- Oleum stops rust where ordinary paints fail; or that
because of its fish oil content , it is superior to other types of paints
as a rust preventive , unless limited to cases where the said products
are applied to a rusted surface;
( 4) That Rust- Oleum seals rustable metal against all rust- causing
conditions; that it is imune to the effects of salt water or salt air; that
it affords absolute protection against time and the elements and that
it will not peel or blister under every condition of use;
(5) That R- 9 provides protection under all rust- producing conditions;
un That Clear- Sele will waterproof concrete , stucco , brick or

specifically limited to walls and surJuly 24 , 1951.)
8184. Resin Plasticizer-Improving and Economizing Properties and

similar walls or surfaces unless

faces that contain no cracks. (1-23673 ,

Value. American Liquid Plastics , Inc. , a Connecticut corporation
with its principal office and place of business located in New Haven
Conn. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling a resin

plasticizer designated " Satinize " in interstate commerce , entered into

an agreement ,

in connection with the offering for sale , sale and dis~
tribution thereof , to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication:
1. That the use of such product prevents mildewing of garments;
2. That the use thereof doubles or increases by any definitely stated
length of time the life of nylon hose or any other fabric;
3. That the use thereof makes nylon hose five times more resistant
to " s11:ags or otherwise exaggerating the snag resistance property

imparts- to hosiery;

4., That a pint of the product is equal to $5 worth of ordinary liquid
starches , or otherwise exaggerating the relative value thereof;

5. That use thereof cuts ironing costs 25 percent or by any other
definite.ly stated percentage. (1- 23548 , July 24 , 1951.)
8185. Hearing Aids-Manufacture , Composition , and Business Status.
Telex , Inc. , a Minnesota corporation , with its principal place of business located in 1\1inneapolis , n'finn. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and se.lling hearing aid devices , in con1Jnerce , entered into
an agreement; in connection with the dissemination of
relating to that product

advertising

, to cease and desist from representing, di-

rectly or by implication:

"* * *

' ,
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(1) Through the use of sueh words and terms as " hear secretly,
hidden hearing " and " invisible hearing, " or otherwise , that. no part
of its hearing aid deyiees , as worn , is visible or can be se, en;
(2) That the Telex 200 hearing aid has a sealed battery compart-

ment;

(3) That Telex , Ine. , is the creator of the polY8tyrene printed

eircuit;

(4) That the content

of gold or silver in its hearing aid devices

is greater than is actually the fact. (1- 19101 ,

8186. Scissors ,

etc.

Aug. 14 , 1951.)
Col11positiori.- The Henkel- Clauss Co. , an Ohio

c.orporation , with its princ.ipal place of business located in Fremont
Ohio engaged in business of offering for sale and selling shears

scissors and letter openers , in interstate commerce , entered into an
agreement in connection with the offering for sa Ie , sale and distribution thereof to cease and desist from:
(1) Using the words " Chrome " or "Nicker' in advertisements , price
lists , catalogs or elsewhere to describe or as a designation of chromeijlated or nickel- plated articles of merchandise unless such words are
qualified to show that snch articles of merchandise are plated;
(2) Stamping, branding or in any other manner affixing the words
Chrome. " or "Nickel" on ehrome-plated or niekel- plated articles of

merehandise unless such words are qualified to show that such articles
of merehanc1ise are plated. (1- 23565 , Aug. 14 , 1951.) '
8187. Rabbits-Productive Qualities , Profits , Misleading Trade Name.
Earl 1Vilson , an individual trading as Cal- Cross Hybrids , Cal- Cross
Enterprises , Federated Angora Breeders , Associated Angora Breeders
and ",Vilson s Advertising, with places of business located in Stanton
and Garden Grove , Calif. , engaged in o~ering for sale and selling rabbits designated Cal- Cross Hybrid and Angora rabbits , in commeree
entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale
and distribution thereof , to cease and desist from representing directly
'01' by

implication:

(1) That Cal- Cross

Hybrid Rabbits produce 6 to 7 litters a ye.ar
pI"od uce eight 4 to 5 pound fryers in 8 weeks , or in any other manner
that Cal- Cross Hybrid Rabbits have any productive potentialities not

n accordance with the faets;

of phrases such as "Angoras cheaply and easily raised
raising Angoras is so simple * * * that anyone with a sixth
t?;rade education need have no fear of entering into the business " or in
;ny other manner , that Angora rabbits may be easily raised;
(3) That Angora rabbits can be fed for $1.75 per year or for any
other definitely stated all10untwhich is not in accordance with the
(2) By use

facts.
(4) That a definite net profit per animal can be realized;

,'
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::,(5): By use of the terms " F edel'ated Angora Breeders " or "Assoeiated, Angora Breeders or in any other manner, that the business is
other than an individual proprietorship conducted for profit , or that
perSOl!S. become

ers -as, a

members of a federation

or association of rabbit breBd-

result or purchases from him.

Earl Wilson further agreed to forthwith cease and desist from using
NO S1\'IARTER THAN YOU , ARE.
~fAKING $500, to $5 000 A YEAR. IN ANGORA RABBITS, The'
Angora Rabbit business is highly profitable, Your own big money
business;~ or in any other manner , from exaggerating the profits which:
may ~erealizecl by raising Angora rabbits. (1-23109 , Aug. 30 , 1951.)

phrases such as '" OTHERS

. . 8188; Model Engine- Price, Durability, and Operation. Gotham
Hobby Corp. , a New York corporation , with its principal place of
business located in New York , N. Y. , and Robert 'Yeinstein and Harry
vVeinstein as officers thereof , engaged in the sale and distribution , in
commeree , of a small model engine designated "Deezil/' entered into
an agreement in connection with the dissemination of advertising retating to that product , to cease and desist from representing, directly
or by implic.atioll :
(1) Using the words " complete
completely assembled" or any
other words in connection with the stated selling price of the aforesaid
engine which import or imply that for payment of the stated selling
price. a purchaser will reeeive an operating engine which requires no,
additional parts;

(2) , Representing directly or by implication(a.)

That the aforesaid

possesses any other

engine.

is rugged , runs for years , or that it

durable characteristic which has not been estab-

lished to be a fact;

By use of the words " starts quiekli' or any other words of
(b)
similar meaning, that the engine ean be put into operation without
delay or difficulty. (1- 24064 , Sept. 6 , 1951.)
8189. Foot Device- Therapeutic Qualities. The Stabilizer
Co. a California, , eorporation , with its principal place of business loeated in
Calif. , engaged in the offering for sale and selling, in

Los Angeles ,

com.me:rce, a device designated " Cuboid Stabilizer

" entered into an

agreem, ent in connection with the dissemination of advertising that
device , to cease anll desist fromrepresenting directly or by implieation

its device is scientifically correct to aid ailing feet;
stops pains , aches , swellings , cramps in feet
legs , knees , thighs , baek , neck or shoulders or prevents foot strain
or discomfort;
(1) That

(2) That its device

fatigue;

(3) That its device gives permanent relief , keeps the feet fit, or
redUl;es strain or

(4) That its device stabilizes the feet ,
or foot , or promotes norma

balanees the heel ,

body

\yeight distribution;

(5) That an accurate fit is assure.d. (1-22853 ,

Sept. 11, 1951.)
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8190. Crib Mattresses-Healthful and Waterproof Qualities. Simmol1s
Co. , a Delaware corporation , located in New York , N. Y. , engaged in

offering for sale and selling

crib mattresses

, under the trade name

"Babybeauty, " in commerce , entered into an agreBment in connection
with the dissemination of advertising thereof , to eease and de~ist
from representing directly or by implication:

(1) That the products materially affect the posture,

c.orrect or

assist in correcting defects of posture or improve the posture of users

thereof;
(2) That the products develop, shape or strengthen a user s back

or insure the development of a stronger back and better posture;
(3) That any of the products are waterproof unless and until
such time as the complete outer covering thereof shall be impervious
to water or moisture for the life of the products. (1-21840 , Sept.
, 1951.)

8191. Paint Remover-Effectiveness and Unique Qualities. Universal
Paint & Varnish Co. ,

Inc. , and Universal Technieal Products Co. , Inc.

California corporations ,

each having its principal place of business
located in Huntington Pa.rk , Calif. , and John 1\1. Phillips , Marjorie
Phillips , Lowell "'V. Phillips and :Marie Phillips as officers of said
corporations; Tecote Products Co. ,

Inc. , an Illinois corporation , with

Ill. , and George Banton;
,
officers
of Teeote Products
John M. Phillips and Lowell W. Phillips
Co. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , a product

its principal place

of business in Skokie ,

for use in removing paint , varnish , shellac , lacquer and baked enamel
designated "Universal Remover " entered into an agreement in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of that product
to cease and desist from represe.nting directly or by implieation:
(1) By depietion or through the use of phrases such as Remove
Old Paint in 7 Seconds eliminates scrapping-just. brush onold paint curls up * * * ready to be wiped off" or in any other manner
that the aforesaid product will remove paint , varnish , shellac , lacquer
or baked enamel film with any degree of rapidity or ease which is
not in accordance with the faets ;
(2) That the said product is a brand new kind of paint , laequer
shellac , varnish or baked enamel remover or in any other manner that

the said product is unique or of unusual formulation. (1-23227

Sept. 27

, 1951.)

8192. Water Filter-Effective and Protective Qualities ,

:Mansfield Aqua- 1\Iite Home Water Filter

Co. ,

Durability, etc.

an Illinois eorporation

with its principal place of business in Chicago , Ill. , and E. Harry
Mansfield and 1\1:ary F. 1\1ansfield individually and as offieers of said
corporation , engaged in offering for sale , sale and distribution , in
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commerce of a device for filtering water and for attachment to a
--.faucet , designated "Aqua- 1\1ite " entered into an agreement in dissemination of advertising relating to that device ,

to cease and desist from

epresenting, directly or by implication:
(1) That such device filters out all algae and fish eggs that may be
present in drinking water , or that it is effective in filtering out germs
or bacteria. ;

(2) That such device will give any protection against typhoid
cholera , gastro-neuritis , dysentery, or water- borne disease;
(3) That such device will be effective for an

unlimited time in re-

moving chlorine taste and odor;

cleviee softens water. (1- 23842 , Sept. 27 , 1951.)
s Coats-Wool Content. ack Rousso and 1\1artin Gilbert , co- partners , trading as Rochelle Garment Co. , with their prin(4) That such

8193. Women

New York , N. Y. , engaged in the manufacture of women s coats and other garments and in the sale thereof in
commerce , entered into an agreement in connection with the manufacture , offering for sale , sale , transportation , delivery for transportation , or distribution of coats or any other wool products , to cease and
desist from misbranding such products by:
cipal place of business in

(1) Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or other-

wise identifying any of such products as to the character or amount of
the constituent fibers therein;
(2) Failing to

securely affix to or place on such products

a stamp,

tag, label or other means of identification showing in a clear and conSpICUOUS manner:
(a. The percentage of t11e total fiber weight of such wool products
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percent of said total fiber
weigh~ of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool ,

fiber other than w' ool

5 percent or more ,

(4) each

where said percentage by weight of such fiber is

and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;

The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool'
product of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter;
The name or the registered identification number of the man(c)
ufacturer of such wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such wool product into commerce , or in the offering for
sale , transportation , distribution , or delivering for shipment thereof
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the ",V 001 Products Labeling
Act of 1939. (1-24033 , Oct. 4 , 1951.)
(b)

8194. Shoes- Health

Qualities and Doctors '

Recommendations. -

V aisey-

Bristol Shoe Co. ? Inc. , a New York corporation , with its principal
office R,nd plaee of business located in Rochester , New York , and
Samuel B. Vaisey and Robert A. Bristol , individually and as corporate officers

, engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , shoes
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designated "J umping- J arks Shoes ~' e, ntered into an agreement that in
connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the aforesaid shoes , each of them will cease and desist from representing in any

manner:
That the shoes (1) cause a child to walk straight ~ (2, ) hold the
(a)
heel bones or the feet in correct position , (3) keep the feet or the
, (4) promote or effect straight foot or ankle develop-

ankles straight

ment , (5) assure that a child will have straight ankles or perfect feet
(6) develop good posture in children or assure sufficient support for
. the feet ,

promote the development of
assure , promote ~ 01' develop correct. or

(7) keep the feet healthy, (8)

foot or leg muscles , or (9)

healthful walking;
(b)
That the shoes have all of the features whieh doctors recommend for incorporation in children s shoes;
That all doctors recommend the shoes. (1-23903 , Oct. 9 , 1951.)
(c)
8195. Women s Coats-Wool Colltent. J. 1\L Silverstein , Marvin
Silverste.in , and David Silverstein , copartne.rs , doing business as SiL
verstein Bros. , with their principal place of business in Birmingham
Ala. , engaged in the sale , at wholesale , of women s coats and other
garments , in commerce , entered into an agreement in connection with
the offering for sale , sale , transportation , delivery for transportation
or distribution of coats or any other wool products to cease and desist

from misbranding such products by:
(1) Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or other-

wise identifying any of sueh products as to the character or amount of
the constituent fibers therein;
(2) Failing to

securely affix to or place on such

products a stamp,

tag, label or other means of ide.ntifieation showing in a clear and
conspIcuoUS manner:
(a)

The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool

products

exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentull1 of said total
fiber weight of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) ' reused wool , (4)
each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such

fiber is five perecntum or more , and (5) the aggregate of all other

fibers;

The maximum percentage of the total weight of sueh wool
fibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter;
(c)
The name or the registered identification number of the manufacturer of such ""001 product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such ,yool product into eommel'ce , or in the offering for
sale , transportation , distribution or delivering for shipment thereof
in commerce , as " commerce. " is defined in the ",V 001 Products Labeling
(b)

product of any non

Act of 1939. (1-24067 , Oct.. 9 , 1951.)
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. 8196 ~ Cleaning Preparation- Sterilizing and Moth- Proofing Qualities.
James Varley & Sons , Inc. , a 1\lissouri corporation , with its principal

plac.eofbusiness in St. Louis , :Mo. , engriged in offering for sale and
selling in commerce , a eleaning preparation designated " San- Suds,"

, in

entered into an agreement
connection with the offering for sale
sale and distribution of that preparation to cease and desist from

disseminating any advertisement in regard thereto which represents
directly or by implication:
That " San- Suds " (or any othel product of sim:ihtr or approximately similar composition or formulae), when used as directed , kills
all germs , bacteria , moths and moth larvae in or on rugs and floors
thereby sterilizing and moth- proofing rugs and sterilizing floors.
(1-23835 , Oct. 9 , 1951.)
8197. Electric Water Heating Devices-Effectiveness and Safety. Paul
Smith and Arthur G. Smith , copartners , doing business under the
trade name Johnson Smith &, Co. , ",ith their prineipal plaee of busi-

ness in Detroit , 1\lich. , engaged in the business of offering for sale
and selling in commerce , immersion- type electric water heating de-

vices designated " Lux "'Vater Heater " and " Steam Cloud Water

Heater " and a faucet- type electric water heater designated " Superior TVater Heater ; the Lux and Steam Cloud heaters consist of
an electric element with a nondetaehable cord , in use , the heating portion of the device is immersed in a vessel of water and the nondetachable cord , ,vhich consists of heavily insulated wires , is connected to.
a conventional electrical outIet; the Superior 'Vater Heater is a
pore-elain device , containing an electrical element , which is intended
to be attached to a. water faucet. , entered into an agreement , in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution thereof , to
cease and desist from:
Exaggerating the speed with which said devices will provide. plenty
of hot or boiling water or exaggerating the quantity of hot water they
will provide;
Paul Smith and Arthur G. Smith , copartners , further agreed in
connection ,vith the offering for sale , sale and distribution , of their
Lux and Steam Cloud electric. water heaters , to c.ease and desist from:
Distributing or selling said devices unless the. word " caution " or
warning " together with adequate directions for safe use of the device is firmly affixed thereto in a lasting manner plainly informing the
user that failure to carefully follow directions may re. sult in dangerous
electric. shock.
(1- 23078 Oct. 11 , 1951.)
8198. Electric Water Heating' Devices- Effectiveness.
:Manufacturing Co. , Inc.

offices "located in

, a New York corporation ,

Eagle Electric
with executive

Long Island City, N. , trading in that style and
also as Superior Electrie :Mfg. Co. , engaged in the business of offering
for sale and sePing in eommerce , an electric water heating device desig213840-- 54---- 106
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Hated as the " Superior ",V ater Heater " entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution thereof to

cease and desist from:
Exaggerating the speed with which said deviee will provide running hot water or exaggerating the quantity of hot water which it will

provide. (1-23078 ,

Oct. 11 , 1951.)

8199. Shoes- Healthful and Preventive Qualities. International Shoe
Co. , a Delaware corporation , ,vith its principal place of business

located in St. Louis , 1\10. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in
Poll Parrot Shoes;'
commerce , shoes designated " Red Goose Shoes
"Weather Bird Shoes " "Rand Shoes

Trim Tred Shoes

Velvet

" "Grace ",Yalker Shoes " and " Conformal Shoes " entered
into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and
distribution of the shoes , it will cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
(a)
That Poll Parrot Shoes , Red Goose Shoes or ",Veather Bird
Shoes (1) provide natural support to the feet (2) hold the arches in
correct position (3) build root strength (4) provide muscular development (5) prevent pronation or exeessive pronation (6) c.orrectly shape
growing feet or promote or effect proper growth or development of the
feet (7) correct improper walking habits or cause or enable a child
Step Shoes

to tread straight or correctly (8) prevent or correct a tendency to
show exc.essive wear on the outer or inner margins of soles or heels (9)

end , prevent or free the wearer from foot troubles (10) keep the feet
healthy (11) promote or effect good posture or provide correct foot
or body balance or proper weight distribution or (12) assure c.omfort;
(b)

That Conformal Shoes (1) , are health shoes or corrective

footwear (2) keep the feet healthy (3) correct disorders or abnormalities of th~feet (4) correct or pre.vent foot trouble , foot suffering, aching feet , double chin , dmvager s hump, sagging muscles or bad posture
habits (5) provide freedom from foot disc.omfort or foot fatigue or
relieve backache (6) assure relief for ailing feet or proper support or
balance to the arches or (7) improve foot health or body posture or
provide correct body balance;
(J)
That Velvet Step Shoes cause. the wearer to be more energetic
keep the feet in proper balance or distribute the weight equally.
The said International Shoe Company further agrees to forthwith
cease and desist from representing (1) through use of " posturized
or in any other manner , that vVeather Bird Shoes promote or effect
good posture or correct or prevent postural defects or (2) through use
of " Arch 1\faker Foot Builder " or otherwise , that Poll Parrot
Shoes , Red Goose Shoes , Velvet Step Shoes , Trim Tred Shoes , Grace
",Valker Shoes or Rand Shoes contribute materially to forming, building up or restoring the feet or arehes. (1-23954 , Oct. 16 , 1951.)

,"

" "

""

" "

, '
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8200.

Correspondence Course in

Watch Repahing- Results and Oppor-

Dominic 1\1. Krzywonos , an individual trading as Illinois
School of Watch Repairing, with his principal place of business in
Chicago , Ill. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce
correspondence courses of instruction in watch repairing designated
A Home Study Course in Practical:VVatch Repairing " and " A Home
tunities.

Study Course in Practieal Clock Repairing, "

entered into an agree-

ment in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of
corre.spondence courses of instruction in watch repairing and clock
repairing to

cease and desist from representing

directly or

implication:
, (1) That one can become

an expert watch repairman by studying

the course of instruction in practical watch repairing;
(2) That the course in watch repairing is a eourse in watch making
and that its study qualifies one to be designated a watch maker;
(3) That purchasers of the course in watch repairing study under
expe.rts ;
, (4) That study of the course in clock repairing enables one to repair marine chronometers. (1-23541 , Oct. 16 , 1951.)
8201. Shoes- Corrective and Preventive Qualities. - Thompson Bros.
Shoe Co. is a. :Massachusetts corporation with its principal place of
business located in Brockton , :Mass. , engaged in offering for sale and
selling in commerce , shoes designated " The Thompson Shoe
Dr.
Geo. R. Davis Anti- Friction Shoe " and " Toler s Corrective Shoes.

j\faynnrd A. Toler and Ruth E. Toler are copartners trading as
Toler s Corrective Shoes , with their principal place of business located in vVashington , D. C. , engngedin offering for sale and selling in
commerce , shoes designated " Toler s Corrective Shoes.
Thompson Bros. Shoe Co. entered into an agreement in connection
with the offering for sale , sale and distribution in commerce , of shoes
designated " The Thompson Shoe
Dr. Geo. R. Davis Anti- Friction
Shoe " and " Toler s Corrective Shoes " it will cease and desist from
representing directly or by implication:
(1) Through use of the term " corrective corrective type " or " corrective features " or otherwise , that the aforementioned shoe products
are corrective shoes or that they will correct or prevent defects or

deformities of the feet.
(2) That The. , Thompson Shoe possesses orthopedic rubber heels
or that the Dr. Geo. R. Davis Anti- Friction Shoe will fit all arches or

win keep the feet healthy.
1\1aynard A. Toler and Ruth E. Toler entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution in commerce
of shoes designated " Toler s Corrective Shoes " that they and each of
them .will cease and desist from representing directly or
implieation:

" "

" ~'
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(3) Through use of the term " corrective " 01' otherwise , that the'
aforementioned shoe product is a C'orrec.tive shoe or that it ,,"ill correct
or prevent defects or deformities of the feet. (1- 24000 ,

Oct. 16 , 1951.)
8202. Shoes- Orthopedic Qualities. - Berkshire. Shoe 1\Ianufacturing
Co. , Inc. , a Pennsylvania corporation , with its principal place of busi-

ness located in Reading, Pa. , engaged in offering for sale and selling
Health Shoes " and " Berkshire Orthopedic Health Shoes " entered into an agreement in conneetion with the' offering for sale', sale" and distribution of the aforesaid
in commerce , shoes desi gnated " Berkshire

desist from representing

shoes , it will cease and

direetly or

implication:
By the use of the words " health" or " orthopedic," or by any other
means , that either of these products constitutes or is an " orthopedic
or a " health" shoe. (1- 23586 , Oct. 16 , 1951.)
8203. Shoes- Corrective and Healthful Qualities. Loekwedge Shoe.
Corp. of America , Inc. , an Ohio corporation , with its principal offiee
and place of business located in Columbus , Ohio , e.ngaged in the. business of offering for sale and selling in commeree , women s shoes

designated "Doctor 11. W: Locke Shoes " entered into an agreement in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution
of the shoes , it will cease and desist from:
Representing in any manner that the shoes assure foot com(a)
fort or that through their use body balance, or proper or normal weight
, distribution is effected or maintained.
(b)

Representing through use of such statements as " say goodbye

foot problems " "foot di' stress
foot trouble
" or in any other manner , that the. shoes are of aid
in the treatment of all foot. conditions or in relieving the pain orto foot misery,
foot suffering,

the-reof.

discomfort
(c)
Representing in any manner that the. shoes help to restore the'
(1-23623 , Oct.. 16 , 1951.)
foot.
normal function of the
8204. Rabbits-Prices , Productivity, Etc. ",Vil1iHl~l T. Grinstead , an
individual trading as Grinstead' s and Grinstead' s Angora and Chinchilla Farm , with his prineipal place of business in Edwardsville

Ill. , engaged in offering

for

sale. and selling in

commerce , rabbits

entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale
sale and distribution of rabbits to cease
directly or by,~"

and desist from representing

jmplication :

(1) That uncleI' a " Sales and :Marketing Agreement

Sales Op-

tion " or otherwise he pays $6 to $75 or any stated price in excess of

him;

that actually paid for the. rabbit young

of

does purchased from

may expect a 40 to 1 return
ment , or any other profit not in accord with the facts;
(2) That a purchaser

on his

invest-

(g)
("
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(3) That his rabbits are. pedigreed when sneh is not the fact;
(4) That the customary and usual price of rabbits is in excess of
the actual retail price at which they are regularly sold. (1-23395
Oct. 25 ,

1951.)

8205. Curtain Stretchers- Results

and Safety. Quaker Stretcher Co.
a ",Visconsin corporation , with its prineipal place of business in Kenosha , "Vis. , advertiser-vendor , engaged in offe.ring for sale and selling
nutain stretchers in commerce , entered into an agreement in connec-

tion with the offering for sale , sale and distribution thereof , to cease
and desist from representing:
1. That the edges of curtains stretched on its eurtain stretchers
will be absolutely even , or that wavy edges cannot result;
2. That the "ball- point" pins with which certain of its curtain
stretchers are equipped cannot stick the fingers; provided that nothing
herein containe.d shall be construed as an agreement not to represent
that the use of such " ball- point" pins will tend to reduce the possibility of sticking the fingers. (1-22916 , Oct. 25 1951.)
8206. Fuel Oil Additive- Improving and Economizing Qualities and
Government Tests. Combllstion Utilities Corp. , a New York corporation , with its principal place of business located in New York , N. Y.
engaged in offering for sale and selling in commerce , a fuel additive
ca.11ed " Kleen Flo " and also called " Liquid Kleen Flo " entered into
an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of that product to cease and desist from representing directly 01' by implication:
( 1) That use of the said product will , to any ext~mt , result in:
(a)
Conservation or reduced consumption of fuel oil;
(b)

An increase in the speed with whieh a fire can be started or

steam can be raised in a boiler;
(c)
An increase in the he, at produced by fuel oil;
(d)
e)

An improvement in the combustion in fuel oil;
A reduction of sparks , smoke , puff- backs , soot , earbon or heat-

ing mainte.nance

(I)

costs;

An elimination of slag formation on boiler tubes , superheaters

,or elsewhere;

A dissolution of gum or sludge;
of the said product will cause fuel oil to burn at maxi-

(2) That use

mum e.ffic.ie.ncy or provide increased heating plant efficie~lcy ;
(3) That the said product is a modern oil conditioner or that
has been tested , approved , or is being used by United States Government departments. (1-18828 , Oct. 30 , 1951.)
Solvent- Relevant Facts and Effectiveness. Exeelo 1\1anuCo. a California corporation , with its principal place of

8207. Gum
facturing

business located in Alhambra , Calif. , and Norval S. vVhite and "\Villimn F. Peters , officers thereof engaged in the sale and distribu-
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tion , in commerce , of a gum solvent to be used in cleaning gum from
the gasoline systems of automobiles designated "Xpel-

" entered

into an agreement in connection \vith the offering for sale. , sale and
distribution
of
that product , to ceasE', and desist from representing,
directly or by implication:

day gasolines
gum , or that the use of such gasolines
will result in any significant. deposit of gum inside the carburetor or
(1) That aU or any substantial numbe-r of present

contain signiiieant quantities

of

intake Il1anifold ;

(2) That said product will dissolve and clean gum deposits from illand intake manifold of a gasoline motor without
Jimiting the effeetiveness of said product to gUll1 deposits which have
~;ide the carburetor

not been deteriorated by age or

overheating;

(3) That said product will improve e.ngine

starting,

smoothness:

of idling or speed of piekup, or will reduce engine stalling or restore
lost power without limiting the effectiveness of said product to engines containing heavy gum deposits;
( 4) That the use of said product win inel'ease gasoline mileage~
(1-23060 , Nov. 5 , 1951.)
8208. Women s Coats-Wool Content.-L. J. Tamers , Inc. , a New York
corporation with its buying office and principal place of business
located in New York , N. Y. , with retail outlets loeated in Pennsylvania and Ohio which are separately ineorporated in those States

under the name , L. J. Tamers , Inc. , and L. J. Tamers and S. N. Tamers

individually and as officers thereof , engaged in the offering for sale
sale and distribution , in commeree , of women s coats and other garments , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for
sale , sale , transportation and delivery for transportation , to eease and
desist from misbranding such products
by:
(1) Fa.!sely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or otherwise identifying such products as tD the eharacter or amount of theconstituent fibers the.rein;

or place on such products a staInp"
identifieation showing in a clear and

(2) Failing to secllre.ly affix to

tag, label or other means

of

eonspICUOUS manner:
(a) The

pereentage. of the total fiber weight of such wool products

exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percent of said total fiber'
weight of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) i' eused wool , (4) each
fiber other than wool where said peTcentages by weight of such fibe.r
is five percentum or more , and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;

(b) The maximum percentage of the tota.! weight of such

wool

loading, filling or adulterating matter;
c)
The name or the registBrecl identification number of the manufacturer of. sueh wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such wool product into commeree , or in the offering for
product of any nonfibrous
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sale , transportation , distribution or delivering for shipment thereof in commerce , as " commeree " is defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939;

(3) Failing to separately set forth on the required stamps , tags
labels or other means of identification the character and amount of the
eonstituent fibers present in the linings and interlinings contained in
coats or other wool products , as provided in R.ule 24 of the Rules and
R.egulations promulgated under the Act.. (1- 24093 , Nov. 29 , 1951.)
8209. Punchboards-Intel'state Sale. ",V ebb Distributing Co. , Inc. , a
corporation , w'ith its place of business in Chieago , Ill. , engaged in the
business of offering for sale , sale and distribution of novelty goods of
various types , in commeree , entered into an agreement to cease and
desist from selling or distributing punch boards or other lottery devices whieh are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution
of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance , gift enterprise or lottery

scheme.

Inc. , further agreed that in eonnection with
sale and distribution , in eommerce , of leopard
blankets , metal horses , cameras , table radios or any other merchandise
it will cease and desist from:
(1) Supply to or placing in the hands of others push cards , punchboards , or other lottery devices , either with assortments of leopard
blankets , metal horses , cameras , table radios or other merchandise or
separately, ",hidl said push eards or punehboards are to be used , or
may be used , in selling or distributing such leopard blankets , metal
horses , cameras , table radios , or other merchandise to the public;
(2) Selling or distributing leopard blankets , metal horses , cameras
table radios or other merehandise so packed or assembled that sales of
such leopard blankets , metal horses , cameras , table radios or other
merchandise to the public are to be made or , due to the manner in which
sueh merchandise is packed and assembled at the time it is sold by the
respondent , may be made by means of. a game of, chance , gift enterprise , or lottery scheme.
(3) Se.l1ing or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by means of
vVebb Distributing Co. ,

he offering for sale ,

a game of ehance , gift enterprise ,
Nov. 29 , 1951.)

8210. Perfumes-Foreign

Source.

or lottery scheme. (1-2:4153

Carosanti , Inc. , a California cor-

poration with its principal place of business located in Los Angeles
Calif. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling perfumes
and " Pikaki " entered into
an agreement in connection with the dissemination of advertising for
the products , to cease and desist from:
(a)
R.epresenting in any manner that its products are manufactured

and colognes designated "' White Ginger "

or compounded from flowers , scents , oils or other ingredients from the

Paejfie Islands or the Territory of Hawaii or that

they originate in the
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Pacific Islands or the Territory of Hawaii or are made or manufactured in the United States from ingredients imported from the Paeific
Islands or from Hawaii , when such is not a fad.
(b)
Using the words " Pacific " "Hawaii" or " IslancF' or' any other
word or words indicative of the Pacific Islands or Hawaii in any manner which connotes that products manufactured in the c.ontinental
United States are made or compounded in the Pacific Islands or
Hawaii.
(c)
Using the ,yords " Pacific./' " Pikaki'~ or " 'Vhite Ginger " or any
other 'YOI'd or ,yords as brand or trade names to in any ,yay designate
describe or refer to products made or eompounded in continental

United States ,yithout clearly and conspieuously disclosing in direct
made or compounded in

connection therewith that such products are

continental United States. (1- 23659 , Dee. 6 , 1951.)
8211. Detergent- Results. ",Yetalene Laboratories , Ine. , an Ohio
corporation with its principal place of business located in Columbus
Ohio , engaged in the business of offering for sale , selling and distributing, in commerce , a detergent and water softener designated "",Vetalene " entered into a n agreement in eonnection with the offering for
sale , sale and distribution of that product to cease and desist from:
(1) Representing that

'Vetalene will reduce the use of soap by half

or anvother amount not in accord with the facts:
(2) Representing that vYetalene will remove tarnish from silverware unless it is disclosed in conjunction therewith that the silvenyare
when placed in a 'Vetalene solution must come in contact with

al umin um ;
(3) Representing that

",'T

etalene will

remove oil and grease from

the surfac.e of a concrete floor;
( 4) Representing that "'Vet alene "ill make the upholstery on furniture
look like new or will restore the original color or colors to soiled
rugs. (1- 23629 , Dec. 6 , 1951.)
8212. Grain- Grinding Machines- Results. Letz :Manufacturing Co.
an Indiana corporation ,

with its principal place

in Crown Point , Ind. , engaged in the business

of business located

of offering for sale

selling and distributing, in commerce , machines for grinding grain
and c.utting and storing hay and other forage crops , designated "Letz
Roughage l\fills " entered into ' an agreement in connection with the
offering for sale , sale and distribution thereof to cease and desist from
represe.nting directly or by implication that the feeding of roughage
prepared in such mills:
1. It is a sure way to increase livestock profits;
2. vVill invariably increase meat or milk production;
3. 'ViII reduce food wastage or increase profits or production by
JlllY definite amount , unless in connection therewith the various factors
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and conditions under which such results may reasonably
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be expected

are clearly set forth. (1-22374 ,

Dec. 11 , 1951.)
8213. Japanese Sewing Machine Heads-Foreign Origin.

Benjamin
Psachie , un individual trading as Star Sewing 1\1aehine and Vacuum
Cleaner Stores , with his principal place of business located in Los
Angeles , Calif. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling, in commerce , sewing machine heads designated " Star " which
are made in Japan and completed sewing machines designated " Star
into whieh the aforesaid heads have been incorporated , entered into
an agl'ee.ment in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of said products to cease and desist from:
(a) Offering for sale , selling or distributing foreign made sewing
maehine he, ads , or sewing maehines
w hieh foreign made heads are
of
a part , without clearly and conspicuously disclosing on the heads , in
such a manner that it will not be hidden or obliterated , the country of
origin thereof;
(b) Representing

directly or by implieation , that the sewing ma-

Ghine heads or sewing machines are fully guaranteed or that they

are otherwise guaranteed , unless the nature and extent
of
the guarantee and the inanner in which he will perform thereunder are clearly
and conspicuously diselosed. (i-24163 ,
8214. Disinfectant- Effectiveness.

Dec. 20 , 1951.)
Rarry A. Cole , Sr. ,

Harry

Cole , Jr. , ",Villiam R. Cole and Julius Buehanan , eopartners trading
as Cole Chemical Co. , with their place
of
business located in Jackson
Miss. , engaged in offering for sale , and selling, in commerce , a product
designated " Cole s Pine Oil Disinfectant " formerly known as " Cole

Pine Oil " entered into an agreement in connection with the offering
for sale , sale and distribution
of
that product. to cease and desist from

representing directly or by implication:
(a) That the said product keeps homes germ- free and from otherwise representing and implying that it kills all germs;
(b) That. said product is e.ffective against most disease- producing
bacteria;
c)
TIlat said product is nontoxic;
(d) That said product in any concentration less than disinfectant
strength will disinfect toilet bow

Is or any other articles;

(e) That said product is more effective than carbolic acid as a germic.ide. (1-23736 , Dee. 20 , 1951.)
8215. Face Cream- Unique and Cleansing Qualities and Relevant Facts.
Lady Esther , Ltd. , an 111inois corporation , with its princ.ipal place of
business located in Chicago , Il1. , engaged in the business of offering
for sale and selling, in commerce , a eosmetic designated " Lady Esther
4 Purpose Faee Cream " entered into an agreement in connection with
the dissemination of advertising relating to that product to cease and
desist from representing c1irect.ly or by implication:
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(1) That the product

is different from any othe.r face cream;
is based on an entirely new or different

(2) That the product

principle;
(3) Through the use of the representation that the product " does
not require any destructive rubbing that may overstreteh your skin
and pores " or otherwise , that the application of face ereams ",ith
rubbing or massage is destruetive and may overstretch the skin and
its pores;
(4) That the product

removes dirt or debris that may have accumu-

lated in any portion of the pores other than the external Ol)ening.
(1- 23992 , Dee. 20 , 1951.)

Fashionwear , Ine. , an Alabama corporation with its principal place of business located in Birmingham , Ala. , and Sol Leland and Julius Stein , individnalJy and as
officers thereof , engaged in the offering for sale , sale and distribution
in commerce , of ladies ' and girls ' coats , entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering :for sale , sale , transportation , delivery for
transportation or distribution , to cease and desist from misbranding
8216. Women s Coats-Wool Colltellt.

sueh products by :
(1) Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeliIig, or otherwise identifying such products as to the character 01' amount of the
constituent fibers therein;
, (2) Failing to
tag, label

securely affix to or plaee on such products

a stamp,

, or other means of identification showing in a dear and

conspICUOUS manner:
(a)

The percentage of the total fiber weight of such ',"001 products

exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percent of said total
fiber weight of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool , (4)

each fiber other than wool where said pel'centages by ,veight of sueh
fiber is 5 percent or more and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers
(b)

TIle maximum percentage of the total weight

of such wool

product of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter;
The name of the registered identification number of the manu(c)
facturer of such wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such wool product into commerce , or in the offering for
sale , transportation , distribution or delivering for shipment thereof
in commerce , as " commerce "
Act of 1939;

is defined in the vV

001 Products Labeling

(3) Failing to separately set forth on the required stamps ,

tags

labels or other means of identification the character and amount of'
the constituent fibers present in the linings and interlinings contained
wool products , as provided in Rule 24 of the Rules

in coats or other

and Regulations promulgated under the Act. (1- 23880 , Jan. 3 , 1952.
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8217. Crib Mattl'esses- '\Vaterproof and Healthful Qualities. Rosea Massachusetts corporation , with its principal place of
business located at Newton , 1\1ass. , and Edward Rose , individually and
as an officer thereof , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling in commerce , crib mattresses under the trade name "Kantwet
entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale
and distribution of that product , to cease and desist from represe.nting

Derry Co. ,

III any manner:

(1) That any of the products are waterproof unless and until such
time as the complete. outer covering thereof shall be impervious to
water or moisture throughout the life of the product , provided however that this shall not be construed as an agreement not to use. the
trade name " KANT",YET"

;
materially affect the posture. , correct or assist
"in correcting defects of posture or improve the posture of the users
(2) That the products

thereof;
(3) That the products

will build or help to build good posture;

( 4) That the products will prevent improper posture from develop"ing. (1-20876 , Jan. 8 , 1952.
8218. Glass- , China- , and Earthen- Ware- Content , History.

Arcadia
principal
,
with
its
New
York
corporation
Export- Import Corp. , a
plaee of business located in New York , N. Y. , engaged in the business
of importing and reselling at wholesale in commerce , glassware , china

:nnd earthenware ,

entered into an agreement in connection with the
, to cease and desist from

offering for sale of lead crystal glassware

disseminating or participating directly or indirectly ill the. dissemination of any advertisements or other promotional matter:
(1) Representing that such product eontains 40 percent lead or

up to 40 percent lead" or any other percentage greater than it in fact
,contains;

. (2) Referring

to such product as heirlooms

when in fact it is new

merchandise. (1-23734 , Jan. 8 , 1952.
. 8219. Shoes-Healthful and Conective Qualities. Lititz Shoe Co.
Inc. , a Pennsylvania corporation with its principal place of business
located in Lititz , Pa. , and Jacob Deutsch , an individual trading
L. A. 1Yholesale Shoe Co. , with his principal place of business located
in Los Angeles , Calif. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in commeree , shoes designated " Dr. J. S. Hampshire Health Shoes " entered
into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and
distribution of the aforesaid shoes , that they, and each of them , wil1
cease and desist from representing:
That this product is a " health shoe " or that it will keep the feet
healthy or will correct or prevent any defects or abnormalities of the
feet. (1- 19491 , Jan. 8 ,

1952.
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8220. Insurance Policies- Terms

and Conditions ,

State Licensing.

American Family Life InsUl~ance Co. , a Texas corporation , with its
principal place of business in San Antonio , Tex. , engaged in the sale
in commeree , by mail , of life , aceident and other types of insuranc.e
policies , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for
sale , sale and delivery of its insurance policies to cease and desist from

representing directly or by implication:
(1) By use of the \\ords " licensed by the Insurance Department"
or in any other manner that it is licensed by Insurance Departments
of various States of the United States; provided , ho\\ever , that this
shall not be construed as an agreement not to represent that the American Family Life Insurance Co. is licensed by the Insurance Department of the State. of Texas or by the Insurance Department or Depart-

ments of any other State or States in "fhich it may be licensed;
(2) That no preliminary medieal examination

is required for the

issuance of its Family Group Life and Accident Insurance Policies
without clearly and adequately disclosing that a prerequisite to the
payment of claims arising from the issuance. of such policies is that the
health of all the insured is good at the. time of the issuance thereof;
(3) That under certain conditions covered in the poliey it is possible'
to pay up to $1 500 for natural deaths and up to $3 000 for accidental

deaths for a family of 10 people without clearly and adequately dis-,
dosing that the pn:yment of any maximum benefits is contingent upon
the fact that all 10 of such persons insured must either die natural
deaths or suffer accidental deaths while such policies are in effect.
American Family Life Insurance Co. , further agreed that this stipulation of facts and agreement to cease and desist is subject to the provisions of Public Law 15 , 79th Congress , chapter 20 , first session , as,

amended by Public Law 238 ,

80th Congress , ehapter 326 ,

first session.,

(1- 23984 , Jan. 8 , 1952.
8221. Cane Sugar~Comparative Merits. - Imperial Sugar Co. , Inc. ,

a.

Texas eorporation ~yith its princ-ipalplace of business in Sugar Land
Tex. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling, in commerce , cane sugar , entered into an agreement in connection with the,
offering for sale , sale and distribution of that product to cease and
desist from disseminating any advertisement in regard thereto which
represents directly or by implieation:
That Imperial slIgar is superior to other brands of sugar because of
its freshness. (1-23991 , Jan. 11 , 1952.

8222. Stone Wall Facing-Nature , Durability, Relevant Facts , and
Guarantee. Lewis Albert Knight and Lee Pritzker , eopartners doing
business under the trade name FormStone. Co. , ,yith their principal
place of business located in Baltimore. , 1\1d. , engaged in the business
of offering for sale and. selling, in COlnmerce , an artificial stone wall
facing designated " FormStone " entered into an agree.ment in con-

" ""

"

" "

""
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ne.ction with the offering for sale , sal~ and distribution of FormStone
. or any other product of substantially the same composition , to cease

and desist from representing, directly or by implication:
(1) By use of the words " stone real stone natural stone
rock" or other words of similar import , that FormStone is stone or
roek in its natural state;
(2) That FormStone lasts or is weatherproof forever , or for any
period of time not in accord with the facts;

(3) That

FormStone was selected or chosen for use on any exhibit

house , model home or other structure when a faetor in sueh selection

was the furnishing of the product without charge or the payment of
a sum of money, and such fact is not disclosed;
fully guaranteed
(4) That FormStone is " guaranteed

guaranteed for life " unless the nature and extent of the guarantee and the
manner in which the guarantor will perform thereunder are clearly
and conspieuously disclosed. (1-24131 , Jan. 11 , 1952.
8223. Uniforms- Guarantees and Refunds. Abraham J. "VVedupsky,
an individual trading as Superior Fabrics Co. ,

engaged in offering

for sale and selling, in commerce , ready- to-wea-r garments , generally
described as uniforms , entered into an agreement in conneetion with
the offering for sale , and selling thereof , to cease and desist from:
(1) Representing that uniforms or other garments are guaran~ed
unless the guarantee is unlimited , or if limited , unless the terms and
conditions of the guarantee are fully disclosed;
(2) Representing that the purchase priee will be refunded to dissatisfied eustomers , unless a refund is made of the full purchase price

rather than a part thereof. (1- 22860 , Jan 11 , 1952.
8224. Laundry Starch-Protective Qualities. The Hubinger Co. , an
Iowa corporation , with its principal plaee of business in Keokuk
Iowa , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , a laundry starch designated " Quick Elastic Starch " entered
into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and
distribution of that product to ce. ase and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
That use of the said product will prevent the scorching of fabrics
when they are being ironed. (1-23667 ,

Jan. 15 , 1952.

8225. Correspondence Course in Radio Communication- Opportunities
Unique and Size. Cleveland Institute of. Radio Electronics , an Ohio
corporation , with its principal place of business in Cleveland , Ohio

offering for sale and selling in commerce , a correspondence course known as " Nilson s :Master Course in Radio Communications " entered into an agreement in connection with the offei'
engaged in the

'ing fOl~ sale anclsale of itscorresponclence course to cease

from representing directly or by implication:,

and desist
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That those persons who complete said course

are assured of

obtaining a Federal Communieations Commission commercial radiotelephone operator

license,;

That persons who hold such a license are, assured of obtaining
employment in the radio eommunic.ations industry or r~lated fields
or are invariably given prefere.nce over nonlicense holders when applying for employment in such fields;
(b)

(c)

That its eourse

in radio col1llnunication is the only planned

course of training, designed primarily to assist persons in obtaininga commercial radiotelephone operator license;
(d)

That all of its instructors

are professional engineers or from.

in any other manner misrepresenting the qualifications of its teaching:
staff ;

and fromRepresenting pietorially or otherwise that it occupies and util(e)
izes the entire building in which it is housed. (1-23302 , Jan. 17
1952. )

8226. Rodenticide-Effectiveness. Ameriean Cyanamid Co. , a 1\1aine
corporation , with its principal plaeeof business ip New York , N. Y.
engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce
a roclentieide and insecticide designated "Cyanogas " entered into an
agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of that

product to cease and desist from disse.minating an ad-

vertisement in regard

thereto which represents

directly or

implieation:
(a)

That use of the product as an insectieide and rodenticide is

100% effective;

That the produet will kill all rats or mice in burrows or other
harborages or rid premises of them or that it assures a complete kill;
That the product affords complete control of pine mice or of
(c)
other rodents or insects. (1-22347 , Jan. 22 1952.
8227. Boat Making Kits-Deliveries , Stocks , and Prices. Arthur E.
(b)

Doane , an individual trading as Doane 1'Iarine ",Vorks , with his principal place of business located at Shippa.n Point , Stamford , Conn.

engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in COlllinerce
materials for boats , and kits , entered into an agreement in connection

with the offering for sale , sale and distribution thereof to eease and
desist from representing directly or by implication:
(1) That deliveries of precut materials and of other equipment
for the assembly and construction of small pleasure boats can be
made immediately or at any time or within any period of time which
is not in accordance with the facts;
(2) That large stocks of materials , including plywood , are on hand
to fill orders promptly, when such is not the f~t;
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eomplete kits of material when , in

(a) That prices quoted are for

fact, additional eharges are made for items of material which should
constitute a part of the cOlnplete

kit. (1-22225 , Jan. 24 , 1952.

8228. Dental Plate Relining- Results. Lino- Dent , Ine. , a New York
corporation , with its principal place of business in New York , N. Y.
engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce
a. plastic. material for relining dental plates designated " Lino- Dent
entered int.o an agreement to cease and desist from disseminating . 01'
causing to be dissemina.ted

, any advertisement

for a dent~l

relineI'

now designated "Lino- Dent " or any other product of substantially
the same composition or possessing substantially the same properties,
""hether sold under that name or any other name which represents
directly or by implieation:
That application of this preparation will accomplish permanent
results in the

refitting or tightening

of dental plates

, or assure.

permanent eomfort. (1- 22285 , Jan. 24 , 1952.
8229. Livestock Bacterins- Preventive

Inc. ,

a :Minnesota corporation

Qualitie3.

Beebe Laboratories

, with its office and plant located

in

St. Paul , l\1inn. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling
in eommeree , various mixed bacterins for use on livestock and poultry,

entered into an agreement to cease and desist from disse,minating or
eausing t.o be disseminated any advertisement for various bacterins

or any othe-r preparations of

substantially the

same composition or.

possessing substantially the same properties , whether sold under the
names mentioned here.in 01' any other names , which represents directly'
or by implieation:
(1) That Coli- Enteritidis Bacterin is an effective preventive for'
dysentery or seoul's in calves;

(2) That Hemorrhagic Septicemia Bacterin is an effective preventive for pneumonia in farm animals unless limited to pneumonia
produc.ecl by the organisms contained therein;
(3) That 1\lixed Bacterin (Avian) Chicken Formula is an effective
preve.ntive for colds and roup in chickens;
(4) That Mixed Bacterin (Avian) Turkey Formula is an effective
preventive for sinusitis of turkeys;

(5) That 1\1ixed Bacterin (Bovine) Formula No. 1 is an effective

preventive for pinkeye in eattle;
(6) That ~fixed Bacterin (Equine)

Formula

No.

is an effective

No.

is an effective

preventive for strangles in horses;
(7) That

1\1ixed Bacterin (Equine) Formula

preventive for navel ill or joint ill in foals;
(8) That :Mixed Bacterin (Porcine) Formula No. 2 is an effective
preventive for gastro- intestinal

infections (infectious

scours) of swine. (1- 17831 , Jan. 29

1952.

enteritis or
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8230. Rodenticide- Safety and Effectiveness. V\Tillis E. Simpson , an
individual trading as One Spot Co. , Jessup, 1\tId. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , a rodenticide known
as " One Spot Hat and 1\10use Killer " entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering for sale ,

sale and distribution of that

product to cease and desist from representing directly or by il~1plication in his advertising:
(1) That such product is safe or nonpoisonous;
(2) That the product will kill rats and mice within 5 days without
clearly revealing that it takes longer to kill them in some instances.
(1-24198 , Jan. 29 1952.
8231. Vitamin Preparation- Therapeutic Qualities. Certa- Vin ~fe, dian Ohio corporation , with its principal place of business

~ine Co. ,

located in Cincinnati ,

. in commerce ,

Ohio , engaged in offering for sale and selling
designated " Certa- 'lin " entered into an

a product

agreement to cease. and desist from disseminating or causing to be
disseminated , any advertisement , including any testimonial advertisement , of that product , or any other product of substantially the same

composition or possessing substantially the same properties , whether

sold under that name or any other name , which represents directly or
by implication:
(a)
That the product has a beneficial effect on the blood or the red
blood corpuscles except in cases of simple iron deficiency anemia;
(b)

That the product will (1)

correet a condition of lassitude or

(2) relieve a condition of lassitude or otherwise have a beneficial effect
thereon except when such lassitude is due to a deficiency of iron and
Vitamin B1;

That the product will have a beneficial effect on indigestion except when due to a deficiency of Vitamin B1;
That the product will have a beneficial effect on upset stomach
(d)
except to relieve that eondition when it is due to gas;
That the product will reenergize or rebuild the nerves except
(e)
where a de.ficiency of Vitamin Bl exists. (1- 23486 , Jan. 31 , 1952.
8232. Electric Fence Controllers- Government Approval , Unique and
(c)

Results.

Electric Service Systems , Ine. , a 1\1innesota corporation

with its principal place of business located

in ~1inneapolis , ~finn. , en:-

gaged in the business of manufacturing, selling and offering

for sale

in commeree , electric fenee controllers sold under the name HoL- De~l

entered into an agreement to cease and desist from disseminating and
causing to be disseminated any aclYertisement for electric fence controllers , made by it or by others , whether sold under the name HoLDe1\f Electric Fence Controllers or any other name , which represents
directly or by implication;
(1) That its :Models Numbered 4119 , 4117 or 414 or any other , of its
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models have been approved by any State of the United States whe.n

slfch is not the fact;

(2) That its

j\10del

No.

4117 has an automatic voltage regulator or

any other feature not common to other electric fence controllers when

such is not the fact;
(3) That its A10del45 will provide electric shocks which can be felt
for a distanee of 20 miles or for any other stated distance which is not
in accordance with the facts. (1-22914 ,

Jan. 15 , 1952.

8233. Block Salt- Healthful

and Protective Qualities. - The Barton
Salt Co. , a Kansas corporation with its principal place of business located in Hutchinson , Kans. , engaged in the business of offering for
sale and selling in commerce

, a product

designated "Barton s Cal-

Phosphor Salt whieh is generally sold in bloek form , entered into an
agreement to eease and desist from disseminating or causing to be
disseminated , allY advertisement for that product or any other product
of substantia)!y the same composition or possessing substantially the
same propertie8. which repre, sents directly or by implication:
That the product (1) is a complete mineral supplement , (2)
(a)
supplies the mineral needs of livestock or (3) insures and protects
liyestock against alllllineral

deficiencies;

That the product (1) prevents a calcium or phosphorus defi-

(b)

cieney in livestock

, or (2) is effective in the prevention or treatment
defieieney of calcium or phosphorus;

of ailments caused by a

That the minerals

(c)

contained in the product are supplied in

proper balance or proportion;
(d)
That use of the product assures
(1-22174 , Feb. 5 , 1952.

8234. Fountain Pens , Mechanical

healthy or well fed

Pencils, etc.

livestock.

Source 01' Orig'in and

Sylvania Pen , Inc. , aNew York corporation , with its principal place of business in New York , N. Y. , and George Grodin , Jack
Grodin , and Fred Grodin , officers, thereof , engaged in the business of
assembling and offering- for sale, selling and distributing in commerce
fountain pens ~ ball point pens and mechanical pencils , entered into
an agreement in C'onnection ' with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of fountain pens , ballpoint pens and mechanical pencils
separately or in sets , that they will cease and desist from:
(1) Stamping 01' otherwise representing as made in " USA" peneils
Prices.

having mechanisms made in Japan or any country other than the

United States ~ and from failing to disclose by clear and conspicuous
marking or labeling the country of origin of such parts;
(2) Affixing to or supplying with fountain pens , ballpoint pens and
mechanical penC'ils ~ in sets or otherwise , tags or labels bearing prices
in excess of the prices at which such products are customarily sold to
the consuming public in the usual eourse of business. (1- 24121 , Feb.
, 1952.
213840-- 54----107

(j)
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8235. ' Vitamin Preparation- Therapeutic and Protective Qualities.

E. R. Ferguson , Jr. , and John R. Pepper , copartners trading as The
Berjon Co. , with their principal office and place of business located
in 1\lemphis , Tenn. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling a product designated " Peptikon " entered into an agreement
to cease and desist from disseminating or causing to be. disseminated
any advertisement , including any testimonial advertisement , for that
preparation , or any other preparation of substantially the same composition or possessing substantially the, same properties which represents directly or by ilnplication:
That the product has any beneficial effect in cases of weak body
(a)
tissues , tissue weakness , loss of strength , loss of vitality, low vitality,
loss or lack of energy, loss or lack of pep, nervousness , tiredness , weakness , weariness , laziness , achiness , a rundown condition , a wornout

condition , depression , inability to eat or sleep, headaehes , aches or
pains , indigestion , bloating, gas on the stomach , burning stomach
stomach trouble , stomach disorders or stomach diseases , or pain after

eating, except when clearly and eonspicuously

limited to such bene-

ma.y afford when those conditions are due to a defiiron , Vitamin Bl or Vitamin B2;

ficial effect as it

ciency of

(b)
That the product is effective in cases of poor digestion or that
it eontains a digestive agent;
That the product has any be.neficial effect in preyenting or re(c)

lieving colds or respiratory infeetions or other infections or the conditions

resu-Iting therefrom or

that it has any influence on the pro-

duction of or activity of antibodies;
(d)

That the product has any benefieial effect on weak blood , or

in building up or pepping up the blood except when fully and clearly
limited to such benefieialeffect as it may have in those respects where
a condition of uncomplicated iron deficieney anemia exists;
(e)

That the product has any direct or speeific effect on body

orga,ns or tissues;
(f) That the produet

contains any active ingredient other than

Vitamin B1, Vitamin B 2, iron or strychnine;
That the prodllct has any therapeutic value other than (1)

such

may result from the strychnine

con-

stimulation to the appetite as

tained therein , or (2) such benefit as may result from the iron , Vitamin B1, and B contained therein and then only when fully and clearly
limited to conditions due to a

deficiency of those elements;

That the product has any value as a nutritional supplement
except to supply Vitamin Bl Vitamin B2 and iron;
(i) That no other product is as e.ffective or acts as quickly as
(h)

Peptikon.
That the produ , or any supplementary source of the elements
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which it supplies , is necessary to health or vitality and from exaggerating the frequency of occurrence of any deficiency of

Vitamin B2,

or iron or any disease ,

Vitamin B1,

symptom or condition resulting

therefrom.
(le)

That the strychnine content of the product is of any value

ex-

cept as a bitter appetizer. (1-23926 , Feb. 5 , 1952.
8236. Adhesive Strips and Hooks-Approval , Guarantees , etc. Girder
Process , Inc. , and Household Aids , Inc. , New Jersey corporations , with
places of business located in Rochelle Park , N. J. , and Leon Giellerup,
Joseph "\V. Shaw , and Thomas F. Hennessey, individually and COlml10n
. officers thereof , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling
products in commerce , consisting of rubber or metal strips , or of metal
hooks , coated on one or more sides of the same with a film of adhesive
material , designated as " Girder Process Pre-set Adhesive 1\10untings
",Vallmount
Plasmount " "Felmount " and " Deformount" for
industrial uses and as " Ton Hook" or " Ton Self- Atta~hing Hook"
for household use ,
offering for sale

entered into an agreement in connection with the
, sale and distribution of said products to cease and

desist from representing

(1) That the said

directly or by implication:
products have been accepted , approved

or en-

dorsed by Government agencies , leading laboratories , Underwriters
Laboratories , the Signal Corps , the ",Vestern Electric Company, the
Western Union Telegraph Company or by any other agency or organization , PROVIDED , however , that nothing herein contained is intended to prohibit the use of advertising claims , when such is the fact
that certain of such Government agencies , laboratories or large concerns , duly identified , have ordered , and in some cases reordered the
products herein involved;

(2) That the said products can be installed in one minute or in any
other definitely stated period of time , which is not in accordance with
the facts;
(3) That the said products are " guaranteed" without disclosing the
terms and conditions of the guarantee. (1-23558 , Feb. 12 1952.
8237. Hair Conditioner-Effectiveness and Healthful qualities. Elmer
O. Anderson and Herbert O. Patterson , eopartners doing business under the name The Shontex Co. , with their principal office in Santa
Monica , Calif. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and selling

in commerce , a product designated " Shontex Conditioning Formula
and " Shontex Conditioner " entered into an agreement to cease and
desist from disseminating or causing to be disseminated , any adver-

any other product of substantially the
same composition or possessing substantially the same properties

tisement for that product or

whether sold under those names or any

directly or by implication:

other names , which represents
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That the product has any effect in inereasing the duration

a hair wave;
(b)
That the product corrects , prevents or overcomes broken hair
ends , split hair ends , falling hair or dandruff or that it has any beneficial effect thereon except to such extent as it may relieve hair dryness
and hair brittleness and aid in dissolving dandruff scales;
That the product has any effect in bringing natural oil into
c)
the hair. (1- 22375 ,

8238. FlOOI'

Feb. 2' , 1952.

Covel'ing- Comparative Merits and Disparagement of Com-

petitive Products.
Bonafide l\Iills , Inc. , a l\laine corporation , with its
prineipal office and place of business in New York, N. Y. , engaged
in offering for sale and selling in commerce , floor coverings among

them being that designated " Bonny l\laid V ersa- Tile " entered into
an agreement. that in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale and
distribution of that product, it will cease and desist from:
(a)

Representing that the product posesses (1) an

advantage or

the advantages of a competing product or group of competing products
unless such is a fact or (2) none of the disadvantages 01 eompeting
products;
(b)
RepresentiDg that no other product is as flexible;
(c)

Representing unqualifiedly that the product is resistant to

is unharmed by nllmlis; provided , however , that
this shall not be construed as an agreement not to I' epresent that the
alkalis or that it

product may be resistant to dilute alkali solutions normally used;
(d)
Representing that. the product is a nonskid product;
(e)

In any manner unfairly and unwarranteclly

disparaging eom-

peting products. (1-23195 , Feb. 29 1952.
8239. Angora Rabbits- Profits , Opportunities , etc. Donald
V\T Kise
IGse s Enterprises , 1\linnesota Angorft

an individual trading as Kise ,

Federation and Fleece King Colonies , with his principal plaee of
business located in St. Paul , :Minn. , engaged in offering for sale and
selling in commerce , Angora rabbits , entered into an agreement in COllneetion with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of Angora
rabbits to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(1) That Angora raisers make $250 to $1 000 per month , or any
other amount in excess of thftt which in fact may be made;
(2) That in Angora raising opportunities are unlimited , with
income assured , financial independence and security ahead;
(3) That Angora raising is a permanent business and

that prac-

tically no failures occur;
(4) That one Angora rabbit grows an average of 1 pound of rabbit

hair annualy, or from exaggerating

the average

one rabbit will produce;

amount of hair

" "

" "
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or any other spec.ified percentage of Angora
rabbithair is top grade unless such is the fact;
(6) That rabbit hair is worth $11 or any other definitely stated
(5) That 90 percent ,

amount per pound when sneh is not the fact;

him.
facts;

(7) That under a " Sales Agree.lllent/ option to buy back plan , or
in any other manner , he pays $6 or $40 or any stated price in excess
of that actua, lly . paid for the rabbit young of does purchased from
one rabbit may be feel for one year for $1.75 or for any
other definitely stated amount which is not in ac~ordance with the
(8) Thn, t

(9) By use

of the term " J\Iinnesota

any other manner , that the business

Angora Federation "

proprietorship eonc1ucted for profit. (1-23396 ,

Feb. 29 , 1952.

8240. Enamel Paint-Durable and Waterproof Qualities ,

American V ftrnish

or in

is other than an inc1ividua.l

Co. , an Illinois c.orporation

Nature, etc.~

, with its principal

place of business located in Chicago , Ill. , engaged in offering for sale
and selling in commerce , an enamel paint designated "Plastic Porcelain " entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for
s~t1e~ sale

and distribution of that product ,

to cease

and desist from

representing directly or by implication:

(1) That. the product is illlperyious to aeid , alcohols or alkalis
lmless limited to those ac.ids , alcohols and alkalis found in the ordinary

household;

(2) By the, use of the terms " gasproof" and "fumeproof" or by any
, that the, product is offered for commercial or industrial

othe. l' mea,
llsnge ;

(3) By t,he, use of the "ords " foreve.r " and " everlasting " or by any
other means that. the luste.r or color is permanent;
, (4) That the produet. is weatherproof or waterproof;
( 5) By the. use of the word " absolutely, " or by any other means
that the product is absolute.ly non- ye.llowing;
(6) That the product is the fastest selling of its type;
(7) By the use of the word " porcelain " in the brand name "Plastic
Poree-lain " or by any other means , that the product is other than a

white enamel (1-23368 , Feb. 14 , 1952.
8241. Plumbers ' Products- Effectiveness, Nature , Safety, etc. Hercules Chemical Co. , Inc. , is a New York corporation , with its principal
place of business in New York , N. Y. , engaged in offering for sale and
selling in commerce , products designated " Hercules Fuel Oil Sludge
Hercules Boiler Solder " and
Hercules Soot Destroyer
Solvent
"Hercules Plastic Lead.
Samuel A. 'Vander , is an individual doing business as The Economy
Plumber Co. , with his prineipal place of business located in New York
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N. Y. , engaged in offering for sale and selling in COll1meree , products
designated " Eeonomy Fuel Oil Sludge Solvent " "Economy Soot Destroyer " and "Economy Plumber Boiler Solder.
Hercules Chemical Co. , Inc. , entered into an agreenlent in connec-

, sale and distribution of their products
substantially the same compositions or
possessing substantially the same properties to cease and desist from
representing directly or by implication:
tion with the offering for sale

or any other products of

Hercules Fuel Oil Sludge Solvent
(1)" By the use of the designation " sludge solvent" in the brand
name , or by any other means , that the produet removes sludge or
waste from fuel oil tanks;
(2) That the produet prevents or removes the formation of carbon
deposits on burner tips or keeps strainers or nozzles clean;
(3) That the product prevents

rusting or pitting of fuel oil tanks;

Hercules Boot Destroyer
(4) That the product can be used without danger to the heating

system or user or that it is harmless to heating systems;
H e:l' cules Boiler S olde'l'

is a metallic compound;
is a " solder " unless it is clearly disclosed
it contains less tha.n 5 percent of any metallic substance;
(5) That the product

(6) That the product

(7) That the product

that

makes a permanent repair;

H erClUZes Plastic

Lead

(8) By the use of the word "lead" in the brand name, or by any
other means , that the product contains lead;
(9) That the product is of value as a caulking compound for pipe;
Samuel A. Wander entered into an agreement in connection with
the offering for sale , sale and distribution of his products or any other
products of substantially the same eompositions or possessing substantially the same properties , he will cease and desist from representing direetly or by implication with respect thereto:
Economy Fu,el Oil Sludge Solvent

(10) By the US0

of the designation " sludge

solvent" in the brand

from fuel oil tanks;

name , or by any other means , that the product removes sludge or waste

(11) That the product prevents or removes the formation of carbon
deposi ts on burner tips;
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E co-nomy Soot Dest'royer

be used without danger to the heating
it
is
harmless
to heating systems;
system or user or that
(12) That the product can

Econom, y Plumbe'r Boiler Solder

(13) That the product is a metallic eompound;
(14) That the product is a " solder " unless it is dearly disdosed
that it contains less than 5 percent of any metallic substance;
(15) That the product makes a permanent repair. (1-23409 , Feb.
, 1952.
8242. Crib Mattresses-Waterproof and Healthful Qualities.

Scharco
Inc. , a New York corporation , with its principal office and place of business in New York , N. Y. , engaged in the
business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , crib mattresses
designated "Gro- Rite " entered into an agreement in connection with
the offering for 8flle , sale and distribution of the crib mattresses to
cease and desist from representing directly or by irnplieation:
That the mattresses are waterproof unless and until such time
(a)
as the complete outer covering thereof shall be impervious to water
or moisture for the life of the mattresses;
:Manufacturing Corp. ,

(b)

That the mattresses

help a

baby to grow (1) straight ,

(2)

strong or (3) right;
(c)

ture. ,

That the mattresses (1) prevent the development

ing, (4)
(d)

of bad

pos-

(2) provide posture building support , (3) are posture build-

encourage good posture or have a material effeet op- posture;
assure restful sleep. (1-20519 , Feb. 14

That the mattresses

1952. )
8243. Cosmetic Preparations- Cleansing

and Beautifying Qualities.

Gene Salee , Inc. , a California corporation , with its office and principal place of business located in Hollywood , Calif. , engaged in the
business of offering for sale and selling in commeree , cosmetic preparations designated "Liv " and " Scrub " entered into an agreement to

cease and desist from disseminating or causing to be disseminated
any advertisement for those preparations or any other preparations
of substantially the same compositions or possessing substantially
the same properties , which represents directly or by implieation:
(1) That "Liv " is nonal1ergic;
(2) That "Liv " and "Scrub " either alone or in

combination with

en ch otherare effecti\' E' in correcting conditions cleseribed as
(a)
pimples , blemishpc.; : teenage c.omplexion or clogged pores;
(b)
c)

pitted skin

will fade 01' bleach scars and pits;
complexion aid or will defeat or overcome excess

wil1 serve. as a

oiliness. (1- 24167 ,

j\lar. 4 , 1952.

,'
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8244. Arc Welders- Specifications and Approval.-vValter C. Allnland
and Leslie E. Allmand , copartners doing business uncleI' the name
Co. with their place of business in
Allmand Brothers lVlanufacturing
Holdrege , Nebr. , engaged in the offering for sale , srlle and distribution in COl11l11erce ~ of electrical eqmpment including arc welders for
farm use on rural powerlines , entered into an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of thnt product.
to cease and desist frol11l'epresenting, directly or by implication , that:
(1) Such welc1er~ meet the

recommended spec.ificatiolls of the R11ral

Electrification Administration or the National Eleetrieal ~lanufacturers Association \"\hen such is not a fact:
(2) Such welders meet the requirements of Underwrite.rs ' Laboratories when thev are not listed bv Underwriters ' La.boratories.
(1- 23931 , j\lar. 4 , 1952.
, 8245. Shoes- Orthopedic Qualities , etc. ~The j\IillerShoe Co. , an Ohio
corporation , with its principal office and place. of business located in
Cincinnati , Ohio , and Albert E. IGinkicht , individually and as a corporate officer , engaged in the offering for sale a.nd selling in comJnerce , shoes , among them being those designated ":Miller Foot Defender Shoes " entered into an agreenlent in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of the shoes

, they will cease and

desist from representing in any maImer:

That the shoes are health shoes or orthopedic shoes or that the.y
ftre made over health or orthopedic lasts or that they will keep the.
feet healthy or prevent , correct , or cure any disorder , deformity, or
(a)

bnorl11ality of the feet;

(b)
That the shoes (1) restore normal foot function , (2) overeome
foot agony, or (3) insure comfort to the wearer;
c)
That the shoes (1) provide balanced foot motion , (2) exercise
foot muscles , (3) aeeelerate, a-rticulation of the bones of the foot;
(d)
That salesl11e.n are trained by persons recognized as qualified
in orthopedics or that the sa.leslnen are qualified in orthopedics;

That by the use of the shoes the feet will never pain or
(e)
(1-23587 , 1\lar. 6 1952.

hurt.

. 8246. Wool Wastes-Misbranding Under Wood Products Act.-vVillianl
Barnet & Son , Inc. , is a new New York corporation , with its office and

princ.ipal place of business located in R.ensselaer , N. Y. Henry B.
Barnet , Jr. , and V,Tilliam BaI11et. II are officers of the corporation and
as such manage and control its affairs and policies. The corpora-

tion buys rags , clips , and various other wastes composed of wool , rayon
eotton , nylon , and silk , garnets and blends them into stoek and sells
the resulting products to mills throughout the country. The said
corporation and individua.1s are engaged in the offering for sale , sale
and distribution in commerce" of woolen stocks.
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Said woolen stocks were wool products , as the term " wool product"
is defined in the vV 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

being eomposed
jn whole or in part of wool , reprocesses wool , or reused wool , as those

terms are defined in the said

V,T

001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and

were subj ect to the provisions of said Act and the rules and regulations
promulgated there.under.
In connection with and in the course of the sale , distribution , and
transportation of the aforesaid woolen stocks in comlllerce , said corporation and individuals in the ye.ar 1951 attached or caused to be
attached to a quantity of woolen stocks , which was composed of approximately 34 percent w' ool and 66 percent rayon , tags representing
such wool products to be 50 pereent wool and 50 percent rayon , in

violation of the provisions of the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939.
The information on these tags was based on results obtained by the
so-caned caustie soda boil-out test , a testing method in general use
throughout the industry. Because certain fibers other than wool are
dissolved in whole or in part by caustic soda , the use of this test indi-

cates a greater wool content than is actually present. ",Vhen such a
fad was brought to the attention of the respondents herein , steps ,,"ere
imme.diately taken by them to correct the faulty testing procedures in

content.

order to insure that their products are properly

labeled as to wool

"'Villi am Bnrnet &, Son , Inc. , and I-Ienry B. Barnet , Jr. , and ",Villiam
individua.11y and as officers of said corporation , ente.red into
anagreement that in eonnection with the offering for sale , sale , trans-

Barnet II ,

portation , delivery for transportation or distribution in commerce as
eommerce " is defined in the ",V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939
of wool stocks , or any other wool products within the meaning of said
Act , they and each of them will eease and desist from misbranding such

products by:
(1) Falsely or deceptively

stamping, tagging, labeling or otherwise

identifying such products as to the character or amount of the con-

stituent fibers therein.

(2) Failing to securely affix 01' to place on such products a stamp,
tag, or other means of identification showing in a clear and conspicuous

n1anner :
(a)

the percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool

exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding

products

5 percent of said total fiber

weight of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool , (4) each

fiber other than wool where said pe, rcentage by weight of such fiber is
5 percent or more , and (5) the. aggregate of all other fibers;

the maximum percentage of the total weight of snch wool
(b)
product of any nonfibrous loading, filling or adulterating matter.
(1-24188 , j\'lar. 6 , 1952.
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8247. Television Sets-Maker.

~iilton Yancovitz and JuliusvV olff

as Multiple Television l\1fg. Co. , with their principal place of business in Brooklyn , N. Y. , engaged in offering for sale
and selling in commerce , television sets , entered into an agreement
copartne.rs trading

that they will cease

and desist from representing:

By use of the word "Edison " in the brand name of television sets
or other electronic equipment or by any other 11leans that such television sets or electronic equipment are the product of Thomas A. Edison , Inc. (1-24170 , Mar. 11 , 1952.
8248. 1 Medicinal Preparation for Chickens- Therapeutic Qualities.
Geo. H. Lee Co. ,

a Nebraska corporation , with its principal place

of

business located in Omaha , Nebr. , engaged in the business of offering
lor sale and sel1ing a drug designated " Acidox " entered into an agreement to cease and desist from disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement for that preparation

rectly or by implication:
(1) That the product

which represents di.

is a cure or effective treatment for

coccidiosis;

is effective in the prevention or aids in the
control of coccidiosis unless limited to cecal coccidiosis.
It is also stipulated and agreed that this stipulation is supplemental
to Stipulation 03105 executed by Geo. H. Lee Co. and approved and
accepted by the Federal Trade Commission on April 22 , 1943 , which
stipulation remains in full force and effect. (1-17550 , Mar. 13 1952.
(2) That the product

8249. Plastic Wallets-Durability and Guarantee. Salient, Inc. , a
Massachusetts corporation , with its principal place of business located

in East Longmeadow , :Mass. , engaged in the business of offering for
sale and selling in commerce , plastic wallets , entered into an agreement
in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution
that product to cease and desist :from representing directly or

of

implication:
(1) That such wallets will not wear out or that they will not wear
out during the lifetime of the purchaser;
(2) That such wallets are " guaranteed"

unless the guarantee is unconditional or unless the term and conditions of the guarantee are

dearly set forth in direct connection with the word " guaranteed" or
guarantee " wherever used. (1-24243 , Mar. 13 , 1952.
8250. Books- Contests. Greystone Corp. , a New York corporation

trading as Fiction Book

Club ,

with its prineipal office and plaee of

New York , N. Y. , and Milo J. Sutliff and John
Stevenson , individually and as corporate officers thereof , engaged in
the business of offering for sale and selling books in eommeree , entered
into an agreement that in connection with the offering for sale , sale
and distribution of books they will not:
business located in

1 Supplemental. See 36, F. T. C. 1091.
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(a)

Represent in any manner that it is not necessary for a person

to purchase books or to secure purchasers of books in order to be.
eligible to participate in contests

, when in fact , such eligibility is de-

pendent on the purchase of books or the securing of purchasers

thereof;
(b)

Fail to disclose that a person must purchase books or

secure

purchasers of books in order to be eligible to participate in contests
when in fact , such eligibility is dependent on the purchase of books
or the securing of purchasers thereof. (1- 21757 ,

~far. 13 1952.

8251. Portable Electric Lamp-Durability. Economy Electric Lantern Co. , Inc. , is an Illinois corporation with its principal office in
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. , also trading as The Handilite Co. , engaged in
the business of offering for sale and selling in commerce , a portable
dry-cell- battery- powered lamp designated , "Handilite " re,commended
especially for use by motorists and truckers who must stop for roadside repairs. Such lamp utilizes a white light which may be directed
at the work or truck. It also , simultaneously, can flash a red blinker
light from its dome top, which may be seen from all directions.
Economy Electric Lante.rn Co. , Inc. , entered into an agreement in
connection with the offering for sale ,

sale and distribution of that

product , to eease and desist from representing directly or by implication that such portable electric lantern will furnish continuous service for any length of time not in accordanc.e with the facts. (1-24219
Mar. 18 , 1952.
8252. Correspondence Courses in Theology. American Bible College
an Illinois corporation , with its principal office and place of business
in Chicago , Ill. , engaged in the offering for sale and selling in commerce , correspondence courses in theology, entered into an agreement
in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of its
courses , it will cease and desist from:
Representing through use of the word " college " in its cor(a)
porate name, or in any other manner , that its business is that of a
college or other institution of higher learning;
(b)

Representing in any

manner-

its courses are recognized courses;
(2) That the degrees awarded by it have any standing in recognized
colleges , universities , seminaries or other institutions of higher
(1) That

learning;
(3) That

credits earned through pursuanc.e

of its courses are

accepted by such institutions.
Representing in any manner that the degrees attributed to
c)
those engaged in the active conduct of the corporate affairs were

earned in recognized or accredited institutions;
Representing in any manner that it is accredited or approved
(d)

(g)
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by any agency which is not a standard reeognizecl accrediting agency
without clearly disclosing the true status of such agency;
(e)

Representing in any manner that its courses

sion work of a college ,

represent the exten-

university, seminary or other institution of

higher learning, or that it follows the university extension movement
in the conduct of its affairs;
Representing in any manner that any of its courses a.re on a
(I)
college level or similar to those of well- known or approved Bible
schools;
Representing in any n1flnner that purchasers of its courses are

required to submit work equal
(1-23860 , Mar. 18 1952.

to or above

tha.t of resident schools.

8253. Stationery and Nylon Socks-Manufacture and Qualities. Stern
Brothers , aNew York corporation , ,,-ith its principal place of business
located in New York , N. Y. , engaged in the business of offering for
sale and selling in eommerce , stationery and nylon socks , entered into
an agreement in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution of engraved stationery and nylon socks , to cease and desist
from:
(1) Using the words "hand-engraved " "hand-cut " or other words
of similar import or meaning, as deseriptive of monogrammed stationery and dies when such dies have not been processed entirely by
hand;
(2) Representing that nylon
~M:ar. 25 ,

socks are mildew- proof. (1-23347

1952.

8254. Garlic Medicinal Preparation- Therapeutic

Qualities.

Cam-

bridge Co. , an Illinois corporation , with its principal place. of business
eanne H. Finn
located in Chicago , 111. , and Joseph 1\1. Finn and
,
engaged
in
offering
for
sale
and
selling
in comnwree
officers thereof

designated " Cambridge Garlie Tablets
agreement to c.ease and desist from disseminating or

a medicinal preparation
e.ntered into an

causing to be disseminated

, any advertisement

for that preparation

or any othe.r preparation of substantially the same composition or
possessing substantially the same properties , which represents directly

or by implication:

That said preparation possesses any therapeutic value in the treat-

ment of high blood

pressure or the symptoms thereof. (1-22m~2

1\lar. 25 , 1952.
8255. Nylon Sweaters- Comparative 1derits.

U. S. ICnitweal' Co. , Inc.

a 1\1ary land corporation , with its principal
in Baltimore , :Md. , engaged in the business of offering for sale and
selling in commerc.e , nylon sweaters , entered into an agreement in

place of business loeated

connection with the offering for sale ,

sale n,nd distribution of that
product , it will cease and desist from representing that nylon
sweaters are as warm as wool "by actnal test" unless such is based

